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@ur Convention 
 WHAT SHALL wE SAY, except 
that it is over - Lake Placid and our twenty-fourth annual Conference 
has come and gone. How shall we interpret in cold print the warmer 
meaning of the moments we spend together each year? 
Those of us who were present revelled for one week in  the glories of 
Lake Placid Club, had the fun of seeing old friends and making new ones, 
got much inspiration and help from the fine talks at our general sessions 
and from the group discussions a wealth of practical, suggestions. As you 
know, we built our program a little differently this year by scheduling 
group sessions so that none would conflict with any other, thus avoiding 
our usual dilemma of trying to be in several places at once. Each group 
had one major session which was attended by the entire convention and 
this gave us an unusual picture of the interests and activities of all of our 
groups and a bird's-eye view of the entire Association. I am sure that as 
you read the proceedings of that week at Lake Placid you will be as 
deeply impressed as we all were with the interest and importance of the 
dayto-day work of our members and of our Association. These papers 
form a record of which we may all be proud. 
We  believe that the experiment with our group sessions was success- 
ful enough to warrant using the plan again. The  concentration of effort 
and interest into one major program, with elections and business con- 
ducted at luncheons or other informal times, left members free to profit 
by the work done in other branches of special library work. In recent 
years some of us have shown a tendency to narrow our interests and by so 
doing we and our profession both suffer. There are many projects which 
our Association could undertake that call for the best efforts of the etttim 
membership. T o  mention only two, read the minutes of the Financial 
Group Session which show the splendid work that group has done in  
preparing model library exhibits at important financial conventions. And 
study the constructive paper presented by Mr. Barnes, with its specific 
suggestions of ways in which S. L. A. could cooperate with other associa- 
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tions. If you are asked to help with such projects, we hope you will not 
think of them as added chores, but instead will recognize them as valuable 
opportunities to  become a more important factor in the field in which you 
ere working. Such contacts make us much more useful to  our employers 
and add greatly to the interests of our own individual jobs. 
The theme for our conference struck a responsive chord. Most of us 
are already conscious of the "growing need for fact finding during this 
depression." Every type of organization is coming to realize that it must 
have more information to profit by the mistakes of the past and to  chart a 
better course for the future. This means, of course, an ever widening field 
of activity for S. L. A. Our Association must be ready to help when busi- 
ness corporations and others want to install a library; we must recruit or  
develop a great many expert special librarians to fill the new jobs, and 
we must set up standards in special library methods and administration 
which will give "fact finding" or  "information service" the professional 
standing we know it deserves. 
I started this page in the r6le of Program Chairman, to tell you that 
our plans for Lake Placid worked well and that our speakers and sessions 
were exceptionally interesting. But you can prove this to  yourselves by 
reading the full  proceedings in this magazine. My final word is in my new 
rBLe of incoming president. Your 1932-33 officers and board are thor- 
oughly conscious of the responsibilities and opportunities ahead. We 
mean to work hard for you. And knowing the energy and inrerest and 
loyalty of our entire membership we are sure that S. L. A. will accomplish 
much during the coming year. 
MARY LOUISE ALEXANDER, President 
Business Needs Unmet 
"I F you ask the special librarian, he will tell you that the most intelligent part of the public, his part, cannot find what it wants on public library shelves. The informat~on is too vague and 
indefinite, LOO long out of date, and the assistants at the desk only pass out books of whose contents 
they know next to nothing. The requirements of the business world with which the special librarian 
deals entail the expenditure of large sums of money, not raised by general tax, to provide information 
which may be relied upon. Until the blow of hard times arrested its growth, temporarily no doubt, 
this particular offshoot of the library tree was in [air way of putting the main stem under a shadow. 
Even now its strength is such that it meets where it will and when, wrth perhaps the consequent but, 
in this Instance, the concealed distress of the stepmother hen whose duckling takes to water. This 
class we must consider important; it uses facts, sizzling hot from laboratory bench and research desk, 
a s  essential stones in its business structure. If public libraries aim to reach all the people, surely they 
cannot afford to overlook this rich cream rising to the top of the crock. 
You may contend that  the users of the special libraries are so comparati\;cly few in n u m h r  that  
they may be disregarded as an item in a debate. Of courr ,  I would not expect a public librarian of 
whatever denomination t o  thmk them unimportant in fact." - J MILTON FERCUSON (Bulletin of 
A. L. A., July 1932). 
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World Changes 
By JAMES G. McDONALD 
Foreign Policy Association 
I START what I have Lo say with reference t o  the present depression. I have been told that Americans are responsible for the depression because we talk about it so much, and that therefore the least we can do as patriotic Americans is to  quit 
talking. Unfortunately that is the way, the precise way, in which the depression 
was treated during the first year, and that  sort of medicine did not work a t  all. You 
will remember that during most of 1929 and 1930, the word that came to  us from the 
high places was, "This is only a passing phase, we must keep up our courage and 
everything will be all right." The second year, people became somewhat more realis- 
tic, and in this third year, they are beginning to  be ready to deal with what you 
librarians might call "facts." 
I think that in many ways librarians are the least appreciated and the most irn- 
portant of our technical groups. I know in our particular organization, we have a 
library, I suppose a special librarian -who might even be eligible to  this 
Association if the Foreign Policy Association were plutocratic enough to  pay her 
dues. This I know: That our research staff and the people whose names are signed to 
articles and in the press or in our own publications, would be quite helpless and cer- 
tainly their efficiency would be reduced by fifty per cent if it weren't for our special 
librarian. I tell her that occasionally, but being an Irish person, she refuses to take 
me seriously, and she insists that anyhow it is all in the day's work, and a librarian 
must never expect to be appreciated. 
This depression is world-wide in its scope; how deep i t  is, how terrible i t  is, very 
few of us realize. No matter how much we read or study, we cannot grasp the ramifi- 
cations of the present movement which, in its depth, intensity and its duration, is, 
I think, unprecedented in the modern world. Each,school of economists has its own 
favorite theory as to why the depression. There are some who stress the business 
cycle, and they tell us that this depression is a s  bad as i t  is because you have a com- 
bination of two cycles, the shorter cycle and the longer cycle, and the two coinciding 
in the downward pull, each intensifying the effects of the other. There is another 
group of economists, rather,a younger group, who contend that most of this talk about 
the business cycle is the bunk. I t  is true, if you look back over our economic his- 
tory since the industrial revolution, that you will find busi~~essdepressionsof greater or 
less intensity coming with fair regularity, as though they were marked by time; but 
these younger economists contend that  this only happens in this way, that  each 
depression is created by special circumstances, by special causes, that there is nothing 
inevitable in it, that we cannot put the depression back into the lap of God. They are 
created by causes which could be cured if they were adequately understood, and we 
intelligent enough to manage otherwise. 
Then you have another group of economists who might be a section of this second 
group that  I have mentioned, who find the major cause of this depression in what they 
call a growing differential between the proportion of national and world income 
that has gone into capital purposes, or interest or dividends, and the small proportion 
which has gone into wages or in other ways into what they call consumers' buying 
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power. In other words, they mould say that despite all of the talk about high \\.ages 
and high salaries - particularly high salaries for librarians - salaries and wages 
have noi kept pace with the increase in the world's productivity; that year by year, 
more of the income has gone back into productivity, and less into purchasing power; 
that therefore, you have gradually built up this condition of disequilibrium - we are 
producing vastly more than we are able to buy, not vastly more than we need, but 
more than there is effective consuming power to purchase. I think there is a great 
deal in that  theory. L 
But some one would say, perhaps, "\Vhat about your installment buying, wasn't 
,that one case of increasing consuming power?" Of course i t  was, but i t  was merely 
anticipating subsequent or fut,ure buying power. I t  was, in a sense, mortgaging the 
future. I f ,  instead of having to pay the installments on your automobile, or your 
radio, or your carpet for the front parlor, you had simply to pay the first installment 
and call it quits, and then go on and buy something else, why in that sense, install- 
ment buying would really have created purchasing power, in the long run. This group 
contends that  we will not get out of this depression or get on a safe and even keel 
until we have devised a system by which consuming power keeps pace step by step 
with productive power. 
Then, of course, there are many other reasons which are given for the depression, 
but I should think no single one would perhaps more nearly cover all of the causes 
than if we were to say that our economic system has lacked coijrdination altogether. 
Nowhere in i t  has there been any plan of either a national or much less an inter- 
national scale. Each man, each organization, each industry has gone its own way, 
and those rare leaders who have talked about the business niceties of national or in- 
ternational planning have been looked upon either as idealists, if they were conserva- 
tives, or as dangerous radicals if they happened to be to the left of the middle So 
nothing was done, and we came to the catastrophe of 1929 with the economic world 
completely lacking any effective leadership. 
I suspect, however, that when the future economic historians come to study the 
events of the last three years, and perhaps of the next few years during which the 
depression may last, they will decide that the War itself has had much more to do 
with this world dislocation than has heretofore been suspected. The War was the 
greatest dislocation of modern times. The War, quite aside from the loss of lives and 
the loss of property, left wounds in the body economic and in the body politic much 
deeper than was dreamed of a t  the time. As a matter of fact, the things that we saw 
about the War,  and which struck us as terrible, were the least important. After all, 
what does it matter, in the long run, if ten or twenty millions of young people met 
their end a generation or so before their due time. That  is a part of nature. I t  was 
terrible, i t  was a ghastly thing, a sign of barbarism in this so-called Christian world, 
but it was not the lasting thing In most of the countries, it affected us hardly a t  all. 
I t  was lasting in some countries, in Britain for example, in France and in Germany. 
For esample, the  effect of the loss of manpower in England was put to me in a 
phrase once, and I was talking in a small English town with a French woman and a 
younger Englishman, then about thirty-five. The French woman (not really a repre- 
sentative of her country) was saying what some French people will say, that Britain 
did not pull its full w i g h t  in the boat during the War. This young Englishman's reply 
was, "\Veil, I don't know about that, but I do know that not a single one of my 
friends of my own age is alive." 
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There \ \ a s  then. as  in the case of Britain, a terrible toll of men \\ ho \vould toda!. Iw 
thirty-live t o  tifty. Similarly in Germany and in l=rance, and in a sense in Russia. 
there is taken out  of those countries this important element in their population, of 
steadiness, and of progressiveness. J'et. I don't  think t h a t  was the  norst  thing t ha t  
happened. for after all, the human race is very prolific, a n d  reproduction is one of the 
natural processes which nothing seems to stay. 
But  less important was the destruction of property. A t  the time i t  seemed per- 
fectly terrible that  there should be billions and billions of dollars uorth of property 
destroyed, bu t  if tha t  had been all, and the world had  been allo~ved to use to the  full 
~ t s  productive capacit!', the losses of the world could ha\-e been made good in a few 
!ears. I n  fact,  they were made good, from the material point of view, 1 should say, 
completely by 1925, 1924 to 192.5. The  wounds lpft by  the  \\'at- were not important 
from a property point of vie\\ They were important from the human point of view, 
but I think those ucre not the most important. AIore important  uere fundamental 
dislocations, in the lirst placc, in the world's economic habits. T h e  \vorld prior to  1914 
had been economically and financially integrated t o  an estraordinary degree. How 
completely and how nice was the adjustment of t h a t  economic a n d  linancial integra- 
tion, we have only begun to  perceive since the integration ceased to be. 
I lurmg the  \Yar. of course, different countries made estraordinary efforts t o  read- 
just their economic life, and they succeeded I~e t te r  than \\-as believed possible, and  in 
SO doing, they laid the basis. I think. for a great deal of the o~*erproduction i cliffer- 
ent lines of industry and agriculture, nllirh have no\\ come upon us to  curse the 
I\ hole \\ orld. 
lloreover, when you make a u a r ,  tha t  is fairly easy \\ 'care told in the histories tha t  
the heroes are those \\ho lead their people to \ lctory in tinye of \I ar. Ordinaril!-, it is 
inlinitely easiel to  lead a people in time of u a r  than it is t o  lead them in time of peace. 
Democracies function \w! well in time of war, common assumption to the con- 
trar?. not\vithstantling \\'I]\- do they5 Becawe they cease t o  be democracies. \\'hat 
sort of a democracy were we after we cwtcred the \Var.' \\'c weren't a clernocrac.:, a t  
all .America fought the \Var n it11 trc~me~ldous efticienc!.. Thcre \I ere losses of course. 
I mean there were inetiiciencies in administration here ancl there. but I~efore tllc \I-ar 
\\.as o \ w .  the  full force of this great people had been thrown into the struggle. or else 
\\-as ready to  he throu n into the struggle. Political considerations, democratic linli- 
tations, ('ongressional debatc. Senatorial preroprati\ es  and I\ hat  not. I\ t w  not allo~vcci 
to stand in the way of thc acllie\wnent of the major ot)jecti\.e. But I\ Ilnt happened us 
soon as  the peace came? \\-ell. you all know. 
I think tha t  deniocrncies. though they can make war, cannot malx  pence. arid t11c 
treaties which \ \em drawn up and adopted a t  the end  of the  \Yar arcs treatit.3 \vllich in 
all of thcir clrferts rellected the inherent inabi l i t~.  of cl~rnoc.ri~cies to mah-it pcarr 
I therefore would trace many of the causes of toda!.'s economic u~iwttltmwnt t o  t11c 
in:tl~ility of democracies ha\ ing \\on a ar ,  to  makc a pXncr .  
\I'hat do I mean more sprcilically? In  the lirst placc, \\ e ha\-e I i ; ~ r l ,  c \ ~ r  s inw  thib 
\\'nr, t h e  stumbling l h c k  to normal recox-erl-, the repar.ations. \ \ ' l~a t  '1rcx repar;ltlo~is 
in thcory? They are the obligation nliicli Grbrrnan!. is to  r r p >  for thc dam;i~c:: 
\I r o ~ ~ g l i t  in France ancl for tli? pensions ii~ld reparation allo\\ ~ ~ l r - c ~ z  to 1hc2 ot11c.r . I I I I L % >  
nntl to  the sh ippng .Any sensililc 1xwoti ought t o  kncn\ t h ~ t  ~c>p;tr,ration+ 11i'\.i91' 1 .~111 
be paid, tha t  wparations nrver are p l i c l .  2nd the clianccs i1l-t. tI1.1t i f  ;I w~-inu- ' ~ t  11~111)1 
is made to pale them, 1)orh tlic~ payet, and the pa\ or I\ i l l  s u t i ~ ~  in tlic,  pro~t+.  
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But a t  the peace making, there were responsible Americans and British and French 
officials who solemnly announced that Germany could pay, well, a modest sun1 of 
two, or three, or  five, or even a thousand billion dollars. They needed some special 
librarians at  the peace conference, I tell you. I doubt ~f they would have been listened 
t o  if they had teen there. 
As a matter of fact, there were some there. There were some economists who had 
not lost their reason, who had not forgotten that if you add three ciphers to the end of 
a certain figure, and don't put any decimal point before it, you do something quite 
extraordinary t o  that figure. The statesmen forgot it. Men who should be ashalced 
today, talked of figures in those days as loosely as a five- or a six-year-old child. 
That  was one of the results of the War. That was one of the wounds left bv the \Var, 
and the world is not yet recovered from that particular wound. In one sense, you could 
describe an important phase of the economic developments since the Ii-ar as the 
struggle of the world to get back to sanity from the insane proposals made about 
German reparations. They started with hundreds of billions. They came down to 
$133,000,000,000. Then they got down to about $33,000,000,000, and then down to 
$12,000,000,000 or $15,000,000,000, and in the 1-oung Plan down perhaps to 
$8,000,000,000, and now Germany says she isn't going to pay anything a t  all, As 
a matter of fact, she perhaps has already paid in one way or another anything from 
four to  six billions, depending on how you calculate i t ;  but Germany says she is 
through with that  item of the agenda. 
I am not saying that Germany is right, but I am saying that the long struggle 
about this questior~ which should have been settled on a basis of fact and a basis of 
reason, instead of on a basis of fancy and of passion, has been a major cause of the 
continued unsettlement of the world and a major factor in the present depression. 
In all force with that has been the heritage from the War of inter-allied debts. I 
was speaking in Springfield the other night a t  a dinner and after the dinner this ques- 
tion of inter-allied debts came up, and an intelligent man on most things wrought 
himself mto a terrific passion on this theme: "The United States is said to have been 
and to be a Shylock. British and French propqandists and German propagandists 
have succeeded in branding us as that before the world, and the United States never 
will be influential in the world again until it has shown the worlcl that that stigma is 
undeserved." But how was he going to show them? He was going to show them by 
seizing the French private gold in New York and saying to the French, "Until you 
recognize the legitimacy of your obligations to us, and that we are not Shylock, 
you can't have the gold." 
Whether we have been stigmatized as Shylock or not seems to me relatively unim- 
portant. The thing which seems to me to matter is how can we deal with the problem 
of inter-allied debts so as to make a contribution towards the welfare of debtors and 
contributors alike. Of course, I know that inter-allied debts are not quite the same 
thing as reparations. The allies borrowed and then they signed notes and later they 
signed new agreements, and promised to pay. They are legal obligations, no one can 
debate that. On the other hand, those obligations were not, for the most part, com- 
mercial obligations. They do not, for the most part, represent investments on which 
the allied countries are receiving or could receive dividends. They are a part of the 
losses of the War. 
An economist friend of mine put it this way recently: "The inter-allied debts repre- 
sent subsidies which our government gave to the American farmer and to the Ameri- 
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can manufacturer during and immediately after the War to enable the allies to pay 
high or even excessive prices for the farmers' and the manufacturers' products." 
That  may be an exaggerated statement, but there is a large measure of truth in it. 
Certainly, the inter-allied debts are one of the heritages from the War. They repre- 
sent an abnormal element in the body politic, in the body economic. They are a drain 
on the vitality of the nations of Europe. I am not contending that \;-e should cancel; 
I am merely contending that we should be intelligent enough to consider inter-allied 
debts on the same or a comparable basis to that  which it seems to me the allies should 
consider the question of reparations from Germany. 
These are two of the heritages of the War,  or if you would like to put it othenvise, 
two wounds made by the War. The doctors should concern themselves with efforts to  
heal the wounds rather than every year or two probing into them and seeing to what 
Pstent the festering sores had begun to  heal themselves. 
Then there is a third factor which seems t o  me to come out of the War. Tha t  is 
excessive tariffs. The War, or rather the peace, by creating a number of new states in 
Europe, by leaving those new states with a feeling of political insecurity, by engender- 
ing among the leaders the determination t o  make each of these new communities as  
nearly as possible economically self-sufficient, has intensified the development in 
Europe towards making that small continent into 27 water-tight compartments. 
If you look a t  a world map, you see how small Europe is. I t  is only a sort of projection 
from the great land mass of Asia. Yet today tariff barriers throughout the continent 
are stifling and checking trade, and the culmination of that movement was reached 
last September when Great Britain finally succumbed to the prevailing disease. 
I think that tendency goes back markedly to the War. Of course, it was encouraged 
by our own contribution towards international economic welfare through the Smoot- 
I-Iawley Tariff Bill. If ever in our history there was a tariff that was unjustified and 
uncalled for it was that, and 1Mr. Hoover will have to do many brilliant things to pay 
for the political mistake he made when, before the election, he promised Mr. Borah 
that  he would call a special session of the Congress to enact a tariff primarily lo help 
the farmer. The effect of the tariff has been, on the welfare of the farmer, not evident, 
but this we know, that since the enactment of the Smoot-Hawley Tariff Bill, there 
have been eighty general or partial tariff increases throughout the world, and Eng- 
land's movement is, as I say, the last. 
Recently the Democrats in Congress - sometimes I am tempted to think in a fit of 
absent-mindedness - made a forward gesture on the tariff issue. They proposed to 
establish the principle that tariffs are a t  least partially matters of international con- 
cern, and that we ought to deal with them 011 tha t  basis. Their bill was vetoed by the 
President. 
But i t  is discouraging to note that  among the rank and lile of the Denlocratic 
Representatives and Senators, there is an  increasing proportion who are unwillirlg to 
stand for the old Democratic principle of lower tariffs. Year by year, there is less to 
choose between in the two major parties on this critical and vital issue. 
Debts and reparations and tariffs are some.of the results of the War, but the great- 
est, I think the most lasting result of the  War, the one which intensifies all of the 
others, as it is the prevailing feeling of political uneasiness, is the doubt of national 
, 
security. I t  is one of the proofs of the insanity of this world in which we live that  
today, when the nations are more interdependent economically than ever before, 
many of them are more fearful of other states than they have been a t  any time since 
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the fall of 1914. C)ur period of economic integration is also onc of political isolation, 
also one of attempts to achieve a high degree of economic nationalism, of economic 
- 
self-suHiciency. Fear, insecurity, doubt as to the future - these, I think, are the 
underlying forces I\-hich make it so diriicult for the nations of the n.orld to cooperate t 
economically. 
For instance, i f  yoit were a Pole. you probably would be a good deal more brilliant I 
than you are and >,ou ~ o u l d  feel delinitely about the l'olish crisis. h t t  the point is this: 
if you were a Pole. you \\-odd take quite a different attitude to\vards the question oi 
building up industries in Poland if you could be sure about your country's ielationr 
with Germany, or i f  you could be sure about your country's relations wit11 Rub~iii 
Or if you \\ere a Czech, it 11-ould be esactly the same 
Cnderlying this demoralizing and disastrous tendency ton at ds economic national- 
ism, lies, I think, the root cause - political insecurity There, it seems to me, our re- 
sponsible officials are talking the most arrant nonsense \\ hen they say, "Yes, we n i l l  
cotjperate with the world in economic matters, provided of course, that they don't 
discuss debts and I-eparations and tarifis, but, \ve will not be dra11-n into political 
commitments " \l'hat, then, is there left to discuss? You can discuss the gold standard 
if you like, and that  is important, but nobody escept a few cranks think that you are 
going to set the uorld right merely through some monetary device or other. You can 
discuss, if you like, prices, the desirability, the possibility, the methods of increasing 
prices for the farmers' products, increasing wages and so on: but how absurd it is to 
talk about effec~ive cociperation from the economic point of view, if you eliminate 
debts and reparations and tariffs, and ho\\ absurd to talk about economic cooperation 
a t  all unless you are willmg to consider the question as to ho\\ the nations can be 
made more nearly secure. 
I t  seems to  me then, in this changmg world of ours, that we are prescnted 
with the estraordinary anomaly of a universe, or rather of an earth, that has become 
progressively smaller. Toclay every country is a neighbor of ejPery other country. 
Science moves for~rard relentlessly; it can't be stopped. The radio and other means 
of comrnunicativn have eliminated time - incidentally, destroying the privac? of 
many of us. AIethods of travel have eliminated, or v e y  largely minimized, the irn- 
portance of space. Therefore, we are in the truest sense of the word, neighbors; but 
just at the time \\-hen we are becoming in fact neighbors, there is growing up in each 
of the countries a new school of economists n-ho contend that all of this talk of eco- 
nomic interdependence is nonsense. 
Some very good books are being written on that subject - that is good if one can 
write a "good" book on what seems to me to be such a nonsensical thesis. I suspect ' 
that  these economists are rationalizing the tendencies \vhich have been set a t  work as 
a result of the \\*at-, and because of other factors I suspect that they are merely mak- 
ing or attempting t o  make respectable processes which have been going on for some 
time. 
\\.e have the11 and there, a dependent world. \\'e have nations seeking to live as 
though they were anarchists from the economic point of view, and the Ilnited States. 
ours, the grealed nation of the \vorld from the point of view of resources, physical 
and material, is un\villing or unable to play any worthy rhle \Ye ought to be the last 
country in the I\ orld to say that we will limit what is to be discussed a t  an inter- 
11;ltional cr)nferencr. \\-e are unique in our alnofness, unique in our po\\er nl  produc- 
tion, and if the n-or3t came to \\orst, in the Imver of self-defence. 
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During the last twelve or fifteen years we have given liostages to fortune in ever!. 
part of the world. \Ye are creditors now to the rest of the world to about the extent 
of fifteen or eighteen billions of dollars, and yet we act as though we were Lithuania 
or Liberia, and men solemnly discuss and seriously argue that this country cannot 
produce men and women capable of meeting on a basis of equality, the Inen and 
women from Great Britain or from France or Germany; that we are still so immature. 
intellectually, that  we must stay a t  home, because invariably when we go abroad we 
do come home badly cheated. 
I feel that if those statements were not being put forward seriously, you could not 
believe that men could think them, but they do. Therefore, in thischanging world, my 
thesis is that the United States must somehow be willing to  assume responsibility 
and play a r61e commensurate with the power and the responsibilities which it has. 
Some Trends in Social and Economic Thinking 
By RODERIC OLZENDAM 
Metropolitan L~fe Insurance Company 
NYONE who would today attempt to trace anything more definite than trends A would be far more ambitious than your speaker. To outline trends is in itself precarious, for often there seem to be as  many different trends as there 
are speakers. A time of depression is the cause of many painful things, among 
them, thinking I believe it was Emerson who said that, "When God lets loose a 
great thinker on this planet, then all things are a t  risk - there is not a piece of 
science, but its flank may be turned tomorrow; nor any literary reputation, nor the 
so-called eternal names of fame, that may not be revised and condemned." Appar- 
ently many of us went around for a decade without much pain. And now, out of the 
ocean of depression there rises up a great fog of thought. Most of us are thinking, 
discussing, reading and wondering about the past two decades in this country and, 
as hlr. A8acDonald has so ably pictured to you, throughout the world this s u r e  
process is working itself out. Out of this fog there are now beginning to emerge 
thought forms, mere wraiths to be sure, but a t  least discernible figures growing out 
of the months of struggle through which so many million men, women and children 
have passed during and since the war. 
I t  is my purpose to attempt to tell you something of some of thcse social and eco- 
noniic thought figures, these spirit forms which are now beginning to materialize, so 
that we can begin to see their size, their shape and in some instances, even the 
direct~on in which they are moving. 
Common Objectives 
111 traveling about from country to country one cannot help but be impressed with 
the apparent fact that a great many men in high position are sincerely eager for the 
accomplishment of definite objectives for the good of society. I t  has been impressed 
on me many times that the objectives of leaders around the world do not seem to vary 
widely. If i t  were possible, I can think of no more interesting conference that could 
be convened than one which might be held in one of our lovely country estates doi\-n 
in Charleston, South Carolina, or in Virginia, in the mellow atmosphere of the old 
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South. This conference might be attended by our President, Pope Pius XI, Xlac- 
Donald, Ford, Lippmann, Salter, Young, hlussolini, and Stalin. I have often won- 
dered what the outcome of the discussions of these world figures would be. If these 
men were to gather together for a period of say a month, in an atmosphere absolutely 
free from political influences - a clean, clear atmosphere under the most delightful 
surroundings where they could think together - what would they agree on? Wherein 
would they disagree? Somehow I have felt that their honest objectives would prove 
to  be not widely diversified. I t  might be that they would agree that what they have 
all been earnestly striving to bring about is a more secure, and therefore a richer and 
fuller, life for the average man. And probably, when they got around to discuss 
methods of accomplishing the objectives, their visit would be extended from a 
month to a year. 
A n  Imaginary Conference 
Since it is obviously impossible to actually assemble such a group of distinguished 
world figures, we can do the next best thing - imagine that some world figures were 
to meet to discuss their objectives and philosophy. From their speeches and writings 
we can see how nearly they could come to agreement on various questions of wages, 
hours, security, planning, war debts, disarmament, etc. I t  is, therefore, my purpose 
to make what I know is a very inadequate picture of what a certain group of men and 
women seem to think as they reveal themselves in print. 
Having decided to hold this imaginary conference in Charleston, the next item 
is the matter of whom we shall invite. There are so many men and women in various 
countries who seem to be speaking with authority that to choose whom we shall 
invite to Charleston is difficult. However, the following persons are those upon whom 
we are going to rely to give us some trends in social and economic thinking. They 
have been chosen because they supposedly represent the many diverse points of 
view that are being held today: Jane Addams, Newton D. Baker, Dr. Butler, 
Heinrich Bruening, Senator Capper, Stuart Chase, Dean Donham, Frederick H. 
Ecker, Henry Ford, Harry Emerson Fosdick, William Green, President Hoover, 
Senator La Follette, Walter Lippmann, J. Ramsay MacDonald, Pope Pius XI, Sir 
Arthur Salter, Alfred E. Smith, Sir Josiah Stamp, Gerard Swope, Norman Thomas, 
Robert F. Wagner, Albert H. Wiggin, Owen D. Young. 
One can think of questions without number that are being asked today. I sat by 
my own fireside and quickly listed some fifty questions. If you were to  try this 
yourselves, I feel quite sure that our questions would not vary widely in intent. 
Out of the fifty questions, I have selected a few which I submit for the program. 
And so now, we are ready to call the conference to order and put the first question, 
which is. 
IS THERE A DEFINITE DRIFT AWAY FROM CAPITAI~ISM Tow.i~ns  SOCIALISM AND 
C O ~ ~ M U N I S ~ ~ ?  
The weight of opinion among present-day leaders is not in accord with socialism. 
Not only industrialists such as Ford, Swope, Wiggin, and Young, who might be said 
to be of the capitalist class, but also educators, economists and labor representatives 
like Butler, Chase, Donham, Fosdick, Green, Hoover, Lippmann, the Pope and Sir 
Arthur Salter indicate rather clearly that whatever changes in the existing economic 
order they consider necessary can be accomplished without overthrowing the funda- 
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mentals of that order. True, Dean Donham warns that the fate of capitalism may 
depend upon American business leadership and Dr. Fosdick declares that it is neces- 
sary to devote ourselves to economic justice in order to defeat communism. How- 
ever, there is an undercurrent of feeling in their remarks. that a repair of the old 
machine is by far preferable to the acquisition of a new model, however shiny, which 
is as yet untried and untested under rigorous and severe enough conditions. Jane 
Addams puts this aptly when she says, "This development of a system resting on 
individualism, competition and private profits has its weaknesses, visible even to  
those who accept it in principle, but i t  appears likely to be the substance of the nest 
chapter in our economic history." The Pope denounces socialism and communism 
emphatically and declares that they conceive a society and a social character of men 
utterly foreign to Christian truth. 
Socialism is not without its supporters, however. Norman Thomas sees in inter- 
national socialism the only solution to present-day problems. Ramsay MacDonald 
likewise subscribes to this view, insisting, nevertheless, that the goal of socialism 
be attained by installments. 
I t  is one of the objectives or beliefs of a number of the persons under consideration 
that there should be a more equitable distribution of weal'th. Stuart Chase states the 
aim of his plan t o  be the attainment of a minimum family income of $5,000 a year, 
within ten years. Pope Pius XI, in his encyclical on labor, expresses the wish that  
workingmen might be given the opportunity to  attain to property. Senator La Fol- 
lette believes that more purchasing power must be put into the hands of the masses 
to counter-balance the undue stress which has been laid upon production. In his 
opinion we must increase consumption rather than restrict production. Nor would 
he have greater consumption just for the present. He conceives an economic order 
in which standards of living and purchasing power are continually rising and spurring 
on production to new achievements. Among those charged with the responsibilities 
of government, both President Hoover and Premier Ramsay MacDonald have 
expressed dissatisfaction with the present concentration of wealth. President Hoover 
says, "We plan to secure a greater diffusion of wealth, a decrease in poverty " Senator 
Capper says that in the minds of agriculturists of Kansas the question of whether 
the abnormal distribution of goods has played a larger part in this than in previous 
business declines is being considered. William Green warns against the menace to 
the nation lurking in the present piling u p  of huge fortunes on the part of the more 
favored. 
With regard to  the attainment of this goal, i t  is recognized by most of the speakers 
and writers that no one thing will bring it about. Walter Lipprnann hasexpressed the 
opinion that the basic motive of acquisition, which has served to  drive the economic 
machine to its present state of advancement, must be replaced by something loftier 
but equally powerful before we can have a more equitable diffusion of wealth. 
Senator La Follette believeshis ideal can be brought about through national economic 
planning and has already introduced a bill in Congress which would establish a 
National Economic Council. Premier MacDonald asks that there be an organization 
of labor under public democratic control, so that  better distribution of work and 
goods may result. Senator Capper represents Kansas agriculturists as believing in 
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nluch heavler income and inheritance taxes, particularly in the upper brackets. 
\\'illiam Green's recommendation for leveling incomes is a high inheritance tax with 
adequate enforcement provisions. One writer, Stuart  Chase, has suggested an entire 
program to bring about better distribution. He advocates high wages, shorter work- 
ing hours, higher income taxes, especially in the upper brackets, national economic 
planning, etc. Of interest perhaps is the fact tha t  no plans were suggested which 
involved a change in the form of government. All proposals were capable of adoption 
within the existing governmental structure. 
\Vhile not definitely expressmg themselves in so many words, the spoken and writ- 
ten thoughts of such persons as Jane Addams, Newton D .  Baker, Nicholas \furray 
Butler, Wallace B. Donham, Henry Ford, Harry Emerson Fosdick, Sir Arthur Salter, 
Gerard Swope, Norman Thomas, and Owen D. Young give indication that they 
believe in wider distribution. On the whole, then, the trend of thought seems to be 
that in the future some mechanism must be devised whereby there will be a more 
just division of the world's wealth and goods among mankind. 
HOW ~ I U C H  UNANIMITY IS THERE AMONG LEADERS WIT13 RESPECT O THE ~ E C B S -  
SITY FOR INDUSTRIAL P ANNING? WHAT KIND OF PLANNING? 
The overwhelming weight of opinion seems to  favor planning of some sort or 
another Newton D. Baker says, however, "Li'hether there can be wisdom enough to  
plan an economic future for the United States or for the world seems doubtful in- 
deed." Concurring in general with this idea, Sir Josiah S tamp suggests tha t  industrial 
planning tends to enslave consumption, whereas consumption changes by fashions 
and prices and cannot often be accurately predicted. Among those who advocate 
planning there is a cliflerence of opinion a s  to whether programs should be initiated 
and conducted by industry itself, by the federal government, by  industry in conjunc- 
tion with governmental aid or supervision, or on an international basis. 
H. I .  Harriman, of the Chamber of Commerce. indicates his faith in the abilitv 
of industry to  solve its own problems without governmental interference by  recom- 
mending the creation of a National Economic Council. Such an organization would 
be composed of from three to five men, trained and experienced in economic lines, 
who would be selected by an  Appointing Board whose members would represent 
all groups of commercial and industrial interests and would be invited to serve by  
the Chamber of Commerce. The  Council would at tack present economic problems 
on a scientific basis, cooperating wherever possible with trade associations, but would 
have no autocratlc powers of control. Of what  might be said t o  be the same school 
of thought, Dean Donham offers the suggestion tha t  the  industries and trade asso- 
ciations of the country chose an Economic General Staff and  a Business Congress 
t o  conduct research work and to disseminate business information. Senator Capper 
believes that planning cat! and must be applied not  only to industry bu t  to  agricul- 
ture as well. Along this line he makes a plea for the spread of coijperative marketing. 
il'ill~am Green states that  planning is the job of management, but  tha t  labor can 
and  has helped to a certain degree. Henry Ford says t ha t  what  is needed is not so 
much management as managers; intellige~it, clear-sighted executives who can recog- 
nize and interpret trends. Frederick Ecker points ou t  t he  life insurance industry a s  
a n  example of what can be accomplished along the lines of a trade association 
organized for the distribution and dissemination of knowledge of the essential 
factors pertaining to the business with which the association is identified. 
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President Hoover heads the list of those who assert that industry, together with 
what aid the various government bureaus and agencies can afiord, is capable of 
eventually working itself out of its present condition. He urges a continued and even 
more extensive use of the esisting goverrimental bodies. Gerard Swope concurs in  
this opinion, adding that the establishment of a National Economic ( ouncil, dupli- 
cating to some estent the work of already established agencies, \vould be working 
from the top down. He believes trade associations to be more appropriate needs. 
In line with this thought he has propounded his by now famous program for the 
stabilization of industry. Dr. Nicholas Murray Butler recommends the organization 
of basic industries to control production and disapproves of the Sherman Anti-Trust 
.Act insofar as i t  prohibits such action. He would have the government study the 
organization of industry and take any steps necessary to set it free to adjust itself to 
present conditions. Stuart Chase shares Dr. Butler's views on the organizalion of 
basic industries and the anti-trust laws, but believes at the same time in a higher 
degree of governmental regulation of industry. I-Ie would have all industries over a 
certain size incorporated by the federal government, and would allow free competi- 
tion to exist in only new industries and lusury industries. For all othcrs he advocates 
government regulated monopoly. These opinions are, on the whole, also concurred 
in by Dr. Harry Emerson Fosdick. 
In the United States the ranks of those who would have the government play a 
more active and important part in initiating planning for recovery is headed by 
Senator Robert & I .  La Follette. He has suited action to hie words by introducing in 
Congress a bill to cstablish a National Economic Council, appointed by the President 
with the advice and consent of the Senate. The proposed council is a research and 
advisory organization which would study conditions, report to the President and 
Senate regularly, and recommend legislation from time to time. Its sponsor believes 
that some central agency is needed to  cobrdinate the work of such bodies as the 
Federal Reserve Board, Federal Trade Commission, and the Interstate Commerce 
Commission. In other countr~es Rarnsay MacDonald and Heinrich Bruening stand 
for rigid governmental control of industry. Premier MacDonald advocates nationali- 
zation of industry as the only effective remedy for present conditions. His program 
also includes the public ownership of land, but he would not have this come about 
by violence. Bruening put his theories of the relationship of government and industry 
into practice when, as Chancellor of Germany, he regulated wages and prices by . 
decree. Whenever necessary he estended governmental control. 
In contrast with all these adherents to the thesis df either local or national pro- 
grams for progress, a few have expressed themselves in favor of international meas- 
ures. In this country, Walter Lippmann asserts that \vorld cooperation is necessary 
for domestic prosperity and that  no nation can hope for full recovery unless a large 
number of problems are solved by international action. Norman Thomas states, 
"We are under a very high obligation to think in terms of a planned economic order 
which is world-wide in scope. Plan for world use rather than for private profit." 
He believes that no American program can ignore the World Court and the League 
of Nations. Abroad, Sir Arthur Salter's program has a place for industrial, national 
and international aspects. He recommends planned direction by individual industries 
and trade associations, which would be represented on a National Economic Council. 
Representatives of the latter would, in turn, be sent to a World Economic Council. 
In  summary, the consensus of opinion seems to be that some sort of programming 
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is essen tial under present conditions. However, there is no such unanimity of thought 
as  to whether this should be on a local, a national, or an international basis, or any 
combination of these. 
Is THERE WIDESPREAD OPINION THAT WAR DEBTS AND REPARATIONS SHOULD BE 
CANCELLED? 
The majority of opinion as expressed in recent speeches, articles, and b ~ o k s  is that 
war debts and particularly reparations should be cancelled. There is much feeling 
that  the amounts due under the existing intergovernmental agreements are out of 
all proportion to the ability of some nations to pay. This thought is expressed by 
Sir  Josiah Stamp, who declares that the reparations were placed a t  too high a figure 
in the very beginning. High tariffs and the deflation of money have made reparations 
on a large scale impossible. This situation he believes was created by the blunders 
of democratic governments and political parties. Es-Chancellor Bruening flatly 
states that  Germany cannot pay her war debts. Harry Emerson Fosdick agrees with 
him, while Walter Lippmann asserts that there is no longer any possibility of obtaining 
from Germany payments large enough to cover the Allied debts to the United States. 
The sums of money which will be discussed a t  Lausanne will not be real, but will 
only represent the diplomatic ambitions of France and Germany, he believes. Ramsay 
h'IacDonald, W. B. Donham, Stuart Chase, Dr. Butler, and Alfred Smith are all in 
favor of cancellation with a few reservations. Dean Donham of Harvard believes in 
cancellation along with any other feasible means of strengthening the great nations 
of western Europe. Dr. Butler is anxious to have confidence restored either by read- 
justment or  cancellation. So firmly does Stuart Chase believe in cancellation, that 
he would have the United States take the lead regardless of whether the rest of the 
nations followed or not. 
President Hoover, Sir Arthur Salter, and Mr. Albert Wiggin do not advise can- 
cellation. The President believes that in normal times the fabric of inter-govern- 
mental debts can be supported although i t  is a heavy burden during a depression. ' 
I t  is necessary, then, to give the debtor nations time to recover their natural pros- 
perity. Sir Arthur Salter favors an immediate settlement on a basis which will 
assure future payments from Germany and shall certainly be within Germany's 
capacity to pay. Mr. Wiggin feels that, quite aside from the question of absolute 
cancellation, it would be good for American business if our government were to 
initiate a reduction in the debts a t  this time. 
The plans for remedying this financial situation are not very definite. Bruening 
thinks that  a gradual revision of the Treaty of Versailles by international consent 
should provide Germany with relief from her obligations. Dr. Butler advocates a 
study of intergovernmental obligations with aview to readjustment. Walter Lippmann 
points out  that inasmuch as Germany and France will not be talking about real sums 
of money a t  Lausanne, but about the strength of their diplomatic powers, they should 
be allowed to settle their reparations problem themselves. Mr. H. I. Harriman is in 
favor of forming a National Economic Council which, among its other duties, will 
study foreign debts. 
With the exception of President Hoover, every one of the men concerned advances 
the idea that  the debts should either be cancelled o r  else there should be a reduction 
or a revision. Rlr. Hoover, a t  the moment, wishes only to give the debtor'nations 
time to recover their normal economic status. 
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IS TIIERE ANY THOUGHT THAT HERE SHOULD BE A LIMITATION OF PROVITS, THAT 
SERVICE TO SOCIETY SHOULD COME BEFORE PERSONAL PROFITS? 
One of the most refreshing discoveries resulting from an examination of the public 
words and thoughts of leaders of the times is the trend toward a sense of stewardship 
which is being felt by many of our captains of industry. Some of the largest indus- 
trialists of the country have recently given evidences of this not only by word of 
mouth, but by policies actually adopted. 
Owen Young captures the spirit of this trend in one of his recent addresses in which 
he says, "The old notion that the president of a comparly was the paid attorney of 
the stockholders for the purpose of taking as much as possible both from workers and 
the public for the benefit of stockholders has gone. The new notion is that when the 
concern is large enough to be invested with a public interest, its officers-in-chief 
must act as the trustees of an institution serving fairly investors who put their sav- 
ings in as capital ; workers who put their lives and efforts in a s  labor, and the public 
which is to receive the service of the combined activity." Mr. Swope himself agrees 
that industry exists basically for serving the needs of the people. One of the general 
principles underlying his plan for the stabilization of industry is: "Organized industry 
should take the lead, recognizing its responsibility to  its employees, to the public, 
and to its stockholders - rather than that democratic society should act through its 
government." 
Another spokesman for industry, Henry Ford, proclaims, "We have come to  the 
point where we must recognize and accept the essential statesmanship of industrial 
leadership. The leaders of business are as responsible for the welfare of the people as 
generals of an army are for the welfare of soldiers." And again, "The abolition of 
poverty is the only end of business worth considering." 
Jane Addams adds her testimony to the growing social'-mindedness of industry 
and, a t  the same time, to the Swope plan. She points out that  its widespread discus- 
sion and favorable comment a t  least registers an approval of the fact that big in- 
dustry is ready to hold itself responsible not only for its own unemployed but also to 
avert the overproduction and lack of planning implicit in the situation itself. 
.IRE EMPLOYERS INTERESTED I N  ASSISTING THEIR EMPLOYEES TO ORTAIN SECURITY 
AGAINST UNEMPLOYMENT, ACCIDENTS, ILLNESS, OLD AGE A N D  DEATH? 
I t  can scarcely be denied that ,  from whatever motive, the question of security for- 
his employees is agitating the mind of the American employer to a greater extent 
than ever before. Motives for such an interest, of course, differ as  widely as human 
beings. They vary from the most disinterested philanthropy on the one hand, to 
the most sordid self-ititerest on the other. There is one motive, however, which cannot 
fail to appeal to any employer who is not blind to his own self-interest. That is the 
fact, which is becoming increasingly true, and which the present depression has 
served to emphasize, that security is good business, that prosperity in business is 
bound up with the well-being of the individuals engaged in i t  - workers no less than 
employers. This fact, which has long been clear to the more enlightened employer, 
has been largely responsible for the phenomenal growth of group life insurance in 
the last two decades. I t  is estimated that a t  present no less than 30,000 business con- 
cerns provide group life insurance on a purely voluntary basis for some seven and a 
half million employees to a total amount of ten and a half billion dollars. The main 
benefit is granted in the event of death, including accidental death, but certaill pro- 
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visions in the event of total and permanent disability are generally allowed. Il'hile 
under group insurance, the interest of the employer in the security of his employee 
has taken practical effect mainly in the direction of a life policy, which virtually 
amounts t o  a continuance of the pay envelope for about a year following the unes- 
pected death of the insured, thus affording h ~ s  family a better opportunity to adjust 
themselves to changed conditions, other types of risk have received considerable 
attention. As regards sickness, the eight leading companies doing group insurance 
I~usiness in this country covered, a t  the end of 1930, over one and a quarter million 
\\.orkers through more than 3,000 group health policies. This represented about 80 
percent of the total business then ir~ force. The health covet-age privately provided 
through mutual benefit plans a t  the initlathe of employers, though of lesser estent 
than that under group insurance, shows a tendency to increase. In the case of old age 
pensions i t  was estimated that in 1927 some 400 undertakings employing 4,000,000 
workers had set up pension plans either privately or through insurance companies. 
Iiearly all of this development had taken place since 1911. 
While interest in all the above types of coverage has been greatly stimulated by 
the depression, it is to the problem of security against unemployment that the atten- 
tion of employers, no less than of other interested parties, has been mainly directed 
during the past fern months. Even before the depression a small number of important 
and mteresting experiments for protection against unemployment were being tried 
out  in various concerns, and there is hope and espectancy on all hands that a study 
of the situation both here and abroad will lead to the widespread adoption of sound 
measures for the handling of this problem by industry Already there arc signs of a 
s tar t  in this direction. The National Electrical hIanufacturers' Association has just 
adopted an unemployment plan sponsored by hIr. Gerard Swope of the ~ e n e r a l  
Electric Company which may ultimately affect some 200,000 workers. The scheme 
has becn described as the first definite measure sanctioned by a national organization 
of manufacturers to meet the obligation of employers to provide unemployment 
protection for employees. 
Another hopeful sign of the times is to be found in the result of a ballot of its men-  
bers taken in December 1931 by the United States Chamber of Commerce with 
regard to various recommendations made by a special committee of the chamber 
appointed to  deal with the subject "Continuity of Business and Employment." 
Recommendations \'I and VII are imnortant. 
Aided by increased opportunity for stability of operations, each employer 
should so plan operations as to assure the greatest possible number of employees 
there will be work for the greatest possible number of weeks in the year. 
In the first case the voting was 2,593 it] favor of the recommendation and 126 
against, in thc second, 2,110 in favor and 493% against. The Chamber of Commerce 
has a total membership of about 25,000 
As a result of this ballot the various branches of the Chamber of Commerce 
throughout the country have becn activcly engaged in setting up Committees of 
Lhployers to study ways and means of giving efrect to these recommendations. 
So far we have spoken only of thr situation in the Unitcd States. Human charac- 
tcristics bcing on the whole evenly distributed, it may be assumed that the European 
employer is on the whole no less interested in the security of his workers than is the 
case on th is  continent. In Europe, however, the habit has grown up of looking to the 
std tc to pi-ovide through legislation, not only the machinery for administering social 
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insurance, but often a considerable measure of financial assistance. Industrial Europe 
holds in general that only through compulsion can business conditions be equalized 
as betwen an employer who adopts and contributes to a plan and one who refuses 
to do so, that only through compulsion can those n-ho most need protection be 
induced to participate, that real success in achieving security for workers ultimately 
depends on the universality of the security achieved, and that the price of security is 
a burden which should extend beyond industry to the general taxpayer. While it 
may be conceded that compulsion of some form is essential to  bring in recalcitrant 
employers, as well as improvident workers, America would appear to  be pinning her 
faith to the moral compulsion of an enlightened public opinion rather than to  that  
of the statute book. As to how far she is right in this, time will determine. 
In Great Britain, compulsory insurance aims merely a t  providing employees earn- 
ing less than a certain figure with enough to maintain them a t  the bare minimum of 
existence. I t  was deliberately intended to leave a way open for individual initiative 
on the part both of workers and employers and to allow insured persons who can 
afford it an opportunity to provide themselves voluntarily with additional protec- 
tion. The number of persons who have voluntarily effected sickness insurance in 
British friendly societies, trade unions, etc., has been stated officially to be not less 
than nine or ten millions. As regards pensions the following estimates in connection 
with private plahs in England indicate the extent of employer initiative in that  
country: 
287 private firms with plans affiliated to the National Pension Fund Association 
covering 300,000 workers. 
200 plans arranged through ~ 2 e  Insurance Companies covering 150,000 workers. 
- Railway plans covering about 250,000 workers. 
1,000 plans including cooperative societies, municipalities, and private firms, 
approved under the 1921 Finance Act which granted exemption from income 
tax, covering 700,000 workers. 
Approx Total 1,500 plans covering 1,400,000 workers. 
Assunling that every worker needs protection, over and above that  compulsorily 
provided, in order ti maintain a decent standard of living, the extent to  which Great 
Britain makes voluntary use of socia1,insurance facilities, more particularly pension 
plans, though considerable, can hardly be described as adequate. Can America do 
better by inducing employers and workers voluntarily to provide and accept a social 
program which will not merely eliminate distress, but will enable the honest workman 
to approximate his former standard of living even though overtaken by sickness or 
old age, and to give his family a fair chance to make good even though he fall a victim 
to unemployment or premature death? These ends can only be reached through 
intensive education and propaganda. 
A preliminary challenge has already been issued by the State of \Yisconsin wherc 
a bill was passed in January of this year to the effect that if by June 1,1933 employers 
employing in the aggregate a t  least 175,000 workers have not voluntarily established 
unemployment plans acceptable to the State, then certain compulsory features in 
the bill will become operative. Accordingly, there is much activity on the part of 
Wisconsin employers directed towards securing the above minimum requirmmcnt 
of 175,000 voluntary members representing approsimately SO percent of the total 
number eligible under the bill 
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HAVE ANY COUNTRIES ADOPTED SOCIAL INSURANCE PROGRAMS WITHIN THE LAST 
THREE YEARS? WHAT HAS BEEN THE NATURE OF THE CHANGES IN EXISTING 
SOCIAL INSURANCE SYSTEMS? 
France is the  only country which has adopted a comprehensive social insurance 
- program during the last three years. The new French law which took effect in July 
1930, replaced previous voluntary arrangements with compulsory coverage against 
sickness, invalidity, accident, old age and death. In Holland a system of compulsory 
sickness insurance, which had been in dispute for a long time, was put into force in 
March 1930. 
In several European countries, however, laws have been passed either to initiate 
some new departure, to extend or restrict existing benefits, or to simplify esisting 
machinery. In  Czechoslovakia several amendments to the Social Insurance Act 
took effect a t  thc beginning of 1929. Sickness insurance benefits and contributions 
were altered mainly in favor of the worker, and further liberalities were introduced 
in regard to invalidity, old age and widows' pensions and death benefits while con- 
siderable changes were made in organization. Spain established a compulsory 
maternity insurance plan in March 1929. Two months later Italy authorized the set- 
ting up of a national institute to assist persons disabled in industry, while in October 
of the same year a national sickness insurance fund for commercial employees was 
established by agreement between the national Fascist Federations of merchants and 
of employees. In June 1930 Norway adopted a bill to introduce medical benefits, 
to  reduce the scope, and to reorganize the administration of her compulsory health 
insurance plan. Six months later legislation was introduced to change from a reim- 
bursement system of medical treatment to a free one. Great Britain in December 
1929 adopted an amendment to the widows, orphans and old age Pensions Act 
granting further extensions of benefit, while a t  the end of 1930 an Act was passed 
to prolong for one year maintenance of unemployed persons in health and pension 
insurance. The  Irish Free State ended 1929 with a law to simplify health insurance 
and to effect economies, and in May 1930, Northern Ireland decided to include 
medical benefits in her health insurance system. 
Germany, as  a result of the gravity of the depression in that country, took the 
course of promoting economic and financial stability by a series of special emergency 
decrees. The first of these in July 1930 introduced heavy economies in sickness 
insurance with the object of increasing contributions to unemployment insurance. 
Further decrees affected all branches of Social Insurance to a greater or less degree. 
In November 1930 Poland ordered a reorganization of her social insurance system, 
but  left the benefit provisions intact. In Russia there have been several social insur- 
ance laws largely in the direction of extended scope. Unemployment insurance was 
virtually abolished in October 1930 in view of the great demand for labor under the 
five year plan. 
Regarding European Social Insurance it may in general be said, if generalization 
be not premature, that within the last three years a period of espansion and develop- 
ment has been brought to a close and a trend in the direction of economy has set in. 
Since the war the principle of compulsion has been embodied in all newly adopted 
plans. 
In the United States and Canada social insurance progress has mainly taken the 
form of the adoption of pension plans by various state or provincial legislatures. 
There has also been a considerable expansion of group insurance, particularly under 
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a blanket contract covering the risks of invalidity, old age and death, such a s  that  
of the Standard Oil Company of New York which is in every way the largest trans- 
action of its kind. 
IS THERE A TENDENCY I N  THE UNITED s T . 4 ~ ~ 5  TO ADVOCATE STATE SOCIAL INSUR- 
~ s c a  PROGRAMS? 
The ranks of advocates of Social Insurance in the United States have been steadily 
growing. As yet, few people have come out for a complete program, covering the 
hazards of unemployment, sickness, old age, and invalidity. Assemblyman Cuvilier 
has for several years introduced a bill for an entire social insurance plan before the 
New York legislature. As often as introduced, this measure has been tabled. 
State old age pensions have been the opening wedge upon which social insurance 
adherents have concentrated their efforts as the first step towards the eventual 
adoption of complete programs. At the present time, seventeen of our states have old 
age legislation on their statute books. The gathering momentum of this movement 
is evidenced by the fact that ten of the seventeen laws were'enacted in 1929 or later, 
five having been passed in 1931. Special investigating committees are considering 
the subject of pensions in four additional states. The campaign is being carried t o  
Congress and this very year, for the first time, a Federal old age bill was reported out  
of committee in the House of Representatives. 
Unemployment insurance and relief have received even more attention from 
state and national legislatures in the past two years than has old age relief. Numerous 
relief programs have been enacted and the question of insurance is coming up again 
and again. Franklin D. Roosevelt, in January of 1931, called a conference of the 
governors of eastern industrial states to consider the adoption of unemployment 
insurance. Wisconsin has actually enacted a law which will make unemployment 
reserve funds compulsory in that State if, by July 1933, a prescribed number of 
workers are not covered by voluntarily adopted private plans. President Hoover, 
in 1931, appointed a congressional committee to investigate the possibilities of 
additional federal action on the unemployment problem. I t  is intimated that  the 
report of this committee, to be released in the near future, will be favorable t o  
compulsory unemployment reserves. 
There has been little or no state activity in the field of health insurance, in this 
country. 
As an indication of the amount of attention which social insurance is receiving in 
this country, 105 unemployment bills were introduced in state legislatures in the 
year 1930-31 ; 133 old age bills being offered during the same period. Corresponding 
figures for the year 1931-32 are 137 and 68. 
Self-Analysis 
We are freely saying hard things about ourselves in this country today which two 
years ago, coming from the lips of our foreign friends, caused us to become indignant. 
A depression is a time of self-analysis and we Americans have shown ourselves 
capable of turning the floodlight on our deeds, facing up to our sins of omission and 
commission as revealed under this dazzling light. Lessons are being learned which 
returned prosperity will not unlearn in spite of what the "civilization crashers" say. 
People turn hot and cold with alarming suddenness in June 1932. But this is one of 
the symptoms of our national disease. The nerve centers of the nation seem momen- 
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tarily under an  almost hypnotic paralysis - but recovery may even now have set in. 
Because many of us have been so ill, mentally and physically, we cannot recognize 
the slow restoration of vital tissues .4 sane optimism is allowable, for i t  is pretty hard 
to picture the alternative. 
Cooperation Between Special Libraries 
and-Publishers 
By RALPH FOSS 
McGraw-Hill Company 
T HIS morning I want to talk to you rather informally about some of the prob- lems that  I think we have in common as publishers and librarians. I think that  i t  would be far better if a group of publishers were here, and if some of 
you librarians could address them on what they might do to help you. This would 
do a lot more good than for a publisher to talk to librarians. I have a feeling that 
publishers generally do not cooperate with librarians as much as  they should - they 
mean to, but either they do not get around to i t  or they do not know the way to go 
about it. 
I t  seems to me that we might first consider this great supply of books and maga- 
zines that  is coming from the publishers' presses every day, where i t  is going, and 
what you as  librarians are going to do to sift out the material that you want. If we 
could fall back on an old simile, I should say that you special librarians are the neck 
of the bottle, and I wish to compliment you when I say that, because that is where the 
sparkle is. There is a good deal of sediment down in the bottom of the bottle which 
cannot be shaken up too much. From the publisher's standpoint, we pour into this 
bottle such a tremendous volume of books and magazines that  I do not know how 
anybody with limited funds a t  his disposal can ever get it sorted out and a selection 
made of the  special information that he desires. 
Last: year, when all publishers knew that the depression was on, they did not cut 
down their production of hooks. As I recall i t ,  something over 8,000 books were 
published in the United States, and in our own small Book Company we published a 
new book every other day. In our Publishing Company we issued 34 magazines 
covering trade, technical, and engineering subjects. Yet, we were only one publisher 
out  of a large group that was pouring information into the bottle and then leaving 
you to  sort out this material as best you might. We take care of the usual things such 
as  indexes, but there are many things that we do not do that  I am sure we might 
do that  would prove helpful. 
I was very much impressed with this little booklet, which some members of your 
Association helped prepare, entitled: "Editorial Policies, Plans, and Methods of 
Associated Business Papers." There are some twenty or thirty suggestions which your 
Association makes. First, that the table of contents be in the front of each issue. Of 
course, that  sounds a little elementary, and yet I pick up magazine after magazine 
and can not find its table of contents. I t  seems to me they ought to have a table of 
contents to tell where the table of contents is. 
A word about magazines such as we publish. If they are to serve their subscribers, 
the articles must be authoritative. I think there has been a great improvement in this 
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respect. Pulling things out of the air, or repeating gossip without checking the facts 
and yet printing them as  facts is unfortunate, and too many articles resort to general 
rather than specific statements. You are the people who are looking for information 
and facts. You want to be sure you can bank on the statements as coming from the 
highest auihorities - not a Republican Platform on these problems that you cannot 
understand what it is all about. 
I think i t  is remarkable that these magazines have done a s  well as they have in 
giving news of industrial processes and trade practices. I t  was only a few years ago 
that you found industries saying, "Why should we tell you about our business? 
Our competitors will find out and our business will be affected." I am glad to say that 
a much broader view than this has developed in America and is responsible in no 
small measure for our industrial and business progress. 
Industrial and trade papers must be primarily the collectors and distributors of 
information. They must be the interpreters of events and trends, and they must be 
the promoters of sound thought and policies. A good paper, I think, aims to do all 
these things. Undoubtedly they have brought cohesion into certain industries and 
trades by setting up an ideal and fighting for it, and in this they have rendered a 
great service. Of course, another service that such papers as we publish aim to give 
is in the field of special studies. I know that many of you have helped us in giving 
information to some of our editors for articles which they were preparing. We in turn 
are very glad to open our storehouse of information to you librarians, and hope you 
will make the widest possible use of our facilities. 
I want to take just a minute a t  this point to say a word about research. So many 
crimes are committed in the name of research that I think we should always keep in 
mind the difference between real research and the gathering of facts to prove a point 
which we want to make. I am reminded of the man who was asked what plagiarism 
was. He said: " I t  is plagiarism when you take something out of a book and usc i t  as 
your own. If you take i t  out of several books then it is research." I am glad to say that 
I see a tendency for independent research in business as opposed to the  SO called 
research that interested parties have been putting out. If we have more independent 
research it will be a great service to your group for you will then have unbiased facts 
upon which you can rely. 
Let us consider for a moment the present situation. We are told that  business is 
getting more and more fact-minded. I wonder if that is true of the average business 
man. There are exceptions, of course. I t  seems to me that the theme song of most 
business executives to whom I have talked about magazines or books is: " 1 don't 
have time to read." Conditions for reading are never right for the average executive 
who feels that he has arrived a t  some important position in his company. Either he is 
too busy to  read, or business is so bad that he is too worried to read. In other words, 
he is never favorable to the idea of getting the facts from the printed page that  will 
help him in his business. He prefers to get it from some stranger on a train or from 
someone over the luncheon table. Some studies which we made indicated that  over 
90 percent of the people who buy business and technical books are under thirty years 
of age. 
Consider for a moment the information in the libraries which you represent. 
There were all the facts, all the warnings, the signals, compasses, charts - in short 
everything that could have measurably lessened this depression - had business 
men generally taken the time to study them. There was nothing new in what was 
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bound to happen if we continued credit expansion, stock speculation, over-produc- 
tion. In brief, all the things that were happening in the early part of 1929 with their 
probable consequences were recorded in the books of which you have charge, 
for executives to  read and ponder over. But these were old facts, and we were told 
. 
that  we were entering on a new economic era and were on our way to bigger and 
better things, and here we are. 
Some studies that have been made recently indicate that there is something radi- 
cally wrong in our early school training. So many of our graduates from high schools 
and colleges seem to have been conditioned against reading and find i t  very difficult 
t o  read a factual book or magazine. I t  is as though they had taken a pledge when they 
left school that  they would never study anything again now that they had got through 
with the required scholastic work. There is much work to be done in this field before 
we can solve this whole problem of adult education. 
Now that  we are approaching the end of these remarks, I should like to presume to 
speak for a few minutes on the subject, "What I would do if I were a Special Li- 
brarian." I think I am treading on dangerous ground, but my abservation is that 
special libraries in some businesses are much like personnel departments. They are 
great when business is good, but can be dispensed with when business is bad. That 
process has been going on during the past year, and yet there was never a time when 
business needed this guide, compass and chart that you have in your libraries to 
steer executives through their troubles, more than a t  present. But, I fear that some 
d o  not yet  see thqvalue of this library. Either they do not use it, because they do not 
understand i ts  great service possibilities, or because they have never been trained to 
act  on facts. Facts are often so unpleasant that it is better not to know them. 
I t  seems t o  me that you have to become tremendously active a t  this time in spread- 
ing information among your executives as  to the value of the library and the help 
it can give. They must be made somehow to realize that the library is as important a 
branch in their business as any other. 
May I make one more suggestion, although I am not a psychologist. Possibly 
your Association ought to get some good psychologist to work out a test which I have 
in mind. The test is to find out whether your chief executives are eye-minded, ear- 
minded, or a mixture of both. The approach to these two types is very different. Per- 
haps the simplest test will be to get the secretary to the executive to  tell you whether 
the boss ever reads anything, or whether he gets most of his information from what 
people tell him. 
One more thing that I think publishers might do in cotiperation with the librarian 
is t o  give reading its proper place in business. In most businesses it is considered noth- 
ing short of a crime to read during business hours. I would wager that  if I could drop 
in on a hundred executives unannounced and find them reading a magazine or book 
during business hours, 90 percent of them would apologize for their seemingly un- 
businesslike conduct. My proposal is this: that we work for assigned times for reading. 
Where a business has a special library certain books can be selected that apply par- 
ticularly to that  business. Then a note should go out from the president of the com- 
pany to the executives asking them to choose any hour during the day for three days 
during the week when they will read serious articles about the business. What a relief 
this would be. They could actually read about the business without feeling guilty if 
they were caught in the act. Encourage them to look upon books and magazines per- 
taining to their business as the most important working tools that they have. 
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I believe that the time is coming when more librarians will be asked for facts when- 
ever questions of major policy are up for decision just as most businesses now consult 
a lawyer when some legal point is involved. You have the facts. You are the guardian 
of them. You have them a t  your fingertips so that you can get them out. You must 
bring i t  about that all of your executives will realize the great service you can render 
them. 
We are trying to help editorially in our different papers by giving the facts that 
will help business and by urging executives to make decisions based upon facts rather 
than hunches. 
Cooperation Between Special Libraries and 
the Government 
By ERNEST A. TUPPER 
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce 
I HAVE been asked to talk to you on the subject of coiiperation between the Special Libraries Association and the Federal Government - a subject which appears to me to deserve much more attention than i t  can receive this morning. I 
feel quite sure that the Government has been of considerable assistance to  
Special Libraries and that your Association in turn has been of great assistance to  
the Government. Nevertheless, I believe that there is a need and opportunity for 
much greater cooperation between these two groups than has existed in the  past. But 
the amount of coijperation which can be secured is largely dependent upon the 
willingness of this Association to take the preliminary steps. 
I t  would probably be desirable from your point of view t o  have some central 
agency or individual in Washington to whom ygu might go with all your requests for 
information or publications. But the efforts which are now being made to reduce 
expenditures and to eliminate every activity which cannot be considered as  abso- 
lutely necessary takes this question well out of the realm of possibility for some time 
to come. If this opinion is correct, any formal coijperation which may be arranged 
must take the form of cooperation with individual departments and bureaus. How- 
ever, I believe that much might be accomplished if your Association were to appoint 
several persons to represent its membership, each to contact with a separate depart- 
ment or government agency. Favorable action would more than  likely be taken on a 
letter to each of the various government agencies, describing the work of your Asso- 
ciation, your problems, and your interests if the request were made that  one or more . 
individuals be authorized to discuss either through correspondence or personal con- 
tact the possibilities of coijperation. I do not mean, of course, that all requests for 
information or publications should be passed through the Association's contact with 
a particular department, but i t  might prove helpful t o  have your unusual problems 
and special requests handled in this way. 
Before attempting to  discuss some of the problems which you encounter in your 
contacts with the Government I think i t  would be desirable to briefly sketch, in a 
broad and general way, the organization of the Federal Government. I have dis- 
tributed an organization chart showing the major divisions of work. You will note 
from the chart that there are ten departments engaged in carrying out  the many - . 
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functions of government and approximately 60 independent offices, boards, and 
commissions. With the exception of the Department of Justice which is under the 
direction of the Attorney General, and the Postoffice Department under the direc- 
tion of the Postmaster General, the work of each of these Departments is in charge 
of a Secretary who may have one or more assistarlt secretaries to aid him. Although 
there is some lack of uniformity in the terminology employed to distinguish the sub- 
divisions of work in the various departments, the general plan of organization is 
much the same and a description 07 the subdivisions in one department will, in a 
general way, hold for a description of the others. 
The work of the Department of Commerce with which I am most familiar is car- 
ried on by the twelve offices shown on the chart. With the exception of the Radio 
Division in charge of a division chief and the Aeronautics Branch under the direc- 
tion of Assistant Secretary Young, each office has as its head a bureau director or 
commissioner. The work of each bureau is carried on by a number of divisions and 
in each division are to be found two or more sections. The chiefs of these sections are 
in most instances the specialists or experts on cotton, tobacco, foreign trade, fire 
hazards, adult education, a particular plant pest, the tariffs of a particular foreign 
country, e t  cetera, and are the people in whose work you are most interested. How 
to  reach these people and keep in touch with them is one of the problems which con- 
front you. 
I t  would, of course, be physically possible to compile as of a certain date a de- 
tailed chart of the organization and functions of the government and all its units but 
new work is being undertaken from time to time and popular opinion to the con- 
trary, certain pieces of work are discontinued as the need for the work passes. I t  
wouId also be possible to indicate on this chart the names of the individuals respon- 
sible for the work in the different offices, but such a chart would be out of date before 
the printer's ink had dried. 
For the purpose of keeping informed concerning the names of the individuals in 
charge of work, a s  well as of the major divisions of the work, I would recommend 
that  you secure each issue of the Congressional Directory. The Congressional Di- 
rectory contains not only the names of many of the officials with whom you may have 
occasion to  correspond, but also well over a hundred pages devoted to a brief but 
up-to-date description of most of the work carried on in the various departments, 
bureaus, and divisions as well as in the independent offices. I would also suggest that 
you take an hour or two each month and religiously read the Monthly Catalogue of 
Public Documents. As you all know, this catalogue lists all printed material dis- 
tributed through the Superintendent of Documents, and I am sure that if you care- 
fully go through each issue you cannot help but gradually build up a knowledge of 
government sources that will enable you to locate with little effort, much of the ma- 
terial that  you have occasion to secure from Washington. You should also find 
Jerome Kear \Vilcox's book on "United States Reference Publications1' (1931) of 
assistar~ce to  you. Some of the publications of the Institute for Government Re- 
search, particularly the one by Lawrence F. Schmeckebier on "The Statistical Work 
of the Federal Government," should prove valuable. There are also the lists of pub- 
lications issued annually by the various departments and bureaus. 
I f  one section, one division, one bureau, or even one department were responsible 
for all phases of a single subject, activity, or commodity, your problems of securing 
informat~on or publications would be infinitely more simple. Unfortunately in spite 
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of all that has been said of the overlapping in government functions and the need for 
some kind of reorganization the possibilities are relatively few, and the dream of 
getting everything on one subject from a single office will scarccty ever be realized. 
Let us assume by way of example, that  you are the librarian for a national adver- 
tising agency which has just secured a contract from a large distributor of milk and 
milk products. You find it necessary to  obtain, among other things, all of the ma- 
terial which the government has published on this subject. You would discover that  
there are a t  least four departments and two commissions collecting and publishing 
information concerning milk. (I say a t  least four departments and two commissions 
because I made the survey hastily and I am sure that further investigation would 
have disclosed other agencies doing work in this field.) I found four units in the De- 
partment of Agriculture: 
1. The Bureau of Dairy Industry which is concerned with improvement in meth- 
ods of producing, marketing, and manufacturing milk. 
2. The Bureau of Home Economics which is concerned with the preparation, use, 
and value of milk in food. 
3. The Bureau of Agricultural Economics which collects statistics on prices, pro- 
duction, and consumption of milk. 
4 The Food and Drug Administration which protects the consuming public 
against misbranded or adulterated milk. 
Under the Treasury Department is found the Bureau of Public Health which looks 
out for the enforcement of sanitary regulations governing the milk supply including 
pasteurization and distribution. 
Under the Department of Labor is the Children's Bureau which is concerned with 
studies of milk and food in relation to the health of children, and the Bureau of Labor 
Statistics which collects statistics on prices, employment, payrolls, e t  cetera, for 
manv industries of which the processing of milk is one. 
In the Department of Commerce is found the Census Bureau collecting biennially 
information regarding the processing of milk and including such data as the number 
of establishments, wage earners, cost of materials, value of products and so on. And 
the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce which through its Statistics Divi- 
sion compiles information concerning the foreign trade in milk; through its Foreign 
Tariffs Division, information concerning the tariffs of foreign countries and their 
effects on our exports of milk and milk products; and in its Foodstuffs Division makes , 
special studies a t  the request of industry of problen~s encountered in the marketing 
and sale of milk. 
The Interstate Commerce Commission makes studies of railroad rates applyir~g 
to the transportation of milk and the United States Tariff Commission is equippcd 
to undertake the compilation of comparative data on the costs of production of milk 
in the United States and in competing countries. 
I should Iike to repeat - this does not necessarily represent all of the different 
units in the Federal Government engaged in a consideration of the various aspects 
of the one commodity MILK. 
I think what some people mean when they speak of the extensive overlapping in 
government functions is just the thing which I have tried to bring out - namely. 
that the same subject is receiving consideration in many different offices of the gov- 
ernment. The trouble seems to  be that they do not realize i t  is neither possible nor, 
from the point of view of good administration desirable that  one individual, section, 
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or division be responsible for all material bearing on a specific matter. I t  is impossible 
to be an expert on health values, on production, marketing, foreign trade, foreign 
tariffs, and a host of other things. Nor is it desirable that our censuses be taken in a 
thousand different offices or that our wholesale price indexes, our employment in- 
dexes, and our other indexes be compiled from material collected by a hundred 
difierent agencies of the government. 
A number of ways occur to me in which special librarians can help the Government 
and thereby help themselves. I think the most important one is by making sugges- 
tions. We are exceedingly glad to have suggestions and criticisms - suggestions for 
things that  we should be doing, but aren't, and criticisms of things we are doing. I can 
speak only for the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce but I am sure this 
expresses the wish of the other bureaus in our own department as well as other bu- 
reaus in other departments. We all get quite a few suggestions and in the last few 
months we've had no occasion to complain of a lack of criticism. If your Association 
would care to endorse a criticism or suggestion it would carry more weight coming as 
a finding of a committee of the Association than as  the view of an individual member. 
When writing to one of the government departments for information it is im- 
portant t o  remember that our policy is to undertake to supply only such information 
a s  the inquirer cannot reasonably be expected to obtain for himself. But this policy is 
not rigid. If the person responsible for preparing the reply can secure in a few minutes 
information that  would require several hours' work on the part of the inquirer, he 
does so. But  if all or most of the information is available in published form the 
inquirer is usually advised to consult certain sources and then request the government 
t o  furnish only that information which he has been unable to obtain elsewhere. 
If you have reason to believe that the same information is available in several 
departments or offices, do not send three or four letters requesting the same informa- 
tion to  three or four departments without stating in your letter that a similar request 
has been sent to  other departments which should be mentioned by name. Otherwise 
several people may be put to work on the same job, and the work of the government 
slowed down. I t  frequently happens that when several people in different depart- 
ments are working on the same job they run across one another's trail. If they dis- 
cover that  others unknowingly are working on the same job they are apt to become 
disturbed and irritated and the service to the inquirer may suffer. 
I also suggest that when writing for information or publications you mention the 
day on which you would like to receive a reply, and the day on which you must 
receive i t  if i t  is to be of any value. Bear in mind, that with a little extra time it is 
possible for the Government to give you that extra service. 
What is going to be the effect of the government economy program on the publica- 
tions of the various departments is a question which has probably been troubling 
many of you. There has been rather general and severe criticism of the large amounts 
of printed matter distributed from Washington and as a result the amounts of money 
which are being appropriated for printing and binding in many instances have been 
considerably reduced from the amounts made available in the fiscal year just ending. 
Therefore, i t  is probably safe to say that the number of publications will be sub- 
stantially reduced, those which are printed will be much more condensed, there will be 
much less publicity given to the availability of printed material, and some of the 
material which is now being printed will be issued in mimeograph form, while some 
of the less important mimeographed matter will be discotitinued. 
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The printing appropriation for the Department of Commerce, exclusive of the 
Patent Office and the Bureau of the Census, was $756,000 for the current f scal year. 
The appropriation for the fiscal year 1933 amounts to $565,000, a decrease of 25 per- 
cent. But this does not mean that  your loss is going to be only 25 percent. Out of the 
appropriation of $565,000 for printing and binding for 1993 must come the cost of 
printing all of the special forms, letterheads, envelopes, et cetera, used in the regular 
work of the Department, -costs of which ordinarily account for 25 to 30 percent of 
our total printing appropriations. In addition there are a number of publications such 
as Foreign Commerce and Navigation, the Monthly Summary of Foreign Commerce, 
the Statistical Abstract and certain publications of the Bureau of Lighthouses de- 
scribing the location of air navigation facilities, the movement of tides and things of 
like character which cannot be discontinued or cut in size. Much of the cut must 
therefore be borne by the publications presenting the result of special researches and 
investigations, the material in which you are most interested. 
I said a moment or two ago that  some of the material issued in printed form would 
after the first of July doubtless be issued in mimeograph form and that some of the 
present mimeographed releases would be discontinued. For this reason I suggest that  
if you have not already started to bring up to date your very excellent descriptive list 
of mimeographed statements published in 1929, which I understand you have con- 
sidered doing, that you defer this work a t  least until the early part of 1933. I am afraid 
that  if you do not it will be very much out of date by the time you are ready Lo 
publish the revised list. 
The Economy Bill which has just passed both Houses contains a provision which 
is of special interest to librarians. In the past government publications could only be 
obtained through the Superintendent of ~ocuments ,  the Department which pre- 
pared the publication, or one of its offices. Under this bill, however, a new avenue 
of distribution is opened making it possible for government publications to be sold a t  
a profit by newsstands and booksellers. At present the Superintendent of Public 
Documents is authorized to charge 10 percent more than the cost of publication for 
all documents sold by his office. Under the provisions of the new bill he is authorized 
to charge 50 percent more than the cost of printing for the documents which he sells 
and is further authorized to sell, in wholesale lots, but for cash and with no returns, 
a t  a 25 percent discount. This should make it possible to secure publications much 
more promptly than formerly and should result in some increase in the distribution 
of government documents. 
I think the most important thing for you to remember, a thing which many people 
forget, is that although the government may be a big machine it is no different from 
other machines in one respect. I t  takes man-power to make i t  work and the man- 
power is furnished by human beings. They eat, sleep, work, do most of the things 
they should, and-like most of the rest of our citizens-do many things they should 
not. They have babies that keep them awake a t  night, troubles with their automo- 
biles, troubles with their brokers. Some days their dispositions are good, some days 
they are poor. Also they make mistakes. But for the most part they are just as loyal, 
just as willing, just as conscientious and just as efficient as their fellow workers in 
private industry. Sometimes I ain convinced that they are more so. 
Twice a month I visit a bank in Washington to deposit my salary check. I have 
been doing this for over two years; I have a nodding acquaintance with most of the 
employees in the front office and I do not need to identify myself when I need a little 
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cash. I also rent one of their safe-deposit boxes Nevertheless, 1 can depend on re- 
ceiving, every three or four months, an invitation Lo become a depositor in this rather 
good banking institution, or a suggestion that  as a depositor I should take advantage 
of their other facilities and rent one of thelr deposit boxes. Also I receive periodically 
from several department stores at  which I have accounts that may be two or three 
months overdue, letters informing me that my credit is good and that they would be 
glad to extend me the convenience of a charge account. Sometimes when I go into 
these stores and wait shifting from foot to foot while a couple of salesgirls talk 
over the night-before, I walk out a little later complaining to myself about the 
service. I a m  sure that you all have the same experiences with your banks, your stores 
and even your own business associates. 
The  biggest store, the largest bank, the greatest manufacturing corporation cannot 
always give complete satisfaction - 100 percent service. They do unreasonable 
things, makemistakes, fall down on promises. Unlike them, the government does not 
maintain a n  adjustment department. But I am sure you will find that when you are 
reasonable most of the government workers are willing and anxious to give you the 
best service possible. 
Committee on Cooperation in Business 
Library Service 
T H E  annual report for 1930-31 referred to the steps in evolving thls clearing house for valuable paterial. During the past year the work has increased with these results: 
Since the 1931 annual meeting, 19 special libraries sent 374 directories t o  26 public libraries in 15 
states, and a number of miscellaneous publications t o  the libraries of the University of Florida: Morn- 
ingside College, Iowa City; the College of Business Administration, Boston University; the University 
of Washington; Syracuse University; Y. M. C. A. Graduate School, Nashville; Harnpton Institute; 
Duke University; Adams State College; Emory University Library School; Northland College, Ash- 
land, Wia 
The special libraries that have in this time contributed to this work are: National Association of 
Real Estate Boards, and Peoples Gas L~ght and Coke Company, Chicago; Detroit Edison Company, 
Detroit; Business Branch of the Newark (N. J.) Public Library; the Grosvenor Library, Buffalo, 
N. Y.; Bankers Trust ~ornpariy of New York, Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborne, British Library of 
Information, F. L. Carlisle & Co., Federal Reserve Bank of New York, Insurance Society of New 
York, Institute of International Education, John Price Jones Corp., Metropolitan L~fe  Insurance Com- 
pany, New Jersey Zinc Co., and Standard Stat~stics Company, all of New York C ~ t y ;  Baker Library, 
Harvarcl Un~versity, Boston, Mass ; National Life Insurance Company, Montpelier, Vt.; Bank of 
America, San Francisco; and the First Wisconsm National Bank, Milwaukee. 
The 374 director~cs were sent to the publlc libraries of Long Beach, Riverside and San Diego, Calif.; 
[A'aterbury, Conn.: Savannah, Ga.; Fort Wayne, South Rend and Term Haute, Ind.; Des Moines and 
Sioux City, Iowa; Wichita, Kans.; Louisville, Icy.; Duluth, Minn.; Kansas City and St. Joseph, Mo.; 
Rome and Jamaica, N Y.; Akron, Cleveland and Springfield, Ohio; Reading, Pa.; Knoxville and 
Nashwlle, Tenn ; El Pnso, Texas; and Milwaukee and Watertown, Wis. 
This work 1s building up pleasant relat~onships between a number of publ~c libraries and the Special 
Libraries Association, and leads not only to these gifts, but also to suggestions for methods in develop- 
ing collections, etc More work of this kind should be done and ~t is to be hoped, as time permits and 
opportunities a r m ,  that there wdl be a greater development in these broader aspects. 
MARIAN C. MANLEY, C h u z r ~ ~ ~ a n  
K. DOROTHY FERGUSON 
MARY G. LACY 
WILDRED B. POTTER 
CAROLINE LL'TZ 
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Cooperation Between Special Libraries Associa- 
tion and Trade Associations 
By NATHANIEL WARING BARNES 
Arner~can Marketmg Associition 
M Y SUBJECT is a very practical one, and I have tried to do it in a practical way. I t  is unnecessary, I am sure, to spend much time in tracing thc history of trade associations, and I am not the person to do that  in any 
expert way. But I think we all realize that there are so many associations in this 
country that  the total number includes a great variety. There are three ways 
of classifying associations. One is to remember that they may be national, inter- 
national, regional or local. Again there are technical associations, there are pro- 
fessional associations, civic and social associations - most especially there are 
trade associations. Still a third way of classifying is to think of some of them as  
highly specialized, while others are quite broad in range of interest. 
So far as the growth of these associations is concerned, I think that you are aware 
of the fact that originally the American business man had a strong sense of inde- 
pendence, a strong idea in his mind that he wanted to depend on his own wits, 
keeping all good ideas to himself, but gradually there has come about a change in 
this business man's thinking. He  has realized that in a good many respects his 
success was very closely related to  the success of others in his same locality, or in his 
same trade field. 
Forces have tended to develop a sense of interdependence, for as  business men 
began to mix with each other in conventions and meetings of their associations, they 
have discovered that their competitors were not such a bad sort after all, and tha t  a 
little golf added to other meeting features tended to develop cooperation, con- 
fidence and friendliness among members of various groups. 
This represents the high point of the development of these associations. Soon we 
begin to  see signs of a reaction, especially in leadership. The original leadership 
responsible for bringing a group together has often been replaced by a less efficient 
body. Also, a lack of purpose has slowed down this association movement. 
Many associations have fallen into the hands of people with a too narrow view 
point. In  a few cases, legal limitations have restricted'the activities of some groups. 
What about the future outlook for these associations? I t  seems to me, without 
turning prophet a t  all, that associations are going to remain in American business 
and in American life. The need for cooperation and coijrdination in business and in 
other phases of living is too fundamental for associations to ever disappear. As to 
what changes are going to come, that is rather a subject in itself. May I refer Lo three 
possible changes which there seems to be some reason to believe are in process of 
working out? First is the thought that seems to be in the minds of many business 
men - "Let's have fewer organizations and betler." Just recently, I understand, 
a definite proposal has been made by the Associated Grocery R4anufacturers that  
all associations interested in the grocery field work out some sort of consolidation 
that will result in an increased efficiency. 
There is a second change which apparently is coming. The associations now in the 
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business field - if they are to continue and to get support must develop the ability 
to  exercise leadership in their respective fields. In a recent discussion Mr. Feiker 
seemed to have it very much in mind that this new leadership into a planned and 
stable progress will be supported by an increasing amount of fact material, of sta- 
tistics, and of surveys. 
The third change that is in the making, Rlr. Feiker referred to as fpllows: 
"The t~rnes call for a type of business statesmanship that replaces emotion w t h  reason, that 
seeks a simple understanding of the facts before reaching decisions, that is willing to take re- 
fiponsibility based on faith in t h ~ s  natlon, and in the fundamental contributions which have been 
made b y  collect~ve business thinking in partnersh~p w ~ t h  government. No  trade association will 
lwe unless it relates itself to the soclal and economic as well a s  the business, promotional and 
legal phases of its industry." 
So there are three things to recognize -in this large group of associations - first, 
the tendency to adjust the number, to consolidate and coordinate if not merge, so 
that  functioning will be more eficient; second, the development of a stronger, more 
positive leadership; and third, recognition of public interest as well as of individual or 
selfish interests of the group organized. 
Now the important consideration is that there is common ground between your 
own group and practically all these other associations in two things: First, a belief 
in the importance of information as a basis for sound planning and, secondly, the 
realization that information paid for but not used is valueless. Of course, there are 
a great many people in various associations that do not know these things. They do 
not believe them, nor do they give more than lip assent to them, but I think the 
times have brought this thought more and more into the minds of the leaders in 
these various associations and groups. 
Taking your own S. L. A. as a separate group, what do you represent as you come 
into this discussion of cooperation with other associations? I t  seems to me that you 
represent training in handling business information, including particularly classifying 
and disseminating information, by "Putting Knowledge to Work." That  is what you 
as  a professional group, more than anything else-have to offer. The other groups, it 
seems to me, represent sources of information, channels for disseminating informa- 
tion, leadership in the use of information, and the center of employment for trained 
librarians. 
Now we come to the main question of how your group and other associations can 
work together in trying to be practical. What is there that can be done by you in co- 
operation with any, or many, or all of these other groups? The answer is to be found 
in common objectives, and in mutually acceptable ways and means. Some of the 
general objectives are, first, a fuller acceptance by industrial leaders and executives of 
the fundamental importance of information as a basis of sound planning; and with 
this should come a more extensive and intelligent use of available information. This is 
- 
a goal that ought to be accepted by almost any group that you approach. 
T h e  second objective js a better planning of fact finding and a better handling of 
information by associations and corporations. A significant point was made in the 
1931 report of a conference held by the American Trade Executives Association with 
the officers of the United States Chamber of Commerce: 
"In particular we recommend that the notional Chamber or some other national agency make 
a comprehensive study of what is being done by all agencies in the field of essential busmess 
statistics, with a view to greater collrdlnation, to a development of fact finding in fields where they 
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are now lacking, to more extensive and intelligent use by all business nlen of all facts upon which 
courses of action should be predicated, to eliminate duplication of fact finding efforts and cen- 
tralize and identify proper sources to which business can report, and from which authoritative 
data and statistics suitable to use in planning, would be a great boon In industry and to busmess 
men Trade associat~ons, as clearing houses of data on intluslries, arc vitally concerned in s ~ m -  
plifying the gathering and reporting of business facts in usable form." 
The third objective is a better understanding of Special lilxarians. There are many 
business men who have had cause to understand and value the functions of the busi- 
ness library, but who are today deciding that those functions are not important 
enough to renew the necessary appropriations for i t  this year. That happens to  be 
the most urgent side for the moment, but here is another example of the lack of un- 
derstanding of the work of special librarians from my own recent experience. I hap- 
pened to mention to a friend the other day that I was to come here and talk to a group 
of business librarians; and this is what he said - "What in the world do you know 
about what kind of love stories to recommend to stenographers?" That very man is 
now directing the assembling of material in what he calls a "merchant service file,'' 
and he is directing a job on which he ought to have the services of a special librarian ; 
but how far he is from knowing that there is a special librarian, or what a special 
librarian might do to make his own work effective. I have seen his material and I 
think it is good. He has done a good job without a special librarian, but he could have 
done a better job with one. 
The rest of my talk is concerned with specific ways and means for developing co- 
operation. We all know that the individual librarian can bring about a closer relation- 
ship with other associations by clearing publications and attending meetings. As for 
the subject of memberships Miss Morley has covered that  phase of the question in 
an article which probably you are well acquainted with, in your own Magazine for 
October, 1931. There is need in many associations for a type of membership which 
Mr. Feiker calls the cobperative membership. He  has put  that  in his Magna Charta 
for trade associations, and it is a good idea. I do not think enough associations make 
this provision for people like yourselves who would like to  have contacts with more 
associations than you can afford to join. I hope that as  time goes on many asso- 
ciations will devise some basis on which you can carry memberships or  maintain 
contacts with organizations in which you do not have a primary interest but  from 
which you would get considerable value. 
S. L. A. should set up joint committees with a few associations for the purpose of 
exploring the possibilities of cooperation. Can you do anything to prevent duplica- 
tion? Can you do anything t o  call attention to needed information? Can you do 
anything to put the reports of this Association's research in more usable form? Miss 
Morley has questioned this in her article. As for the questiormaire service rendered 
by different associations, how much could you help without carrying an unfair part  
of the other association's load? On the first purchases of books and magazines, on 
bibliographies, on standard and practical starts a t  things -is there a chance for 
you to experiment with a few joint committees - perhaps one for each of your 
subdivisions, insurance, commerce, newspaper and so forth? Try to explore the  
possibilities of the variety that  might be represented in such experimental work. I 
understand that you have already done some very important things, such as  library 
exhibits and the compilation of bibliographies. If you could arrange to  schrdule 
such major projects each year, it would be a splendid program of continuing that  
particular form of cooperation. 
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M y  nest suggestion is that you might arrange through a committee to keep all 
informed a s  to information activities - i .e information gathering and disseminating 
activities of important associations. Could this be donc by a department in your 
Magazine, or a series of bulletins or catalogs) 
Could not one of your committees consider making a survey of the associations 
that  maintain libraries, to find out what those libraries are like and how they are 
conducted? With that survey cover other organized information-collecting and dis- 
seminating services. You might even undertake an exhibit of work done, devices 
used by various associations, and get such eshibits before a general gathering of trade 
association executives. Miss Vormelker told me this morning that the United States 
Chamber of Commerce has recently sent out a request for information covering 
trade association activities under a number of headings, thirty or forty of which fall 
within your field. Assuming that the answers are sent in and that the report is corn- 
piled and made available, you will find there some valuable material for making a 
survey of associations. 
I\4y next suggestion is for S. L. A. to offer a consulting service on research jobs 
undertaken by associations and companies where a full-time librarian is not em- 
ployed I think your committee has thought of this in terms of a bureau of informa- 
tion. I t  means helping other associations where the knowledge and judgment of the 
special librarian is needed, but where none is employed. When I say "consulting 
service" I have in mind the Psychological Association, an organization which puts 
those who need the services of an applied psychologist in touch with the one best 
equipped to help a particular organization with its peculiar problem. These psycholo- 
gists charge for their consulting work, but it is done through a central agency. 
I t  is possible that  eventually librarians might work up the same sort of central 
office for giving brief, expert service to companies which a t  the time either do not 
need or do not know that they need a full-time librarian. 
Include a discussion of specific cooperative projects for one session of each annual 
convention of your own Association, to keep this thought of cooperation alive and 
to keep your n~embership informed of the progress you are making along these lines. 
Finally -periodic conferences with officers of American Trade Executives Asso- 
ciation are important in order to acquaint them with the progress of cooperative 
projects and t o  discover new forms of work. They have a committee on cooperation 
with general associations, so it would seem that periodically one of your committees 
should confer w ~ t h  their representatives. We have made arrangements to cooperate 
with the United States Chamber of Commerce which has a direct interest in trade 
associations, and also with the representatives of the Department of Commerce, 
which has a fine appreciation of the objectives of association work, and misses very 
few chances to  be helpful to the kinds of associations we are discussing. 
If there is any further questioning as to what can S. L. A. do with the American 
Marketing Society, a scientific organization, or with the Association of Consulting 
Management Engineers, a professional organization, or with the American Institute 
of Food Distribution, a trade organization, I am ready to match point for point. 
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GROUP ACTIVITIES 
THE MUSEUM GROUP 
Session Held June 14th, 9 : M  P.M. 
Chairman: Minnie Whife Taylor 
HISTORY O F  THE MUSEUM GROUP 
By Isabel Tawncr, H. W. Wilson Company 
T OUR Convention in bsh ington  in 1928, A two museum librarians were d~scussing 
thew problems in relation to  he program. They 
felt that there had been interesting and st~niulat- 
ing papers but that there might have been some- 
thing more definitely connected with thew par- 
ticular problems Just as the financial group, the 
newspaper group and the others found that they 
had special situations to meet, m the museum 
lihrarians might find much in common. The ques- 
tion then arose as to the best means of gettmg 
such a group together. There seemed t o  be three 
possible solutions. Affiliation with one of three 
associations - the American Library Associa- 
tion, the American Assoc~ation of Museums or the 
Special Libraries Asmiation. The Museum 
association seemed to be the logical source for a 
list of librarians in museums, but the members of 
the association did not seem to be sufficiently 
"library conscious" to be foster parent to such a 
highly special17ed child The American Library 
Association required a large number of signa- 
tures for a group or even a rqund table, so that 
was out of the question. The Special Libraries 
Associat~on war the one that seemed t o  fulfil all 
requirements -appreciation of special libraries, 
the machinery for starting a group, and, as it 
turned out, a cordial attitude toward such a 
venture. 
The office of the American Associati011 of 
Museums very willingly helped comp~le a list of 
museum librarians for a questionnaire. Seventeen 
responded, which was not overwhelming but 
enough to plan a meeting at the 1929 convention 
of S. L. A. Among those who replied was John 
Cotton Dana, who was most encouraging. We 
felt that the Museum Group lost an influential 
frrend in his death. 
At our first meeting we had about a dozen 
librarians representing the varlous types of 
museums Possibly you do not know that  
there are types of museums In addttion to 
general there are museums of art, history, 
natural history or sclence, and industry, each 
one with its special appeal. We may liken the 
growth and development of the museum and 
its curator t o  that of the library and the librarian 
The old museum had a book collection - vol- 
umes of dry and secmngly uninteresting proceed- 
ings of learned institutions and sc ien t~f i~  soc~eties 
under the guardianship of one who handed them 
out reluctantly to the infrequent research worker. 
But times have changed, and there is such a 
stirring among the volumes that a more informed 
keeper of bwks is needed, While some museum 
executives feel that the library should be almost 
exclusively for the ~cientmts attached t o  the 
museum stan, the more wide-awake ones have 
heard of trained librarians and the poss~bility of 
making their museums and libraries part of the 
general adult education movement. The director 
of the American Association of Museums has said 
recently that "museums, for years large city 
luxuries, are rapidly becoming the educational 
need of every community in the United States." 
Here and there over the country there a re  
museum librarians working on problems common 
to all special librarians. Problems of classifica- 
tion, access to shelves, loans, catalogs classed or 
dictionary, etc., are of general interest. Some of 
these seen1 simple to you and may be easily 
solved, but others are puzzling t o  all and espe- 
cially to begmners, fresh from library school or 
new to special library work. They may have the 
theory well in hand, but that is not all that  is 
needed when they meet the stolid statements: 
"We have never done it that way," or "We al- 
ways do it this way," or the executive who docs 
not see that a little extra spent on the library now 
will save trme and expense later, in the end add- 
ing to its value. The newcomer would like lo 
know how others have met and overcome these 
and similar problems. 
Shall we use the L. C. classification, since mnny 
college libraries are adopting it; or, is the Dewey 
better since scientists all over the world are 
familiar with it through the Brussells classifica- 
t ~ o n ?  What shall we do about gifts, and accession 
records, What amount of research and biblio- 
graphical work can or should we do, and what 
shall the standing of the librarian be in relation l o  
the scientific staff or to the public? These and 
many other points our Group can discuss and find 
the best means of presenting to the museum 
world. Some of the librar~ans will be eager to 
get such assistance, others do not realize that 
they need it, but it is the duty of thls Group t o  
reach both classes 
More and more the museum is becoming an  
educational factor and the work of the library is 
becoming tied up with formal educational work 
through classes vis~ting the museum or loan 
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exhibits sent out ( 0  the schools. A study of what 
this involves should yield interesting material. 
The  special Children's Museum plays an im- 
portant part here. That  is a type of rnuseum not 
mentioned before, but it is generally allled to 
- some other museum. Some librarians also have 
charge of the picture and film or slide collections. 
Problenis of this division are manner of class~fy- 
ing, storlng and handling. 
In number there are about 780 science and art 
museums, with about 100 listed as having libra- 
ries. From a membership of about a dozen in 1929 
our Group has grown to eighty, but the number 
should increase when times are better. We had an 
opportunity in 1930, when S. L. A was meeting 
a t  San Francisco, to establish relations with the 
American Assoc~at~on of Museums a t  thew meet- 
ing in Buffalo. There is so far only one local group 
-that of the New York Chapter A constitution 
has been considered necessary for the Museum 
Group, and a cornrnlttee, under Miss Abbot 
(Chicago), has been working on it. Also Miss 
Sparrow (Buffalo) is cha~rman of a committee to 
investigate the feasibility of the con~pilat~on of a 
manual of standard works for a science library. 
THE PICTURE COLLECTION O F  THE 
NEWARK LIBRARY 
By Marcelle Ftebault, Newark Public Library 
T H E  picture collection of the Newark Pub- lic Library, a pioneer picture collection in 
the United States, has become valuable library- 
economy material. As with a great many other 
innovations in library methods, the founding of 
the collection gws back t o  John Cotton Dana. 
IIis interest in the popularization of art apprecia- 
tion and his belief in visual education had led 
him, first in Denver, then in Springfield, Massa- 
chusetts, and finally in Newark, to organize a 
file for pictorial mater~al which would be self- 
indexing, and as readily consulted as a dictionary. 
Out of the many schemes of his busy mind, the 
picture collection has proved one of the most 
successful, and one of the phases of library econ- 
omy which has been more often adopted than 
any other. Scarcely a week passes without our 
answering a letter or a question on the organiza- 
tlon or classification of our picture file. There is 
hardly a library in New Jersey now which has not 
a collection, however small, and from coast to 
coast a regular network of picture collections has 
been spreading within the last decade in libraries, 
schools, museums, advertising agencies, motion 
picture studios, and the hundred and one research 
bureaus and institutions in the United States. 
Many of these organizations have found that the 
first and easicst stage was accumulation of p~cto- 
rial material. No weed can grow so fast as a picture 
collection, and from far and near we receive in- 
quiries as to the next step to be taken, sorting and 
classifyingminutely yet simply to make the file 
available. 
The collection is usually one of widely diversi- 
fied material. A classifying method had to be 
devised which would be used by everybody, and 
a termnology built up which anyone could 
understand Much experimenting has led us al- 
ways to the same conclusion: that no arrange- 
ment is so good as an alphabetical one by subject 
which is self-indexing and requires no cataloging. 
As to terminology, the A. L. A. subject headings, 
which were a t  first tried tentatively, have gradu- 
ally yielded to terms more readily fitted to pic- 
torral material. However, there does not seen1 to 
be any permanently satisfactory selection of ,  
subject headings. Events, explorations and d ~ s -  
coveries, new inventions, and novel educational 
trends, keep the classifymg terminology in a 
perpetual state of fluctuation. A new school 
curriculum recently t r~ed  in the Newark schools 
caused us to regroup pictures under new headings 
to conform to the teachers' terminology. New art 
movements are also the cause of much anguish. 
They force us to burn today what we adored 
yesterday, and to alter subject headings which 
we hoped would have permanence. However, our 
primary object is not to keep the picture collec- 
tion a model of consistency, but rather to have 
all our borrowers find it easy to use. 
A detailed deecription of our technique is 
given in the pamphlet entitled "Picture Collec- 
tion" published in the Modern American Library 
Economy Series, edited by John Cotton Dana. 
In 1928 this pamphlet was.in its third edition, 
but was reviaed in 1929 by the H. W. Wilson 
Company. 
Our collection of prints is made up of etchings, 
lithographs, woodcuts, copper engravings, Japa- 
nese and Chinese woodblocks, and many examples 
of other processes. The collection includes ex- 
amples of the work of Bome of the best engravers 
of all times. Although the emphasis is on modern 
artists, and more particularly American artists, 
the spirit of the collection is eclectic enough to 
include a Rembrandt engraving, Marie Laurencin 
and Matisse, as well as Currier and Ives prints, 
and Pennell's etchings. 
Another collection of large reproduct~ons of 
paintings, many of them Med~ci, Braun or Hanf- 
staengl prints, are lent id frames for home decora- 
tion, for three to six months. I t  was one of Mr. 
Dana's most masterful moves which placed on 
the walls of so many homes rn Newark copies of 
good paintings. 
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These two collections have grown straight out 
of the picture collection proper, as have a collec- 
tion of portfolios of plates of design specially 
intended for artists and decorators, furn~ture 
designers, jewellers, etc , and an important col- 
lection of specimens of typography, making an 
effective history of printing through the ages 
and a useful source of material for printers. 
Many other files of pictorial mater~al have devel- 
oped a t  the side of the mother collection, lantern 
slides, bookplates, post cards, books by famous 
illustrators, etc. One thing leads to another, and 
goes to prove that of all library tools, the picture 
collection is one of the most comprehensive, the 
most versatile, and one of the most readily adapt- 
able to all types of special-library activit~es 
PERIODICAL ENTRIES IN THE LIBRARY 
O F  THE N A T I O N A L  M U S E U M  
By Leila G. Forbes 
T HE National Museum Library has a remark- ably fine collection of works in its field, but' 
like so many old libraries has always been under- 
staffed I t  has never been possible to do  the de- 
tailed cataloging, analyzing, and indexing that 
such a collect~on needs if its rich resources are t o  
be made easily available. Work done has had to 
be selective, on the basis of what was absolutely 
essential. Particularly has this been true with re- 
gard to serial publications. If two or three people, 
or even sometimes one person alone, must do all 
the work-cataloging, entering, reference, at-  
tendance on the loan desk - in a highly special- 
ized library receiving hundreds of scientific serial 
publications from all over the world, not much 
can be done with periodicals beyond recording the 
receipt of volume and part. For the most p a r t  
there was no attempt to make catalog entries for 
them, and the library's record of its serial publi- 
cations, which form a large part of its collection, 
has been entirely separate from the catalog- 
an increasingly bulky and difficult-to-use file, of 
entries. The records, too, have suffered a good 
deal from the vicissitudes of time and the often 
widely d~fferent ideas of a succession of workers, 
until there are so many departures from rules 
originally made, and so many examples of per- 
eonal interpretations of those rules that  the cor- 
rect interpretation of an entry is often impossible 
to anyone but the maker of it. The study of old 
files makes a strong plea for standardization of 
library practices. A scientist waiting more or less 
patiently while you grope about trymg to  find out 
whether the library has the obscure journal, writ- 
ten perhaps in Czech, that he wants, and some- 
times the exquisite embarrassment of finding the 
thing staring you in the face on the shelf later, 
after all your powers of imagination have failed 
to help you 111 finding any record of the library's 
having it, may be a human-mterest item or make 
an amusing dinner table story, but it is anything 
but good library servse. 
The Museum library's staff has been growing 
gradually in numbers, and about a year and a 
half ago the appointment of an additional worker 
made it possible for the first time to have one 
person put in charge of the periodical files a h a  
could give practically full timc to the work of 
keeping up and revising them. As a beginning, the 
whole list of currently received period~cals, about 
1,400 of them, was gone through and entries ac- 
cordmg to the L. C. rules for the cataloging of 
serial publications made on new cards. There is 
nothing particularly original about the card that  
we use. Class number, t ~ t l e ,  and address are a t  the 
top, w t h  a place for source - purchase, g~ f t ,  or 
exchange -and frequency, underneath. I11 col- 
umns below are recorded volume, number, date 
of publ~cation, and date of receipt. Cards for old 
entries of each periodical are filed behind the new 
card,and for quickness and convenience in finding 
where each new entry begins In the file a small 
metal clip is attached t o  the card Full cross 
references froni all old forms of entry, and any 
other necessary cross references have been made. 
New periodicals as they appear are cataloged, and 
gradually we hope to catalog the old ones so that 
eventually the stacks of old cards can be elim- 
inated and the entries for current unbound num- 
bers only, kept in the periodical file This is slow 
work. 
Most of our period~cals come in exchange for 
the various aeries of publications issued by the 
Smithsonian Institution and the government 
bureaus under its admrnistration, incoming mail 
for all the libraries of the Inst~tution is recewed in 
the Smithsonian building, and there   lie periodi- 
cals are opened, sorted, and stamped. Each one 
that comes to the Museum is first stamped with 
the date of its receipt a t  the bottom of the first 
page of text. There are so many discrepancies 
between published dates and actual dates of issue 
that our scientists consider this stamping of the 
date of receipt particularly important as givmg 
possible assistance rn their work ol delermining 
priority of descriptions of new genera and species. 
A union file of serial entries for the libraries of 
the Inst~tution is kept in the Smithsonian build- 
ing, and all the Museum's perrodicals are entered 
in ~t before corning to us. The-form of the card 
used is the same as thai used in the hluseum, but 
the entry is made strictly under the first word of 
the t~ t le :  Journal, Ze~tschrift, Compte rendu, or 
whatever it may be. This double entry of all parts 
makes a double check on missing parts. 
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COMMERCIAL-TECHNICAL GROUP 
Symposium on Service Required of Different 
Types of Special Libraries, 
June 15, P:30 P.M. 
THE ADAPTION OF POLICIES AND 
METHODS TO SPECIAL LIBRARIES 
OF DIFFERENT TYPES 
By Linda H. Morley, Librarian, Industrial 
Relations Counselors 
HE special library is generally thought of as 
a modern development in library servlce. 
That  the idea of a special library in the broad 
sense of a library devoted to one subject and 
serving a particular group is not so new, is evi- 
denced by the fact that there were eight such 
libraries even in this country before 1800 which 
are stiH in existence, and over 300 before the 
beginning of t h ~ s  century. It is true that the 
greatest development, however, has come in 
recent years, and the history of special libraries 
may well be considered as falling into two parts, 
with 1909 as the beginning of the second and more 
actwe periotl. 
In the years d~rectly preceding 1909 the idea 
of a spec~al library began to change somewhat. 
The scient~fic approach in all activities of life was 
increasingly evident. This involved an increasing 
need for specific knowledge and facts, producmg 
libraries which made an intenswe application of 
informat~on, mstead of passively administered 
collections of pr~nt .  A number of librarians had 
been working in their special fields long enough 
to acqulre a knowledge of their particular sub- 
jects. They had become specialists in a rather 
definite way, conscious that changes in purpose 
and point of view were beginning t o  cause a 
marked differentiation in 'their policies and 
methods. It was the recognition of this that 
resulted in the organization of our Association in 
1909. 
A consideration of the stages through which an 
individual spec~al ibrary may develop will throw 
light on the fact that there is a diversity among 
special libraries and the reasons for such diversity. 
A special library may be organized as an entirely 
new undertaking, but usually there has been a 
gradually accumulating nucleus for a number of 
years. There are few organ~zations which do not 
use journals, pamphlets, memoranda or books 
to some extent and keep a certain number of them 
for current use At first these are on the desks of a 
few ~ndiv~duals. Usually one or two persons or 
departments tend to use and accumulate much 
more such material than others until eventually it 
is pooled in one department. As this collect~on 
grows and recewes more use, d~fiiculty is expri- 
enced in finding publicatrons wanted, a certain 
number are lost - until the need for systematic 
care IS recognized At t h ~ s  pomt it passes into 
one of three stages typ~cal  of this preliminary 
development. Some person in the department 
may be made responsible for it, usually a clerk or 
secretary under the direct~on of the department 
head; or, if there is a central file department for 
correspondence, it may be transferred there; or 
an arrangement may be made with one of the 
equipment houses Lo "organize" the library and 
train someone in the office to carry it on. The 
future of the library will be greatly influenced by 
the kind of person placed in charge of it a t  this 
stage. The peraon of education and initiative will 
acquire professional knowledge, and develop a 
true special library The person without these 
qualities will not attempt much more than care- 
taker service and sooner or later the organization 
wdl realwe that more intelligent administration 
is needed. Ultimately a decision w~ll  be made to 
secure a librarian. But how? Often request is 
made to the public library, but many organiza- 
tions think the type of library they require is so 
different from the service of the publ~c library, 
that they do not follow this suggestion. Rarely 
do the officers of such an organization know of the 
professional associations or the library schools. 
Here is a vital lack and one that deserves serious 
thought on the part of our Association. Some of 
our local chapters have placement committees 
and these do valiant work for our members who 
have need of assistants, but how shall organiza- 
tions in need of librarians discover them? A start 
might be made by mailing a notice or circular 
letter to all associations in the city. This would 
not be prohibitive in most places. The national 
Association has olrried on some placement work 
which could be more fully organized so that 
contacts might be established with other national 
associations, personnel departments of corpora- 
tions and unwersities, and the several types of 
placement agencies. 
The special department of the publ~c library 
does not, of course, pass through these stages of 
development, but the departmental librar~es of 
un~vers~ties frequently do, as well as those in 
governmental offices and other organizations. 
I t  will be noted that the trend of development in 
the indiv~dual library does parallel that of special 
library development as a whole, stressing first the 
collect~ng and organization of the materials of 
information and progressing toward the distribu- 
tion and applicat~on of mformation itself. 
Types of Special Libraries 
I t  is an accepted fact that special libraries vary 
more than other kmds of libraries. Perhaps it may 
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be said that the var~ation in policies and methods 
of the public library is approximately 15 percent, 
the variation among college and university libra- 
ries 25 percent, and among special libraries a t  
least 50 percent. 
The organization set-up of our own Associat~on 
has familiar~zed us with the subject variation 
among special libraries A classification of libraries 
according to the type of organi~at~on of which the 
hbrary is a part is almost as obvious a cause of 
variation In library service but has been less 
emphasized. The spec~al ibrary field as ~t exists 
today breaks down readily with a few exceptions 
into four broad subject groups: economics and 
business; sociology, including legislative, legal 
and religious libraries; science and technology; 
and the fine arts. An analysis of the national 
"Special Libraries Directory" and the "Special 
Libraries Directory of the New York Metropoli- 
tan District" shows the following const~tution: 
Econom~cs and business, 41 percent; Science and 
technology, 26 percent; Sociology, 20 percent; 
and the fine arts 6 percent, and about 7 percent 
that do not fall into these groups. 
The policies and methods of special libraries are 
also much differentiated according to the kind of 
organization to which they belong - the business 
corporation; the association, including founda- 
tions, museums and similar instrtutions; govem- 
ment departments, city, state or federal; and the 
specialized departments of public and university 
librar~es The =me analys~s hows special libraries 
in these types of organizat~ons in the following 
order and proport~on: business corporations, 40 
percent; associations, etc., 30 percent; specialized 
departments of public and university I~braries, 
17 percent; and governnlent offices, 9 percent. 
About 4 percent could not be so classified. 
Pollciu and Methods 
While the libraries in each of these groups bear 
a family resemblance to each other, each indl- 
vidoal library is conditioned by the exact phase 
or subdiws~on of the subject specialized in. Laying 
out a library program to fit the mformational 
needs of a glven group is analogous t o  installi~~g 
an accounting system, or to plannmg a statistical 
program that w~ll gwde an organizat~on. The 
accountant, the statistician, the chemist, brings 
to his organi~at~on a nide knowledge of the 
methods, economics and philosophy of his subject, 
but preparatory to working out the specific pro- 
gram, much Lime and thought is given to a thor- 
ough survey of the organwation and its act~vit~es,  
history and future plans A program of statistical 
analys~s or chemical research that had proved 
valuable to a manufacturer of food products 
would obviously be of l~ttle value to a state de- 
partment of labor or a laundry associat~on. The 
certified public accountant and the stat is t~c~an 
do  not plan a good general accounting or statis- 
txal  program and then install it forthuith in each 
organization with which they are aftil~ated. So the 
special l~brarian needs to make just as thorough 
and searching a survey and analysis before install- 
ing a l~brary and mformation service. This prob- 
lem of library specialization requires (1) a survey 
of the organization or group to be served; (2) a 
survey of the primary and allied subjects of inter- 
est to the group (with sources of information); 
(3) a survey of I~braries, and other information 
supplying organizations in the v~cinity, (4) and 
last, a survey of special library policies and tech- 
nical methods. 
Types of Persons Sewed 
From a library w in t  of view there seem to be 
two distinct types of cl~entele. The type special 
libraries deal with most often needs specific fact 
information on which to base decisions, or in 
order to carry on some activity: to find practices 
or  methods applicable to part~cular circumstances 
and cond~tions, or  to know the results of given 
actions. SorneLimes such a person might profit 
by consulting the remurces of the library himself 
and obtaining related facts, but generally his 
need is so specific that the l~brarian can obtain 
the information as well o r  better, and much more 
quickly and surely. 
On the other hand, there is the person whose 
work necessitates the exploratory approach of 
the student. He needs t o  survey hm subjcct and 
the literature of it in order to discover associated 
and related information, t o  note significant facts, 
~llustrations .and exceptions, and to watch lor 
clues. This type is represented by the research 
worker, the writer, the student or teacher and 10 
some degree the  stalislician, engineer or the 
worker in applied science; whereas the firsL type 
is represented by the person who is doing things. 
rather than primarily thinking about them; the 
executive, the official and the techn~cal aorker 
of all sorts. Of cou r r ,  it goes without saying that 
the same person may use a library sometimes Irom 
one of these points of view and sometmes from 
  he other, but in the main their occu~mtion 
decrees the approach. 
It behooves the l~brarian to determine the 
probable extcnt of each type of use her hbrary will 
receive 1)ecause on this, many decisions are based. 
The clier~tele of the library ~n a busmess cor- 
poration, in many associations and government 
bureaus, and in the special department of a public 
library, are to a large degree of the first type; that 
is, the active non-student type, who are generally 
most satisfactor~ly and economically ser\.ed 
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when the information is assembled by the libra- 
rian. There is one difference between the public 
or university llbrary on the one hand, and the 
library in a corporation, government office, or 
association, on the other, that has a most signifi- 
- cant bearing on the polic~es of these types of 
libraries. Szlaries and other expenses of the 
hbrary in the latter case come from the same 
treasury as do the salaries of the users of the 
library, whereas in the public library and uni- 
versity library (with the exception of the faculty) 
the time of the library user and the librarian is 
not bemg pad  for from the same fund. The ob- 
vloua corollary of this fact is that the staff of a 
library in such an  organlzatlon should carry on 
such activities a s  the organ~zation requires for 
which they are better qual~fied than other indi- 
viduals in the organization. Lack of funds, the 
necessity for givmg equal service to all comers, 
and the desire t o  train students in a rudimentary 
use of libraries - the reasons usually given by 
public and university libraries for the limitation 
of information and reference service - do not 
apply ill the case of special libraries financed by 
the same body a s  the users of the library If the 
librarian knows what her clientele are doing and 
both keeps them informed of new developnlents 
and assembles information as needed, little space 
need be provided in the library for users, the loca- 
tion within the organization is less important, 
and, if many information supplying organizations 
and libraries are easily accessible, the book col- 
lection may be small. Also the organization of 
material in the library, its arrangement and 
cataloging, should be planned from the point of 
view of use by the  library staff rather than by the 
public. Convenience of use by the trained worker 
beconies the criterion in t h ~ s  case and it is sur- 
prising how many variations in routine methods 
and how many short cuts are evolved that both 
improve and speed-up service when this purpose 
is kept in mind. Publicity methods obviously 
also vary greatly according to whether the clien- 
telecome to the library or not. 
When all or most of the persons served are in 
the same office or building as the library, quite 
different lending policies and techniques are used 
from those employed by the libraries whose 
chentele is scattered, as is the case with members 
of an association or some corporations having 
many branches and, of course, in the special 
department of a general library. When persons 
in different cities make long distance use of the 
l~brary and requests are handled by correspond- 
ence as from members of a national asmiation, 
subscribers to a magazine, the cl~erlts of an ad- 
vertising agency or service organization, spec~al 
techniques are needed. 
Most special libraries are concerned primarily 
with current information and need to have it the 
moment it is available, often before it is pub- 
lished. Libraries serving statisticians, research 
workers and some engineering or technical work- 
ers, also need historical data and many files 
of reports and periodicals are required. This is 
also true of departmental libraries in universities 
and others serving students. 
Many spccial libraries need almost exclusively 
a subject approach to mater~al, rarely having a 
demand for an article or pamphlet by a given 
author, and can therefore dispense n ~ t h  much 
cataloging. In other special hbraries many of the 
clientele are specialists, know the author~ties In 
their own field, attend many meetings and re- 
member vaguely many books, reports, speeches, 
etc ; to meet their demands secondary entries are 
needed for sponsoring organizat~on as well as 
main author cards. 
These are some of the factors which must be 
considered in adapting special library methods 
and administrative policies to the service require- 
ments of d~fferent groups and organnations and 
are responsible for the high degree ol differentia- 
tion among special libraries A thorough knowl- 
edge of the activities of the organization or 
group served, close and continuing contacts with 
the clientele and a thorough understandmg of the 
subject matter as well as its nomenclature are In- 
dispensable to the librarian who would make the 
special library function to the full. 
Perhaps the many factors in the dwersification 
of special hbrary policies and techniques may be 
summarized in some such way as this: The sub- 
ject specialized in may have an extended litera- 
ture or a slight one, it may have an histor~cal 
background or it may be. just evolving- the 
special library will reflect these differences. The 
organization of which the special library is a part 
may be a social codperative activity, it may be 
philanthropic and self-perpetuating, or it may 
be a private business enterprise; and the organiza- 
tion type makes an even greater impress on the 
administration and methods of the library. But 
the greatest cleavage results from a difference in 
purpose actuating the user of the library, between 
the student-thinker type of user and the active 
person of affairs who uses information as a step- 
ping stone t o  other activity. The student ap- 
proach is served admirably by existing polic~es 
and techniques although these may and un- 
doubtedly will be much extended and refined. 
But to make information function fully in activi- 
ties and affairs of the day offers a challenge, and 
that this 1s recognized and accepted by special 
librarians is increasingly evident. For more and 
more special librarians are streffiing information 
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rather than print, service rather than method, 
analysis of printed information rather than or- 
ganizat~on, the distribution of information in 
contrast to the collect~ng and keeping of the 
materials of information. 
SERVICE OF DEPARTMENTAL 
LIBRARY I N  A UNIVERSITY 
By Walter Hausdotftr, Librarian, Columbia 
Univenity School of Business 
3 3  RANTING that the departmental library has a right t o  develop resources inde- 
pendently for its own clientele, can it be called 
special in the usual sense? Business, geology, 
ctemistry, physics, and engineering are rather 
broad subjects, such as might include a number 
of subdivisions, each of which may represent the 
major concern of a special hbrary. To  take busi- 
ness as an example: counting in the New York 
Special Libraries Directory alone one may find a t  
least 23 phases of the subject covered by special 
collections of from 350 to 8,000 books, 500 to  
50,000 pamphlets, 4 to 347 cases of file material, 
and staffed by 1 to 79 individuals. If each of these 
organizations functionsas a fairly well developed 
clearing house of information in its field, how can 
the business librarian h o p  to encompass all these 
phases and yet give the type of service that char- 
acterizesthe establishments in question?Although 
librarians do not in many cases actually carry on 
the research after the discovery of facts, they do 
in both types of libraries find and to a certain 
extent evaluate information. I t  is this conception 
of a library a3 a source of information in a 
limited field rather than a collection of material 
that serves to distinguish the departmental unit 
as special. 
T o  obtain a clear idea of who makes use of the 
facilit~es of a departmental library, it may be well 
to examine the proportions of the various groups. 
From 68 to 90 percent of the users are students 
whose function is to obtain as clear a notion of 
the subject as is possible within the short time al- 
lotted for study. There is another group which 
may need to refer to the d~fferent mrt  of material 
that exists in the departments: for example, the 
treasurer's office may need spec~al information 
contained in the files of the finance library, the 
dean or the president may be writing an article, 
or the accouniing department may have a prob- 
lem and want to know whether there is anything 
in print about similar cases. The faculty's de- 
mands are twofold: for instruction and for in- 
formation or research. The graduate students 
and the faculty are the principal users of special 
material. 
Aside from the work-a-day material needed for 
reserved reading what sort of information is re- 
quested by students? To obtain some picture of 
the demand, statistics of requests in the Business 
Library of Columbia University were kept for the 
period of a month. These included only books 
w i t h d r a ~ n  for a week or more and those for use 
in the room, exclusive of reserved material They 
mere recorded under about 65 classes or subjects. 
The  relative frequency of demand in twelve 
major groups representing the 65 may be seen 
from the following percentages: 
Percent 
Banking and finance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  26 3 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Economics 13.0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Accounting. 11.1 
. . . . . . . . . .  Econom~c geography 8.6 
. . . . . . . .  Marketing and advertising 7.3 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  Management. 7.1 
Miscellaneous, ~ncluding statistics, busi- 
ness ethics, education, economic ~ l a n -  
nrng, etc.. . . .  .......... 6 6  
. . .  Transportation and public utilities. 6 2 
Specific industries, as food, mining, pub- 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  l i sh in~ and textile.. 5.2 
- 
. . . . . . . . .  Insurance. . . . . . . . . . . .  4 . 5  
. . . . . .  Corporate organization, trusts. 2 . 1  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Foreign trade 2 0 
The percentage of requests for material used for 
reference ranged from 45 to 68, the lowest being 
in the field of banking and finance, the highest. 
being in specific industries and in transportation 
and public utilities. 
For purposes of reference there is not much 
specialization in different phases of the subject: 
questions are handled hy anyone who happens to 
be on duty, though it would seem that those who 
have charge of certarn types of material would 
be more competent to answer questions in a 
related field. Routine work is carried on by most 
member6 of the staff. 
Selection of assistants, university ranking, 
and control of budget and expend~tures are all 
largely determined by the place of the library in 
the administrative organization. In some in- 
stances the university librarian reports directly 
to the president and the departmental librarian 
reports t o  the chief librarian. In such cases Lhe 
staff and budget of the department are under - 
the direction of the university librarian, but the 
department head may have cons~derable freedom 
in hiring new members and in expending funds. 
Where, on the other hand, the departmental 
llbrary is only indirectly or not a t  all under the 
chief librarian, the faculty committee often exer- 
cises considerable power. In matters of expendi- 
ture, when the departmental l~brary is part of the 
general library, there is often a central purchasing 
department through which all orders must go, 
wh~le when the library is respons~ble to the school, 
book and periodical orders at least may be sent 
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direct. In the first instance the approval for ex- 
penditures is given by thc ch~ef librarian; in the 
second instance, e~ther informally by the chair- 
man of the cornmittec or by the dean 
This same general relationship w~ th  the school 
or main library also affects the policy on prac- 
tices In cataloging and classification, treatment 
of special material and periodicals, and library 
records. If there is a central catalogmg depart- 
ment and all material goes through its hands, 
there is bound to be a certain unsatisfactory result 
,in subject headings. Recently some unnrersltles 
have been expermentirig with the classed catalog 
for departmental libraries That would perm~t 
of far more precis~on if the department itself is 
respons~ble for assigning numbers. For classifica- 
tion schemes, Library of Congress, modified 
Dewey and special systems are used. They are as 
often as not different from that used in the general 
library. Although most of the material going 
into departmental collections is cataloged, with 
emphasis on subject analytics, pamphlet or file 
material, some theses, trade catalogs, and certain 
services are not. Use grouping as well 1s attempted 
in the Lippincott Library of the Wharton School. 
Those periodicals that are regularly received 
are usually bound. Trade journals of more bulk 
than value, or occasional numbers of other niaga- 
zines may be clipped for art~cles of more lasting 
value and then discarded. Bound volumes are 
usually cataloged or some record of library 
holdings is ~nserted In the catalog. That there 
has not been much routing of periodicals In this 
type of library may be due partly to the fact that 
professors already subscribe to or receive through 
membership those of greatest mterest to them, 
and partly to the constant demand by students 
for the current issues 
Extended research is not often possible for the 
librar~an when so many Lilliputian strings of 
administrative detail tic him down. Yet this 
"scientific habit of mmd" may occasionally be 
exercised in testing or building up facilities In 
the Industrial Relat~ons Library of Columbia 
University, for example, the questionna~re 
method was used to obtain information on the 
nature and extent of the publishing activit~es 
of trade unions. That was, to be sure, only the 
beginn~ng of research but something that more 
, often is done by the research worker than by the 
l~brarian 
In a university a more indirect, less aggressive 
publicity IS effective. Certain types, such as bulle- 
tin board displays, exhibitions of particular 
groups of material, or a new-books bhdf, or 
l~brary articles in the school publication, appeal 
more to students, whereas new book Ilsts, indi- 
vidual not~ces of unusual items, or conversa- 
tlonal mentlon is likely to appeal to the faculty. 
Perhaps it might be s a ~ d  In both cases that per- 
formance is the best advertisement. If \\ ~ll~ngncss 
and ability are shown, they will not hesitate to 
spread the good news among thew colleagues, 
even to other departments of the univers~ty. 
THE BUSINESS INFORMATION BUREAU 
By Rose Vormelker, Businass Research Librarian, 
Cleveland Public Library 
T HIS Bureau, now two and a half years old, was organized primarily as a "service" for 
business men rather than as a so-called Busmess 
Branch. This was done because the location of the 
Main Library with its vast resources in the busi- 
ness center of the city makes a Business eranch 
unnecessary. The  needs of business, however, are 
such that a codrdinating unit to help utilize all 
these resources for business questions has a real 
place. By a business quest~on we mean any prob- 
lem that confronts a man in the conduct of h ~ s  
business, industry, or profession. A recent survey 
showed that practically every phase of business 
activity was represented among the clientele of 
the Bureau, including, of course, organized busi- 
ness such as the Chamber of Commerce, the 
Better Business Bureau and the Bus~ness Clinic. 
Information requested might be separated into 
several different classes: 
That which might be called "quick facts" or 
quick reference work. Which citres use rratrtral 
gas? Which cities have hard and whzch hare soft 
water? How many arrtonzobiles were rnanrcfactured 
zn the United States and i n  Canadu last month? 
Another type of question is that which in- 
volves considerable research. These concern the 
critical examination of data to determine future 
policies and plans. Compare prices of apples r n  
New York City and i n  London mrsr a perlod of time 
to determine whether to sell several carloads held in  
storage i n  New York, or rulrether to ship them lo 
London for sale and at what tzme of the year wdl  
they bring the best price? 
Questions that reflect the day's news are still 
another type such as: What loans has the Recon- 
struction Fmance Corporation made lo rarlroads? 
Does the new tax law put an assessment on furs7 
Yet another definite class of questions concerns 
those requiring bibliographies. Somc of the sub- 
jects on wh~ch we have recently compiled such 
bibliographies are: cellophane, steel houses, ports, 
gif l  shop management and operatlort, advertzsirrg 
appropriataons, calendar reform, investment advice, 
stabilization of the dollar. 
Miscellaneous requests for the best book on a 
purchasing agent's duties, on personnel work, on 
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sales and credrf letters, on adverltsing and selllng; 
a ~ o o d  book lo read lo m k e  me more e&ient. 
Business executives usually telephone all 
requests and send messengers to borrow material 
or clerks to abstract it in the l~brary. A consider- 
able proportion of work is also done by cor- 
respondence. Our conception of "standard library 
policies" is to keep a t  it tdl the answer is found. 
To this end we try to know and utilize outside 
sources of information as well as our own, and 
frequently have an opportunity to put our client 
in touch with an expert or organization that can 
help solve his problem. Obviously, there are 
research problems that we cannot use public 
money t o  finish, but someone on the staff is 
usually willing to do additional work outside of 
library hours if the inquirer is willing to pay for 
it; e.g. a list of Cleveland corporations with a 
capitalization of $500,000 and over was made for 
an advertising agency which preferred paying one 
of our staff members to releasing one of his own 
for the purpoee. 
Our most effective public~ty has come through 
satisfied customers. An executive of a business 
research organization said in a meeting that he 
had established contacts and taken out member- 
ships in forty organizations in New York, Phila- 
delphia and Washington in antic~pation of needed 
help on a special project his organization was 
undertaking. As the work progressed and regular 
use was made of our Bureau, he found it unneces- 
sary to call on even one of his carefully planned 
"contacts." Our "trade paper" is the monthly 
Bulletin which is devoted alternately to notes on 
recent business literature .and to annotated lists 
of references on specific subjects. A wide free 
distribution is made a t  the Library itself with a 
local mailing list charge of 25 cents per year, and 
an out-of-town charge of 50 cents. On occasion, 
lists of books have been prepared for the local 
press and for house organs of Cleveland firms. 
Articles about the Bureau and references to it 
appear frequently in the local press. 
A N  ASSOCIATION LIBRARY 
By Marion Mead, Director of Research, Illinois 
Chamber of Commerce 
T HE library of the Illinois Chamber of Com- merce is not a typ~cal association library, 
because it is much too broad. Perhaps a State 
Chamber of Commerce l~brary is a type in itself. 
It might not even be called an associat~on library, 
because it is made up of so many individual and 
smaller associat~ons. Our members are chiefly 
divided into two groups, the local Chambers of 
Commerce in the State, and the business houses, 
banks and other companies in both ci t~es and 
State. 
The two outstanding d~fferences in our library 
are first, that most of our material is given away 
rather than circulated; and second that we serve 
a great variety of people. As for the first direr- 
ence u.e have to keep in mind that a client is  
a cash customer, that ahatever he asks lor, a 
pamphlet or the making of a survey, he must be 
satisfied, or he may drop a membership a t  fifty, 
one hundred or three hundred dollars No matter 
how unre7sonable it may be, if he wants a list of 
manufacturers or a copy of Senate Bill XI\-, he 
must have it. We had to have a supply of twenty- 
five or hfty copies of this bill because it contained 
the reorganization of the Board of Assessors of 
Cook County and had therefore a large demand. 
In the case of other bills, such a s  movie censorship 
or fraudulent advertising, we t r y  to keep on hand 
only four or five copies of each. 
We have lists of manufacturers and of Chani- 
bers of Commerce made up and mimeographed. 
There is a demand for these from advertising 
agencies, manufacturers, and others who solicit 
groups in general. The main directory of rnanu- 
facturers in the State is a volume costing five 
dollars, which naturally we can't distr~bute free 
of charge. We had so many requests for the  list 
of mnnufacturers that we took sections out of the 
main directory and had them mimeographed. 
The best list is one of manufacturers employing 
five hundred or more workers. It covers about 
ten mimeographed sheets, and we have a thou- 
sand copies or more on hand all the  time lor dis- 
tribution. 
The president's office of the American Steel 
Foundries called up the  other day, and wanted 
to know if we had an Interstate Commerce Corn- 
mission ruling on an "appreciation of railroads" 
decision. I knew we did not, so asked how long 
they could wart. Until the end of the  week, they 
thought. So I wired the Interstate Commerce 
Commission; and within two days we received it 
and sent it over by special messenger. Although it 
involved Borne expense, that is one kind of service 
for members that  the hbrary takes charge of We 
serve all types ol  p p l e ,  from officers of banks 
and railroads to the laboring man who is out of a 
job. He comes in to say that lie has heard of a 
dredging company that has started operations in 
the waterway a t  East St. Louis arid wants t o  
write to or go to see them. In that  case I call up 
the Chicago ofice or the State U7ateraays De- 
partment, where they hale a file of a11 big opera- 
tions going on. They tell me the name of Lhe coin- 
pany which I then tell the poor man who goes on 
his way much cncouraged. 
Xext there are the ch~ldren - the school chil- 
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dren. From the third grade up the teachers offer 
the Chamber of Commerce as  the source of all 
~nformation. I glance over the letters that we get 
from children a s  a matter of human interest, be- 
cause they all ask, " Dear Chamber of Commerce: 
Will you please send me a sample of corn, wheat, 
oats, rye and coal from your state, and at  once 
please, and also your flag and your state bird, and 
your state flower." Practically half of one as- 
sistant's time is devoted to  answering school 
children's requests, which may seem a big under- 
taking but we cons~der it worth while. 
As I mentioned, we have two main classes of 
members, the associated Chambers of the State 
and the companies, banks and organizations in 
the citics and in State All Chambers of Com- 
merce gwe us large orders, involving the sending 
out of questionnaires A typical request is for a 
hst of the cities in the State that are going to be 
on Daylight Saving Time. Every year we start in 
March to  send out a questiomaire to the cities, 
because new ordmances are passed and the list 
always changes. We simply send out the questioi 
on a penny postcard, "Is  your city going to have 
Daylight Saving Time?" When the cards are re- 
turned we comp~le the list, and usually send 
copies to other state organizations in exchange 
far theirs. A Chamber of Commerce wanted to  
know what the  other cit~es in the State did for 
their merchant police systems. Some cities, of 
course, have police other than the police on the 
city payroll, particularly a t  night, and this one 
Chamber of Commerce wanted to know what the 
other citics were doing I sent out another ques- 
tionnaire regarding merchant police systems. I 
asked how many patrolmen were on duty a t  
night, whether the stores banded together and 
hired two or three policemen, or whether each 
store had its own policeman to do night rounds, 
watchman procedure, et cetera. 
Contrary t o  usual hbrary practice, we seldom 
have people coming in to look up things person- 
ally. In fact much of my work is not done in my 
own library, bu t  in the public library, the Crerar 
1.1bra1-y and other financial libraries. I would 
have to be a small publ~c library myself to take 
care of everything, so I try to keep only thestand- 
ard reference books The major part of the library 
is the file of magazines and pamphlets, the famil- 
iar material, the  alphabetical list of my files, and 
the shelves of mater~al that we give away. 
The library is a clearing house for all the other 
departments of the Chamber of Commerce. The 
State Cllamber of Commerce is a great deal 
larger than the city Chambers, there being twelve 
or fourteen different departments such as  mans- 
portation, retail, aviation, an industrial clepart- 
nlent, a commercial department, or the income 
tau department. The library keeps material 
for all of these departments in one central file 
indirectly serving our members through them 
An association library is very important t o  its 
membership department. We have to  keep an eye 
on membership file5 as  part of our work is keeping 
old members from resigning. 
There are so many variatibns from regular 
hbrary routine that  I can hardly go into them. 
We hardly catalog a t  all. At one time when 
thmgs Here prosperous we were going to enlarge 
the library, and have three trained people -one 
to do research work, one for the surveys which 
are the most important things of the library, and 
a reference librariarl and cataloger. Then things 
began to happen and the library has remained 
as it was. 
As to  publicity methods, the research depart- 
ment library works hand in hand with the pub- 
licity department, the publicity d~rector sending 
out news releases on everything we get up, even if 
only a compilation of the sales of automobiles by 
months. We also have a monthly publication, the 
Illitrots Jownal  of Com?nerce. Anything of im- 
portance appears in that, whde snnller items of 
news are used in the  weekly news letter which 
goes to  all members, all Chambers of Commerce 
in the State, and other State Chambers of Com- 
merce. 
Probably our best advertisers are our salesmen 
who do laud the research department and the 
library, promising all sorts of things in the way of 
service to new members, until we have a hard 
time living up to expectations. But it is good 
publicity for the library. 
THE G O V E R N M E N T  BUREAU LIBRARY 
By Claribel R. Barnen, Librarian, U. S. Depariment 
of Agriculture 
S T H E R E  are many different types of GOV- A ernment bureau libraries, so there are vari- 
ous types of persona who use then1 and there are 
also marked differences as  t o  the types of infor- 
mation which these persons request. To general- 
Ize in regard to  Government bureau libraries is, 
therefore, difficult and risky, and it is still more so 
to attempt t o  compare them with other speclal 
libraries, especially if the person assigned this 
task has had no library experience outside of the 
Government service. On the whole, the differ- 
ences, aside from finances, do not seem very clear 
cut. They appear t o  be more a matter of degree 
and emphasis than of kind. 
As regards the material on file in a Government 
bureau library, there is one distinguishing feature 
in that there is much emphasis on the official and 
semi-official literature of the field which the 
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library covers Publ~cations of this kind are used 
extensively in the preparat~on of publications of 
the respective departments. Governmcnt bureau 
libraries by reason of their exchange arrange- 
ments with other ~nstitutions are in a particu- 
larly advantageous position to obtain these 
publications. 
Some Government bureau l~braries are used 
more by correspondence than others, and this use 
is generally in direct ratio to the sue  and im- 
portance of the collection. For example. the large, 
comprehensive collections arc used by other in- 
stitutions throughout the country. On the other 
hand, small bureau collections for the special use 
of a small bureau are not as a rule called upon by 
persona not connected with the bureau. All the 
Government bureau libraries make extensive use 
of the telephone and messenger service. 
Any differences between the staffs of Govern- 
ment bureau libraries and special libraries that 
may exist cannot be detected, a t  least as regards 
those in the lower positions. Regarding those 
occupying the higher pos~tions, it may perhaps 
be lair t o  say that they are particularly intcr- 
ested in the subject matter which is the concern 
of the bureau and in qualifying themselves to 
help research workers through their knowledge 
of the literature concerned. The persons who use 
the Government bureau hbrary generally know 
exactly what they want but need help in finding 
the informat~on. 
As to the administrative relations of the GOV- 
ernment bureau library, the most distinguishing 
characteristic is in the fact that the library 18 a 
unit in a governmental system subject to a t  least 
similar regulations and conditions. The library 
of a business firm or organization is more isolated 
and independent, and the same is somewhat true 
of the business branch of a public library. The 
place which the 11brary occupies in the organiza- 
tion of a Government department diflers in dif- 
ferent departments and different bureaus. The 
extent of the independent action of the library 
is governed necessarily by its place in the organ- 
ization of which it is a part but whatever its par- 
ticular place in the organization, its independent 
act~on is restricted by many admin~strative regu- 
lations and laws which are imposed upon all 
Govcrnment offices These restrictions affect 
particularly appointments and the purchasing 
routine. 
Variations fron~ standard routine methods and 
records in cataloging, charging, ordering, etc., 
undoubtedly exist in various Government bureau 
libraries They have been developed to meet spe- 
cial needs. It is difficult, however, t o  generalize in 
regard t o  these variations or to descr~be them in 
any detail. To mention only one, the Department 
of Commerce Library was workcd out an ingen- 
ious charging system LO meet their spec~al needs 
in chargmg con~nlercial reports from various 
countries. In Government bureau libraries there 
is perhaps a greater maintenance of extenswe in- 
dexing and a grcatcr emphas~s on bibl~ographical 
work. This is particularly true of the Government 
bureau library as distinguished from thc library 
of a business firm or associat~on, though it is 
realized that there a r e  some associat~on libraries 
which maintain extensive indexes. 
Fmally, it may perhaps be said that a distin- 
guishing feature of the Government bureau 
llbrary as compared with other special libraries is 
the national character of its service. The library 
of a business firm is generally for the exclusive 
benefit of the one firm with wh~ch it is connected, 
and the same is true t o  a large extent of the 
library of an association. Similarly, the eervice of 
a business branch of a public library is to a large 
extent local. The service of the library of a Gov- 
ernment bureau, on the  other hand, while per- 
formed primarily lor the unit of which it is a part 
is free to all and more or less national In char- 
acter. Even the libraries that  do not carry on a 
bibliograph~cal or inter-library loan service on a 
national scale in their special fields are, neverthe- 
less, rendering a national service through the 
assistance they give to Government work which 
is national in scope. Here again it is a question of 
degree, for a t  least a few special ltbraries other 
than Government bureau libraries render service 
to some extent nat~onal  in scope. Nevertheless, it 
seems lair to aay that  they do not give quite EO 
broad a service a s  the Government bureau library 
nor are they so wholly devoted to the interests of 
the country a t  large. The  fact that the activities 
of the Government bureaus play a conspicuous 
part in the daily affairs of men and touch the 
prosperity and happiness of entire communities 
makes an appeal and gives special significance t o  
the daily routine of the Goverwnent bureau 
library, even though the part which the library 
plays in carrying on these activities is only 
secondary. 
AN INDUSTRIAL LIBRARY 
By Dorothy Avery, Librarian, N e w  York 
Telephone Co. 
HE resources of a special library of a busi- Tries concern should include all useful 
information pertaining t o  the line of business of 
that concern, inforn~ation concerning related 
lines of business, standard texts on business 
administrat~on, business law, business English, 
economics, finance, banking, accounting, mathe- 
matics, and standard reference tools. 
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Most business libraries originate within and 
continue under the supervis~on of some one 
particular department. The needs of that de- 
partment are determined and the l~brary collec- 
tion is expanded accordingly. Determining the 
needs of the other departments requires much 
diligence on the part of the librarian. A study of 
the organization and the work of these depart- 
ments will give the librarian an idea of their 
special problems, and she can develop contacts 
by sending LO them on her own initiative current 
literature whichshe thinks will be of use. 
Requests are of various types and may con- 
sume a few minutes or several hours of research. 
The easiest type is a request for a specific book, 
pamphlet, or magazine. If the particular item 
requested is not in the library collection, an 
effort IS made to subst~tute a text by a different 
author. However, if the employee needs the book 
originally requested, it is borrowed from some 
outside source, or purchased by the library if the 
particular item is requested repeatedly. Many 
requests are for the latest available figures or 
data on a certain subject. In such a case, current 
periodicals and services are consulted and, if the 
mformation desired is not found, the association 
or organization which compiles such data is 
consulted by telephone or letter. 
Requests for bibliographies are so frequent that 
the librarian must have on hand bibhographies 
on all subjects in which the corporation is most 
~nterested. Many requests for personal reading 
are received and the business hbrarian feels that 
the time consumed in obtaining the information 
is well spent because it IS a means of developing 
contacts. We keep a card file of unusual requests 
arranged by subject which has proved to be a very 
helpful tool in avoiding duplication of effort. 
Information, if in print, is circulated in the 
form in which it is available. Our company has 
offices In all parts of New York State and material 
requested by employees outs~de of New York 
City a r~d  Brooklyn 1s sent by mail. If the data 
requested 1s brief, the telephone provides the 
quickest channel of communication. If it is 
gleaned from several sources, a memornndum is 
~ r i t t e n  presentmg a complete and well-balanced 
answer. 
Stimulation of circulation by the hbrary is ob- 
tained by several methods A list of recent ad- 
ditions to the library, if ~ssued regularly and 
circulated throu~hout the company, brmgs new 
material Lo the attention of every department, 
especially il ~t includes the periodical articles of 
special interest to the corporation. These lists 
have received favorable comment in our com- 
pany. Lengthy book revieus may be ~ncorporated 
in this l ~ s t  when uarranted. The distribution list 
for this service should be revised frequently in the 
interest of economy. One of the best means of 
stimulating reading is through the issuance of 
well-planned reading lists. Readit~g lists on the 
history of the industry of which the corporation 
is a part, the h~story, organization, and work 
of the departments of the particular concern, 
corporation finance, business organization, Eng- 
lish, etc., are examples of what can be done along 
this line. These to be effective, should be arranged 
in topical outline and the references should be 
the best chapters available on each topical 
division Another means of obtaining publicity 
and stimulating circulation is to release, through 
the medium of the company magazine, articles 
giving information concerning the various library 
services and new books of special interest 
A business library must, in order to prove its 
practical value, meet the everchanging needs of 
its corporation adequately and promptly and, 
therefore, a definite plan of organization and 
procedure IS essential. Each member of the library 
staff should be provided with a daily worksheet, a 
printed form to facilitate the handling of re- 
quests, on which all notations of requests are 
entered, thereby keeping in one place and beforc 
the eye of the librarian or the assistant, all the 
requests that must be answered that day. A 
plan of work for each current week is set up by 
each individual so that larger jobs will not be 
neglected in the rush of the daily routine. A 
stenographer's notebook is a handy place to 
keep such a record 
ARE ANNOTATIONS NEEDED A N D  PRAC- 
TICAL IN OUR PERIODICAL INDEXING 
SERVICES? 
By Margaret Bonnell, Assistant Librarian, 
Metropolitan Life lnsuranca Company 
S EVERAL years ago I read a prophecy that the bibliographical keys of the future would 
be annotated When I was cataloging in the 
Federal Reserve Bank Library, I had been well 
trained to put notes on catalog cards. On the oc- 
caslons when I was permitted to help with a 
reference question, I tasted their usefulness 
They seemed almost a life and death matter to 
me then, and the idea has grown increasingly in 
my mind as something greatly to be desired, es- 
pecially In libraries whose research work must 
combine thoroughness, a high degree Of selec- 
tivity, and often cafeteria quickness in serving up 
the viands 
I think we are tending toward annotated bib- 
liographies. The Russell Sage Foundation Li- 
brary consistently annotates its excellent printed 
bibltographies; the notes in a 47-page mimeo- 
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graphed bibliography on railroad pensions, pub- 
lished by the Bureau of Railway Economics, was 
a point which called forth instant praise from a 
librarian \\hose special field is pension literature; 
in the field of business literature, the up-to-the- 
minute and very useful typewritten lists of refer- 
ences prepared by Printers' Ink Publications are 
rendered twice as valuable by an explanatory 
phrase - never more - where the title is not 
self-explanatory. 
Until a few months ago, the Dartnell Corpora- 
tion published its Reference Index on prforated 
sheets of 3 x 5 cards. These references are now 
publ~shed in its weekly Sales and Advertising 
Digest instead of in card form, ~ h i c h  decreases 
ease of reference considerably. Of course the 
Dartnell subject headmgs have always been so 
arbitrary that lt was out af the question to rec- 
oncile them with library headings sufficiently to 
incorporate the cards in a library catalog. But 
the great contribution of this Index was its an- 
notations, and it seems to me that these people 
had an idea which we would do %ell to ponder. 
Another valuable index wh~ch is dealing in anno- 
tatlons is, of course, the Engineering Index; but I 
imagine it is not an ind~spensable tool common to 
so many special libraries as the Wilson indexes 
and Public Affarrs Information Service. 
lye note with joy that the new Wilson Vertical 
File Service IS annotated. Would not annota- 
tions Increase the value of all the indexes just 
about 100 per cent 7 Would it ever be pomible for 
Industr~al Arts and Publ~c Affairs, with their 
orderly subject headings being followed as au- 
thoritative guides in so many catalogs, to con- 
sider the card form with brief annotations? 
Cards containing references important to each 
library could then he filed in the catalog, thus 
doing away with the alternative of looking in 
sfveral volumes of printed i~idexes in addition to 
our own catalog, or of typing cards that duplicate 
entries in the printed indexes but that we do not 
dare omit. No doubt, this would increase the cost 
of these indexes, but would it be unduly? If the 
difference in subscription costs between the an- 
notated method (either on cards or in book form) 
and the one now in use is appreciable, perhaps 
there could be two subscriptiong; though very 
likely that would not be feas~ble; quite surely not 
if the volume form is continued. If the entries 
were on cards, however, it might be possible for 
libraries whose interests arc quite definitely con- 
fined to certain fields to subscribe for cards on 
those subjects only. An arrangement of this sort 
is now possible with the Engineering Index cards 
I belicve. 
Perhaps this proposal seems chimerical in a 
time of depression, and yet why should we not 
discuss and turn it over in our minds in the spirit 
of a recent Library Journal editorial which urgcd 
librarians to "think of new th~ngs  - for to- 
morrow." 
W H A T  PRICE ANNOTATIONS ? 
By Leona Kohn, H. W. Wilson Co. 
I T IS a privilege to be liere as an  envoy of the H W. Wilson Company to present the com- 
pany's viewpoint on the question of annotated 
indexes, and to hear your suggestions and ideas 
and carry them back. 
First we might inquire into the theory under- 
lying the Wllson type of index and that of other 
publications performing somewhat the same 
service There are the abstract journals - Cherni- 
cal Abstracts, Biological Abstracts, and others. 
These endeavor to digest important priodical 
literature in many languages. They are usually 
classified. The professional worker may thus find 
in one grouping a goodly portion of the literature 
which interests him. Similarly the Engineermg 
Index. Like the abstract journals it xlecLs the 
most important articles from the world's litera- 
ture, and while compnrntively few of these are 
available in the average library, i t  opens up the 
whole world to those who have such need of 
particular articles that they must purchase or 
borrow from a distance. 
On the other hand, Industrial Arts endeavors 
to make available the largest possible amount of 
material from the periodicals ordinarily found in 
libraries. The purposes of the two types of index 
are, therefore, so different that there is c o w  
paratively little duplication. 
This contrast might be summed up a s  follo\vs: 
While it is evidently necessary for anyoue con- 
sulting an index covering the literature of the 
world to get his material from the jourr~al itself 
or to decide whether or not an item is valuable 
enough to secure, in the case of a thorough indcx 
to material .commonly found in libraries, he 
would not need the annotation because presurn- 
ably most of the material is at  hand. Yet now and 
then, almost any library will have t o  decide 
whether listed articles not in i ts  own collection 
are worth addmg. Because of this fact and an- 
other which 1 have not mentioned - l i n ~ e  lost 
in looking up items in one's own library that do  
not contam the information one mlght be led to 
expect -one could hardly say that annotations 
would be valueless But it docs raise the question 
aa to whether they are of sufficient value t o  
just~fy their cost. 
To continue the argument, let us grant that  a11 
annotated periodical index has certain advan- 
tages over the unannotated one, other things 
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bemg equal. Other things betnf cpirol - ah, there's 
the rub. Bulk enters in. Cost enters in. Sacr~fice 
of other useful mformation enters in. These things 
should be weighed in the balance to find out 
whether the scales tip too much on one side 
What would Industrial Arts be like with 
annotations? If they were superimposed on the 
present base, a very top-heavy structure would 
result T o  add a note under most entries, wh~ch 
a well-brought-up index should do, would be 
almost prohibitive. Comparatwely few of our 
articles have but one heading. Thus the same 
note, or preferably an altered one fitted to the 
subject heading, would have to be repeated as 
many times as there are headings. An annotation 
would probably take up as much space as the 
entry itself, about doubling the size of each issue. 
An annual would then be the equivalent in size 
of our last two-yearly cumulation, about five 
inches thick. This would necessitate dispensing 
entirely with what would be a completely 
unwieldy two-year cun~ulation. Modifications 
could, of course, be made. For instance, notes 
might be added only for certain articles, let us 
say articles of sufficient importance - determmed 
by length, by standing of authors, by inclusion 
In a certain magazme. Or those articles might be 
annotated in which the title does not give enough 
or the right information. Or notes might be 
added under certain headings only, those, for 
instance, which include a large number of articles 
that  need t o  be distinguished from each other. 
These choices might be made, but the very fact 
that  there must be selection introduces an aspect 
which while br~nging &?tisfactlon to one reference 
user will antagonize another. Many a time an 
explanatory note would cause you to say "Allah 
be pra~sed," but should the very iten1 you would 
like t o  have annotated stand instead completely 
unadorned, you might be tempted to call down 
the wrath of all the gods on the whole tribe of 
indexers and annotaters. The fact is that an 
annotated index, to be an efficient one, dare not 
be superimposed on an unannotated one. The 
basis would have t o  be changed. Such an index 
calls for broader indexmg, with one main heading. 
I t  is poss~ble, however, that a fairly satis- 
factory basis could be worked out for partial 
annotation of the type of art~cles no-' included 
in Industrial Arts. I t  is hard to say without an 
actual trial, but it is Mr. W~lson's estimate that 
roughly the cost of the Index would in that case 
be doubled. The increase in expense to the com- 
pany, which must necessarily be passed on to the 
subscriber, would begin with the talent and time 
of the editorial staff. A greater technical knowl- 
edge rn~ght be required for annotating than for 
straight indexing, and possibly also a special gift 
for abstracting and writing More time would 
also be required of each one handling the enlarged 
entry throughout the whole production process - 
the typists, the proofreaders, the printing 
department. 
If it were decided, houever, that cost must be 
kept a t  about the present leyel, then certain 
features might be changed. First, briefer articles 
niight be left out. Second, fewer headings might 
be given to each article We are rather generous 
in the use of headings, realizing that various 
aspects need to be brought out, and t o  be brought 
out according t o  the differing viewpoints of differ- 
ent types of libraries and users. Third, analytic 
headings niight be dispensed with. We often index 
separate parts of articles, when such parts seem 
worth while. Fourth, fewer magazines nught be 
included. We now index some two hundred and 
thirty. Fifth, entries for pamphlets and books 
could be left out altogether. These then are the 
choices for sacrifice that the subscribers would 
have to agree upon, were it dec~ded to include 
annotations with the cost remaining about the 
aame as it is a t  present. 
Now let me try t o  show you ,how Industrial 
Arts offers substitutes for annotations wh~ch may 
give the user in the special library almost the 
same results. The captions of the art~cles are 
used as the titles. These captions vary all the 
way from an adequate and accurate descr~ption 
of the contents to those that gwe no clue what- 
ever to the subject matter and even to those that 
are actually misleading. There are two ways In 
which the uper may be given some idea of what 
he may expect to find when he looks up such a 
reference. The uninformative title may be sup- 
plemented by the indexer through the add~ t~on  
of explanatory words, or the article may be given 
so specific a subject heading that the heading 
itself serves as an annotation. In an index for 
public and special library use, where very specific 
questions are asked daily and hourly, and t m e  is 
pressing, the specific heading would seem to bc 
the best way of informing the searcher of the 
nature of the article. This means, of course, a 
number of references to each. The artlcle may 
have the caption "A new bridge." If this article 
were listed only under the heading Bridges, it 
would be necessary to tell in a note what bridge 
was discussed and whether it was the design, 
material, erection, or use that was emphasized. 
In Industrial Arts, it would be put under scvcral 
headings according to the subject matter. It 
might be found perhaps under Montreal - 
Bridges, Bridge design; Bridges - Erection; 
Bridges - Foundations and piers; Bridges, Con- 
crete; Bridges, Arched; Bridges, Railroad. It 
would be seldom that a single article would cover 
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al lof those aspects of a bridge in de ta~l  But this 
1s not all. The title is supplemented somewhat in 
order to give added information. Under Br~dge 
design, for example, the location of the bridge and 
type of design may be added. The Industrial 
Arts, therefore, uses both specific headings and 
subheads, and additions t o  the title. Many arti- 
cles have subtitles wh~ch are used if they convey 
further information, or iron1 which salient words 
are culled and added to the main caption. Names 
of corporations are used ~f they appear in the 
art~cle, as are also places and dates. Explanatory 
words such as tabulation or illustrations are 
added t o  the trtle ir~ cases where the collation 
might not ~ i v e  the correct idea, or  new phases 
are added, or the t~ t le  sometimes completely 
changed to prevent m~sinterpretation on the 
part of the user. We give as much iniorma- 
tion as we can without making the index too 
bulky. 
But just t o  show you how delicate is the art of 
adding even a few words t o  the title for the pur- 
mse of making it clear, let me relate one personal 
inctdent. A recent number of Refrigerating U'orld 
carried an article wh~ch I indexed under Ice 
Industry. The caption read, "Here comes the 
bride." I thought that needed amplification and 
so I added "opportunities for the ice man" I 
quickly realized my error. 
Before clos~ng I should hke to cite the expe- 
rience of the Education Index in ascertaining its 
subscribers' views on annotations. In the ques- 
tionnaire sent out in 1930 by Miss Towner, the 
editor, there was one Item on the use of notes. A 
trial of arinotat~ng had been made in one number 
of the Education Index, and the question re- 
ferring to this asked whether enough use sns  
made of the notes t o  justify the added time and 
expense necessxy t o  make them. Of the 1 5 i  
subscribers who returned the questionnaire, only 
68 answered t l~ is  particular question, and of 
these, 17 m d  yes, and 51 no. A quest~onnaire 
might he circulated among Industrial Arts sub- 
scribers, but should the sentinlent expressed by 
the Associat~on indicate that results m~ght 
parallel those of the Education Index, then the 
expense of sending out such a questionnaire and 
the effort of replying might well be spared. 
Have I made the acales tip so far to one side 
that you dare say nothing but No, No, when 
annotations arc mentioned? Can you, perhaps, 
suggest to us some way of handling explanatory 
notes for Industrial Arts which may make the 
situation look less formidable than I have pic- 
tured it? If you find that  our expansion of titles 
is particularly helpful, we might do  more of that 
in the future than we have In the past. I t  is for 
you to suggest, and for us to follow - if we can 
Committee on Resolutions 
B E IT Rcsolvrd by the Special L~braries Association in its twenty-fourth Annual Conference as- sembled. 
1. That its grateful appreciation be extended to the many distinguished speakers who have given 
their valuable time for our enlightenment and inspiration. 
2. That words of gratitude and appreciation be conveyed to the officers and their comn~ittees 
who have worked with unflagging zeal for the comfort and entertainment of the rnernbers of 
the Association and their guests. 
3. That the Assoc~ation's genume thanks be expressed to the Lake Placi&Club, and particularly 
to - 
Mrs. Melvd Dewey, for her graciorrs welcome to the members of the Associa~ion. 
Mrs. Ruth Lane, for her cordial invitation and arrangements. 
Mr. C. W. Hicks and Mr. Harry Smith, for their careful attention to details uhich has 
made our Conference so enjoyable. 
Miss Mary Louise Alexander, for her splendid prograrn which has enabled us to know 
more intimately, not only our onn group, but all the activities of other groups. 
MRS. LOUISE DORX 
MISS HEXRIBTTA KOPKH\USER 
MISS ELSIE R.\CKSTR.\W 
JOSEPH F. KW.WIL, Clrairmn 
June 16, 1932 
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from Mrs. Melville Dewey 
D R. DEWEY and I received word last December in Florida, that your Association was coming here. He was delighted as of course he expected and hoped to be here. With his optimism, he always 
expected to be here a great many years longer. 
As you have a very full program I will not take very much of your time, 
but  I want to speak of three things that perhaps may interest you The 
eighteenth edition of the Decimal Classification is coming out in September. 
Dr. Dewey paid a great deal of attention to this, and made some very im- 
portant decisions about this edition only four or five days before he died. 
We are adding between four and five hundred pages to the book, and I 
think you will find that many of these are quite comprehensive. 
We are getting out a biography of Dr. Dewey which I think will be pub- 
lished in December. Sometime during your sessions I hope that Mr. Dawe 
will be given an opportunity to speak to you because he is compiling the 
biography. We are finding some very interesting material of many, many 
years ago when Dr. Dewey kept diaries from the time he was fifteen years 
old. 
T h e  Birthday Book of Letters is the third thing I wanted to speak of, 
We would be very glad to show it to you if anyone is interested as some 
have now been printed. 
I now want to welcome you on behalf of the Trustees of the Founda- 
tion, the Directors of the Corporation, and the Club membership a t  
large. We hope you will have a very delightful session here. 
President's Address 
T FIE Special Libraries Assoc~ation now stands a t  the end of its 23rcl year. These annual 
conferences of ours make gwd stopping-places in 
our progress from year to year. We can take a 
moment t o  look back on the stages of our journey, 
and t o  study a little more intently the situation in 
which we now find ourselves. We can assure our- 
selves whether we are still on the path on which 
we first set out. We can take stock of our equip- 
ment atfd judge whether it is sufficient to carry us 
forward a t  a good pace toward our destination. 
This morning you w~ll  hem from our Secretary 
the details of this year's Journey, and later on the 
program we shall all of us have the opportunity of 
runsidering our objecttons in the past and for the 
future. Here I shall speak only in generalities. 
I t  seems quite certain that in after years many 
of us will took back upon this as onc of unusual 
personal msfortune to our membership. Death, 
sickness, and economic stress have taken more 
than their usual toll. The national officers have 
not escaped. Business reorganization has made it 
impossible for our First Vice-President to be with 
us today, and may prevent him from taking as 
active a part as he would likc in our plans lor the 
coming year. The outcome of the accident which 
laid low our Treasurer is stdl uncertain The same 
d~saster has taken from us her mother whose 
name appeared in the list of our national com- 
mittee-chairmen. Another of our committee- 
chairmen has - tempornrdy we trust - lost her 
status as a special librarian. Death has taken one 
of our Group chairmen, and protractcd illness has 
obliged another to pass on her duties as Group 
leader to olhers. Very few of us have not felt the 
pressure of curtailed budgets and salaries. Many 
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fanuliar faces we have hitherto coullted on seeing 
a t  these conventions are absent this year. 
Yet I cannot believe that there has been any 
retrogression in the alIa~rs  of our national .Associa- 
tion as a whole In some respects 1 am sure there 
has been decided advance. The number of new 
members enrolled, as  you will hear from Rliss 
Bradley, is surprisingly large when we consider 
the times we are passing through. The loss in old 
membership is likewise a t  a minimum. I t  is clear 
that  these times of trial are proving as  never be- 
fore the special library's vital place in the organ- 
ism of the commercial, financial, scientific or 
educat~onal institution in which it finds itself 
Salaries and budgets for the uhole organization 
may have been cut ruthlessly, but the library and 
the librarmn still remain. 
\Ye can point w ~ t h  extreme pride this year to 
our Magazine. \Ve have always congratulated 
ourselves on our truly representative profess~onal 
journal throughout its successive editorial stages 
But the high Ilterary standard, editorial skill, and 
' breadth of interest whrch hliss Sa\ord has 
brought to  it this ycar has made it an outstanding 
periodical. She leaves as  memento of her year's 
editorial work a model which all future ed~tors  
will find hard to equal Miss Howard's hard uork 
a s  advertising manager is t o  be highly com- 
mended, both as to  number of advertisements 
secured under most difficult cond~tions, and also 
as  to Lheir fine quality. 
We point again with pride to  the work accom- 
plished or in process by our national committees. 
I have thought that my own unpreparedness as  
nominal head of t h ~ s  Association was partly the 
reason why so many of the previous committee 
cliairmen should be willing to  carry on again for 
another year, and to functlon so effectively with 
little or no help from myself. Miss Keller, hliss 
Manley, Mrs. Cullen, Miss Bradley, hliss hlor- 
ley, Miss Alexander, Mr. Fletcherand hliss Greer 
are some of the "old guard" who have, a t  much 
sacrifice of their own le~sure, stood behind the 
doubtful outcome of this year's administration 
The new cliairmen, Mr. Conforli, Miss I'ormel- 
ker, Mrs. Faltemmayer, hliss Burke, and Mr. 
Robertson, have shown equal willingness to  
shoulder their full share of rcsponslb~lity. 
You will hear from our Secretary a review of 
the work of these committees in turn You will 
shortly hear from Miss Morley herself the results 
of the Publication Committee's labors. I \\ant 
only to  say here that tlie adopted pol~cy of rc- 
qulring that all publicat~ons sponsorcd hy any 
di,isioo of the Association should first have the 
fornial supervision .~ntl approval of the l'uhlica- 
tion Committee, bas undoubtedly resulted in a 
more carefully prepared, more timely, and more 
linar~cially profitable output. \\'~tness th~: fine 
pamphlet publications \vhich have appeared this 
year. 
Tlie greatest achic\eme~it of the year, however, 
lias bcen tlie reorganiz~ltion of Headquarters 
Office under l l i s s  Rankui and her helpers, Xlr. 
Iiatsaros and h l ~ s s  Lilleston. The task has been 
stupendous. At the cost of an immense amount of 
unremunerated labor, a smooth-running, tlior- 
ough, and evpetl~tious service has been set up, 
ready to respond to dny call froni any committee, 
group, or local association. \\'it11 our business 
afJirs  so firrnly entrenched, w ~ t h  hopes of en- 
larged support, we can see the usefulness and 
prestlgc of the Spccial Libraries Association very 
greatly expanding 
In conclusion, may I say a word for mysclf and 
the members of the Executive Boird. Thc inter- 
pretation nhich I put upon my election Inst year 
a a s  that our meml)crs were anxious to cemeat 
more closcly together tlre \.lrious cliv~sions of our 
.Association, and to foster in them a more lively 
consciousness of their imporlance as  vital unils of 
the Association as a u4iole. The  holding of Execu- 
tive Bo.irt1 meetings in differcnt centers dur~ng 
the year I am sure has bcen benehc~al both for the 
Executive Hoard in atlmin~stering the business of 
the national Association, and for local members 
in better underst.~ndmg of national objectws. 
I also \\ ~ s h  to  report on tlie practice which has 
been followed this year, of inviting every Ad- 
visory Council mcmber, or his appointed reprc- 
sentative, to sit in a t  every meeting of the Bo.lrtl 
w h ~ c l ~  has becn held. The  practice was not re- 
quired by our constitution, and I can see occa- 
sions whicli rnigllt arise when i~ would not be 
eupedient. 
But this year your Uodrcl lias had no closcil 
sessions. Every item of business has bee11 tlis- 
cussed in tlie open. T o  me there does not seem to  
be a more e!Tective means of cementing togctlicr 
every element into one unit than to allow the 
chief of every division in the Association to pre- 
sent his own problems in pcrson, mid to tliscubs 
with the rest the business prcscntcd by cvery 
other committee, group or loca1 association, or 
the business of the national Board. 
Finally, I want t o  extend my inadequate 
thanks for the kindly support and encouragcrnent 
expressed by letter o r  in person from so very 
many of our ollicers a n d  members a t  large. Tlie 
responsibility -is heavy even under the most 
f,t\omble conditions, a s  has been the cdse this 
year, but  the reward lias f , ~ r  outweiglicrl in the 
pleasure and pride \\hich I have felt in the Ijetter 
untlcrstantl~ng of the aims nl~cl capabilities of tlie 
Special Lihmries Assoc~ation and its members. 
ALTA R. CI. \I.LI.\I 
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P RESIDENT ALEXANDER is the perfect Kew Yorker being, as she is, a transplanted i\Iicl- 
if'esterner. She was born in Iowa 
and spcnt her early days in Illinois 
and hIissouri. Her college life she 
divided between the Universities of 
\17isconsin and XIissouri. In St .  Louis 
shc heard the "call" and there she 
worked in the Puhlic Library for 
seven years until the United States 
entered the \\'orld War  in 1917. 
Thereupon she immediately aban- 
doned her profession (temporarily as 
it proved) to do organization work 
for the Red Cross in the Southwest. 
1 n January, 1919, she came East to 
be the Librarian of the J. Walter 
Thompson Company. Batten, Bar- 
ton, Durstine 8: Osborn (or Barton, 
Durstine & Osborn as it  was then) 
asked her to  establish and organize 
Mary Louisa Alexander 
a Research Department for them in May, 1920. This she did, incidentally 
becoming a nationally known authority on advertising libraries. The posi- 
tion of hlanager of the Library-Research Department is the one she 
still holds. 
Miss Alexander brings to the presidency a long experience in S. L. A. 
affairs. She has served on various committees, has been president of the New 
York Special Libraries Association (1926-27) and vice-president of thc 
national organization (1927-28). To this she adds a clear logical mind,  
unique in its ability t o  distinguish essentials, limitless powers of concentra- 
tion on the job a t  hand, a working sense of humor, a wholehearted devotion 
to  S. Id. A. and a rare comprehension of the possibilities and potentialities of 
the .\ssociation. 
Her outside activities and interests are extensive and include membership 
in several clubs and on the executive board of the American Women's 
Association. She has also been president of the New York Group of her  
college fraternity, Alpha Phi. Her tastes are varied and modern permitting 
her to enjoy such strenuous pleasures as "first nights," the radio, contract, 
breaking speed limits - to say nothing of holding the ping-pong scores at 
every Convention. 
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The Secretary 
I Y*IIOS.\I. Encouragement for the  establ~slirncnt of new special libr.lries 1s 
1. Promotion of 11ew s p -  contmually fostered from the Secretary's Office, by all national ofi- 
c ~ a l  I~bra r~es .  cers, hy n iembersh~pcha~r~nen .  and by local chapters In the past year 
and a half u e  are aware of the establ~shment of special librarws I I I  
firms n l ~ ~ c h  never had them bcfore or of libraries 111 new departments 
of a company. 'There have been 14 such spec~al I~hraries newly 
established - four In ~ ~ i d u s t r ~ e s ,  a hook puRl~shcr, a book-seller, a 
niap company, t u o  financial Iiouses, one In municipal governnient, one 
111 Insurance, one In a museum, and one In law In adr l~t~ot i ,  n c  find 
a t  least 40 names of spec~al hbraries In our r~~ernber sh~p  l s t  \rhich 
have ne\er appeared there before \Ye can't claim them as nc\\ S ~ R C I ~ ~  
I ~ b r a r ~ e s  but they arc new in the menihcrshil~ of S L A 
1 Encouragement of rlea l l i l naukcc  was added as  a new local cliapter III 1931 under 1 1 1 s ~  
local chapters. Reynolds' ntlrninistration, ~t has gro\\n 111 rncmbersh~p and in 
actlvlty this year 
hlontreal, Canada has formed a local special l tbrar~es associat~ori 
m d  \ \e  an tmpa te  that  the chapter may beconie affil~ated ~ ~ t h  the 
na t~ona l  a t  t h ~ s  convention. 
3. Spec~al  librar~es In of- T h ~ s  idea appeals to  all the large cities m~t l  each l o c ~ l  rhapter is 
ficc build~ngs m a k ~ n g  a sur\.cy a s  to  the present practlcc and 15 to  be g ~ r e n  leal 
I m p t u s  in the  comlng year 
4. XIembersliip. T h e  actual gam In men~bership is very good. It sho\\s a total of 266 
members added In the year, antl only 90 reslgnatlons The ~neniher- 
s h ~ p  a t  present IS 1,690- the largest 111 our 111atory l'his 1s due to the 
constant efforts of the local niembersh~p conirnlttees, wgcd on and 
coordinated hy the national c l~a~r rnan ,  and supplemented by the  tln~l), 
no rk  of tlie Secretary's Ofice No chance 1s overloolted to encourage 
membership, every poss~bility is follonerl up by corrcspontlrnce 
Friends arc made coristaritly through the Secretary's Onice Is!, s e n  Ice 
given. 
5 Or~an17.ation and meth- There has  bccn a COnSClOUS efiort to organve the actti ~ t ~ e s  of l h r  
oclsdt SecrctarylsOf- Association and to  systematue ~ t s  records so that all d e ~ t ~ a n d s  of 
ficc. committees, groups, and locals may be met l'his h.1~ resulted In IICU 
methods in bankmg records, checked by the treasurer bur \r ~ t h  re- 
s p o n s ~ b ~ l ~ t y  In Secretary's hands Bills contracted for uith al~provnl 
of Exccut~ve Roartl - Ol<'d by presitler~t and persorl 111 r h n r ~ c  
of the  expend~ture, paid proniptly a1 Secretary's Olhcc Neu ~neniber- 
ship records, new p i ~ h l ~ c a t ~ o n s  records \\it11 dcta~lb of sales. t ( ~ s t s  and 
publ~city, n~ar l r r~g list for S I T C I ~ L  I - I I ~  (RIGS up-to-chle allcl a llew 
addressograph maclime, nen bookkeep~ng records, corrcq~o~idcnce 
files reorgnn~zed, as  aell  as  records ol ad\ertlsing and for suhscrip- 
tlons Closc cooperatron 19 nin~n.n~ried 111th all \ ~ o r k ~ n ~ :  committee 
chairmen and all oflicers 
l a .  Budgeting system for E x e c u t ~ \ e  Board suK~es tcd  a budget~ng systcrn fur the  local 
local chapter5 111st1- chapters, detatls aorked out by Secretary, .mrl establ~shetl f o ~  the  
tuted. year 1932 under which a e  are I I O N  operating I he lras~s adopted ns- 
sures an equ~table  financ~al treatnlrnt of all locals - - .md gi\es a 
dcf in~te  b a s ~ s  for new loc.ll chapters For apporrtonmclit uf funds to 
locals, an n~noun t  of $1 OU apleLe for the hrst one hurdred nicndlers IS 
6. Registration of trade- 
name SPECIAL LIBRA- 
RIES. 
7. Policy for publications 
and methods of pub- 
liclty therefore estab- 
Ilshed. 
8. New senflce to Associ- 
ate Members 
9. Codperation with other 
Associations 
10. Revolving Publ~cat~on 
Fund established. 
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allotted in the yearly budget, for the next one hundred members, i 5  
cents each and for the next one hundred members 50 cents each, and 
25 cents for each addit~onal member above the third hundred The 
locals have been requested and are making an annual financial ac- 
counting to the national. 
The national Associat~on runs on a budget, and its accounts are 
audited each year. 
As unfinbhed business from last year, the Executive Board re- 
quested the Secretary to secure authority from Patent ORice to 
register the trade-name SFECI\L IBRARIES as used on our maga7.ine 
for the past 23 years. T h ~ s  assures us a monopoly of the use of this 
name. 
The Publ~cation Committee after two years' study recommended 
definlte polic~es for publ~cations. These were considered by the 
Executive Board and definite pol~c~es tablished. Centralization or 
all publlshmg ac t iv~t~es  is placed in the hands of the Publ~cation 
Committee Definite procedure has been !aid down and is being 
followed. This is a great advance over former haphazard publishing 
efforts of the Association. 
Associates are not voting members and they do not receive our 
monthly publication, SPECI.\L LIDR~RIES.  But Associate Members 
are the younger people in the profession, and ultimately will become 
the mfluentlal members of the profession as well a s  active ones in the 
Assoc~at~on. Therefore the Executive Board felt they should be given 
an opportunity to know about the activities of the Association. To 
accornpl~sh th~s ,  an Assoczate Members Bulletin is prepared each 
month and mailed to all Associate Members; it consists of four pages 
teprmted from SPECIAL IBR.\RIES and contams the important news 
about Association acilvit~es The Convention Number of SPECIAL 
LIBRARIES uas also sent free to all Associate Members mstead of the 
usual 4-page Bulletin 
S .  L. A. is affiliated R ith the American Library Association and ~t is 
constar~tly offermg cooperatton in every way to them. This year the 
only joint undertaking has been through the Committee on Standardi- 
zatton of Periodicals The Executive Board met in Chicago in Decem- 
ber a t  the time of the Annual meetlng of the A. L. A. Councd so that 
our members might attend their Council. 
Cooperative undertakings with the American Municipal Aesocia- 
tion, the Public Clearmg House Association, Internat~onal Managers' 
Associat~on, National Municipal League, and Municipal Administra- 
tion Service are in progress through the Civic-Soc~al Group. Social 
Sc~ence Research Council has asked for our assistance on several 
things which has been extended. 
The N. Y. S L. A. through the efforts of one indiv~dual member 
secured funds [tom the Carnegie Foundation two years ago for the 
publication of the local "Union List of Periodicals." It was arranged 
that the profits therefrom should go into a Revolving Fund for the 
use of the N. Y. S. L A. Profits were sufficient to guarantee the 
publication of the "Special Libraries Directory of the New York 
MetropoliLan District" in 1931 and returns from that were placed in 
the same Fund By February 1932 the balance in this Fund was 
$660 98 and uas turned over to the natibnal S. L A as a Revolving 
Publication Fund. It was accepted gratefully from the local by the 
national and is depos~ted in a savings bank and accumulating interest 
and more returns from sales It now totals $828.68. 
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11. Employment Work. N. Y. S. L. A. has maintamed an Employment Comnlittee sirwe 
1925 and In the past seven years it has registered 1,102 applicants. 
Many have been helped to new positions. At present the Committee 
has an active file of 317 applicants. This past year your Secretary who 
is chairman of the local Employment Committee has extended this 
work to a national basis Therefore it would scem wise for the local 
N. Y. Committee and national t o  merge and become the national 
S. L. A. Employment Committee. Each local employment committee 
in Boston, Chicago, and other centers would continue as at preant 
arid may appeal to the national colnmittee whenever they may need 
help. 
12. Convention. The responsibrl~ty for all business details of the Convention has 
rested w ~ t h  the Secretary, as approved by the President. The program 
has been fully taken care of by the Program Conin~ittee. The Editor, 
News Committee, and Secretary comblned to advertise the Conven- 
tion t o  our members and friends. Much effort was necessary in thls 
direction in this bad economic year. The  suggestions of all members 
were followed. A subcommittee of the Program Committee- the 
Play Committee - demands appreciation, and to the authors and 
producers of "Rather Special" - Aina Ebbeson and Marjorie Bur- 
bank of New York we are deeply indebted. 
11. P~BLICATIO~G SPECIAL IBRARIES, our monthly publication has been in the com- 
1. "Special Libraries" petent hands of the editor, Ruth Sword. The  ten issues contamed a 
(a) Editing. total of 538 pages with four cover cuts, two maps and 13 cuts in the 
text. An advantageous contract was made with Rumford Press as 
printers, and the editor chose new type faces and generally improved 
the typography of the magazine. Five new deparlments were in- 
augurated and seven former departments continued. The editor has 
had the cooperation of the entire membership. The magazine has 
truly reflected all the activities of the national and local associations. 
(b) Advertising. , Responsibility for paid advertising for SPECIAL LIBR.~RIES was 
assumed by M. Dorothy Howard this year. For the ten issues she 
secured an average of 2 g - s  or nearly 3 pages for each issue T h ~ s  is a 
record to be proud of in t h ~ s  bad year when so many firms are doing no 
advertising Mr. Brigham for the past three or four years was un- 
usually successful in the amount of advertising secured M'e hold hrs 
record as ideal. For the Convention issue Miss Howard equalled h ~ s  of
last year. 
(c) Secretary'a part. Dally contacts with the Editor by the Secretary's Ofice - material 
forwarded almost every day, and some correspondence. Address en. 
velopes monthly and forward t o  the printers. Keep mail~ng list up-to- 
date, pay printing bills. Check each issue for all articles and firms or 
persons mentioned in magazine, send a marked copy to each. Check 
advert~sers and bill them; send them marked copies. , 
2. Publications (other than In June 1931, "Electrical E~rgmeering Bibliography" and " Com- 
"Special Libraries"), mod~ t~es  Chart" were new and sales just begun. There was also 
"Handbook of Commercd and Financial Sernces" and " Illumina- 
tion Bibliography" and "Trade Drectories for Flrst Purchase" onl! 
recently published. These were in addtion to the older publrcations 
stdl on hand, the most active of which \\.as " Descripti\e List of U S 
Government Documents." 
During this current year, three more publ~cations have been pre- 
pared arid printed. The Insurance pamphlet, Supplement to the 
"Handbook of Commercial and Financral Serv~ces" and the " Bas~c 
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List of Current Mun~c~pal Documents." The sales are constant on all 
these and records must be kept for each one. The Publication Coni- 
mittee reports in full on these. 
111. P ~ B L I C I ~  ACTIVITIES The publicity of the Publication Committee determined on an 
1. Campaign for sales of extensive sales campaign of all publications on hand, stressing the 
all past publ~cai~ons. latest ones. A four sheet story was written and mimeographed a t  very 
low cost by one of the special librarians in New York. A group of 
volunteers in New York spent four hours one evening to fold and put 
in envelopes a news-releax to 5,000 possible purchasers Prewously 
the k r e t a r y  had ordered News-Release stationery for the purpose 
and hired a typist to address the envelopes from list prepared by MISS 
.4lexander, publicity chairman This was a big job consuming many 
weeks' time and much labor on the part of many members bu it 
brought splendid returns as the Publication Committee report shows. 
\Ye paid all cost of public~ty campaign, moved much of our stock, 
advertised the Association broadly, and made some profit on sweral 
publications. 
2. Publicity on each pub- Publicity is prepared for each new publicat~on as ~ssued First, it is 
lication. released to all periodicals which might be interested and revieas are 
requested. Next we circular~ze all possible purchasers direct. A mailing 
list for this purpose has been and IS constantly being built up. Sdcs 
are made In t h ~ s  uay. 
3. News Committee re- The News Committee prepares articles for rnagazmes and news- 
leases papers a t  the time of Convention and releases them through many 
agencies. 
4. Magazme art~cles. Some promotional work for the Assoc~ation is done through articles 
for magazines prepared by the officers, usually upon request. 
5. Sales. The sales of all publications during the year 1931 totaled $2,080.61. 
For the five months in 1932 the sales have equalled $594.93. 
I\'. LOCAL ASSOCIATIOSS All local associat~ons report interesting meetings well attended with 
~VCW York much enthusiasm always evident. New York has published its 
G. Peterkin, President N. Y. S. L. A. NEWS regularly and this does much to hold the member- 
XI Jameson, \'ice-Pres. ship together. 
Boston Boston has the distmct~on of givmg a course in Book-Makmg w~th 
L Sullwan, President 45 persons registered and attending regularly. The News Committee 
R. U'alkley, Vice-Pres. of Boston local secured more than 1,400 lines of print in newspaper 
E. Downes, Sec.-Treas publicity on their Association. Splend~d! Boston has also prepared a 
new Membersl~lp Directory which may be printed. Boston has done 
splendid work in increasing membership this year. 
1111 r m s  Illinois local has held very profitable and unusual meetings Their 
>I. XIcad, President big piece of work was the compilation of a Directory in conjunction 
E. Abbot, Vice-Pres. a ~ t h  the Chicago Library Club The local entertained the national 
31 \\'ells, .Set.-Treas. Execut~ve Board royally ~n December. Another accomplishment of the 
local is preparation for the exhiblt and meeting in Chicago next year 
at the Centennial Exposition. 
.IIich~gan Detroit chapter has changed its name to Special L~b ra r~es  A soc~a- 
F. Curt~ss, President tlon of Michigan and enlarge? ~ t s  scope accordmgly. A Directory has 
11. Gihlin, Sec -Tress. been compded and they now have an Employment Cornm~ttee. De- 
troit local entertained the national Board in October and had a 




I.. IYwdward, Chairman 
W. Hamill, Vice-chairman 
E. Hitchcock, Sec.-Treas. 
Clmeland 
E. LGllingham, Chairman 
A. Gambetta, Vice-Chair- 
man 
H. Prouty, Sec.-Treas. 
Cincinnati 
C Cowie, Preaident 
L. Gruber, Vice-Pres. 
M. Downing, Sec. 
K. Strong, Treas. 
~Udwaukee 
E. Slattery, President 
M. Bellinghauaen, Vice- 
Pres. 
2. McClure, Set-Treas. 
Piltsburgh 
A. Macrum, President 
E. Portman, Vice-Pres. 
E. Fawcett, Set-Treas. 
Son Francisco 
A. \Vindele, President 
B. Kibbe, Vice-Pres. 
D. Krisher, Set.-Treas. 
Southern Calljornra 
M. Robertson, President 
0. Ryder, Vice-Pres. 
B. McKown, Sec. 
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Baltimore Chapter increased its membership too t h ~ s  year and held 
four meetings. They acted as cordial hosts to the Executive Board in 
February, bringing out an attendance of 24 members. I t  was almost a 
Convention as they entertained the guests for three days in a most 
hlsspitable fashion. 
Cleveland Chapter with a membership of 58 had four meetings in 
the year. Their major accomplishment is the almost complete prepara- 
tion of a Union Shelf List of Periodicals. 
Cincinnati continues its good work in increasing rneniherships 
and holding the interest in special library problems. 
The outstanding activity of Milwaukee is the compilation of a 
Union List of Periodicals which it is h o p d  will be completed 
during the year. 
Pittsburgh is energetic as usual. They have revised their 1926 
Union List of Periodicals and beginning a list of duplicates in all their 
libraries, each lihrary to send what they want from other libraries 
San Francisco local certainly is most active as eleven meetings Here 
held - all stimulating, and well attended. Their big task of a Union 
List of Periodicals is about completed. 
Southern California local cleared itself of all debt on their "Union 
List of Periodicals " I t  had its usual stimulatingprogramseach month. 
We quote from Miss Robertson, pres~dent, in closing this summary on 
local associations: "May we not gain new courage and enthusiasm 
from the fact that so few special libraries have been discontinued or 
seriously reduced during this period? Surely this is a splendid recogni- 
tion of the value of our research and service departments." 
The major accomplishment of this Group was preparation and 
printing of the "Basic List of Current Municipal Documenp" under 
direction of Miss Hollingsworth. Very close cociperation existsbetween 
the national municipal associations and this Group. A discussion on 
Classification at this Convention is the result of such cobperation. 
Bibliographies on Illumination and Water Transportation have 
&n completed by this group. Work toward standardi~ation of trade 
directories is under way through several committees. "Useful Tools" 
is a new publication about completed. 
Library Exhibit a t  the American Bankers Asmiation in October 
1331 at Atlantic City prepared by this Group. TH.O short reading- 
lists prepared and distributed. Tentative List of Subject Headings for 
financial libraries in process of compilation. Another committee is at 
work on a list of sources of information in English on foreign coun- 
tries. Exhibit Coninlittee is already a t  work for the Chicago Centen- 




\!I. C o u r m e ~ s  
1. Classification 
2. Cocjperation in Busi- 
ness Library Service. 
3 Trade and Professional 
Associations. 
i Revision of the Consti- 
tution. 
8. Subscr~ptions 
9. Committee on Training. 
10. \Yays ancl hleans 
11. Exhibit. 
12 Standard~zat~on of Pe- 
riodicals 
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Their major accomplishment is the preparation and publication of 
the "Creation and Development of an Insurance Library." 
A survey of museum l~braries was continued this year and is to bc 
reported on in the near future. It has carried on good publicity and 
also membership promotion work. 
This Group had the misfortune to lose their chairman by death, 
and two otber prominent members Their report shows steady prog- 
ress in new members. 
T h ~ s  Committee works every day of the year; it answers many 
specific Inqulrles. It constantly collects classificat~on systems. I t  con- 
tributes a department monthly to SPECIAL IDRARIES. A Bibliography 
of classifications 1s In process of preparation. 
This Committee has collected from 19 special libraries and given 
away to 26 public libraries in 15 states a total of 374 directories. This 
work builds up pleasant relationships between public and special 
libraries and puts our discards to good use. 
A newly established committee with plans for much important 
co6peration. 
A temporary committee continued from last year in order to make a 
few amendments to the Constitution. 
Excellent spade work done and some results obtained already. Its 
purpose is to secure more subscri~tions from public and university 
libraries. 
Committee newly appointed this year to investigate what is the 
Association's respons~bility in this matter and what policy shall be 
adopted. The whole question is still under discussion. 
T h ~ s  Committee is to consider ways and means of securing financial 
assstance. There is nothing definite to report though the Conmittee 
has been quite active and much discussion may later bring some tangi- 
ble results. 
Not active this year as the Executive Board decided there should 
be no exhibit at this Convention. 
Business, Catalog, and Periodicals Sections of A. L. A, and S. L. A. 
codperated in this undertaking. A plea was sent to periodical publish- 
ers to standardize In seven ways which make for simpler cataloging. 
Res~ectfullv subm~tted. 
January . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
February . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
March . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Apnl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
May. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
June-July . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
A u y s t  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  September. 
October . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
November . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
December. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - .  
FINANCIAL SUMMARY, 
RECEIPTS 
Dues Subs. Sales 
Salary 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  January $l5O.W 
February . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  150.00 
March,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  150.00 
April. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  150.00 
May . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  150 00 
June-July. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  452 00 
August ........................... 84 00 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  September. 150.00 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  October.. 150 00 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  November. 214 00 















$1,131 70 $3,080.61 $728 23 $25 11 
Balance Forward. . . . .  
LIISBURSEMENTS 
.t?ud~el Trarrel pub. Ome 
~ . - -  
390. 65 715 05 199 64 
40 00 485.27 11 60 






43 $4,778.75 $1,558 72 $1,392.18 $5.98 $11,257.96 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Total Income 1931.. $12,875 59 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Total Disbursements. 11,257 96 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Balance 12-31-31 $1,617 63 
. . . . . . . .  Balance in Local Chapter Funds. 543 25 
$2,160.88 
Aud~ted by J. L. MCNEVIY 
a 
S P E C I A L  L I B R A R I E S  
Membership Report 
July-August, 1932 
0 F THE various campaigns that have been carried on throughout the year, the two 
most successful were Mr. Alcott's blue card die- 
tribution, and the circularization from Head- 
quarters of the Placement Bureau list of applica- 
tions Many of these people had received offers of 
jobs through the Bureau but had failed to join 
S. L. A By this appeal the Secretary reports 
thirty to fifty new members, and by the blue card 
solicitation about forty members, though there 
will still be additions to this number. This method 
seems to me most satisfying because it requires 
the cooperative effort of Locals and their indi- 
vidual members. 
For some six months we have been in touch 
wtth our Montreal members who recently or- 
ganized as an Association. The affiliating of this 
new Local with S. L. A. is largely due to the 
efforts of Miss Mary Jane Henderson, formerly 
a member of the New York chapter. 
An experiment was tried thts spring by the 
New York Association to communicate with 
some 300 Library School students before they 
should graduate and leave New York. While the 
main point of the letter sent was to extend an 
invitation t o  the April dinner meeting, mention 
mas also made of our Magazine with the further 
suggestion that they keep in mind that our Asso- 
ciatiqn is represented in many cities and states by 
local assoc~ations where they might avail them- 
selves of S. L. A, privileges. Very few could ar- 
range to come to the dinner but to our surprise 
there was an immediate response by way of sub- 
scriptions to the Magazine. 
A revision of the Membership folder was made 
early in the spring for the use of Headquarters 
particularly. May we remind locals that these 
folders are in stock and that they would be avail- 
able to you for drives or circularization, being the 
briefest possible statement we can make of S. L. A. 
and its organizatton, aims and privileges. It is 
therefore very useful for appeals to prospects 
who are not librarians. I t  had been planned to 
prepare a novelty leaflet of some sort to use with 
Executives who do not have ltbraries or librarians. 
That is left a s h  definite duty for thc new Mcm- 
bership Chairman to devise, as we do need a 
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Total membersh~p, June 1, 1932 
including delinquents carried for a year. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,690 
Actual paid membership . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,602 
July-August, I934 S P E C I A L  L I B R A R I E S  
Membenhip Roll 
June I, 1931 June 1,1939 
New Total New Total Inconlc 
Institutional . . .  . . . . . . . . .  13 143 10 143 $2,145.00 
. . . . . .  Active. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  71 429 55 457 2,285 00 
Associate. . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  154 578 173 724 724 00 
. .  Subscriptions. . . , . .  . . 59 358 28 366 1,830.00 
- - - - -  
297 1,514 266 1,bW $6,984.00 
Actual paid n~embersh~p, June 1 ,  1932 
Does not include any delinquents nor those who have srgnified thew intentions of membership but 
are still unpaid- 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Institutional 135 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Active. 419 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Associate 722 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Subscriptions.. 331 
- 
Total 1,602 
Whde these figures speak volumes, entirely of 
themselves there is one point that would find 
constant emphasis were we to make a careful 
analysis of them. That emphas~s would be found 
in the effectiveness of our Secretary in what she 
has done this year for Membership aork. First 
of all she has left no approach uncovered a s  to 
new members, and secondly she has been relent- 
less in holding the old. In fact our Secretary has 
waged a war of Membership throughout the 
year. I want to acknowledge our deep gratitude 
to her, and then ask you individually and collec- 
tively - how are we going t o  support aggressively 
this work next year? 
As I have worked with the Secretary and tried 
to keep the pace she set, I have been impressed 
by the two qualit~es that have made her work 
successful They are conviction and magmation. 
My reasan for mentioning them is not w much 
to compliment her as to suggest that if we all 
had the same sustained zeal and enthusiasm, we 
would find that our own efforts to bring in new 
members would show the same results. Our Sec- 
retary believes so in S. L. A. and what S. L. A. 
should and can mean to others that she convinces 
people that they must become members. Also she 
has kept thoroughly in mmd how our interests 
are allied with other groups than business libra- 
rians. I t  has been within her imagination that we 
need representatwes of the university and public 
library world, of the publishing and book selling 
groups, of professional and lay representatives, of 
individuals and of organized groups. If each local 
membership chairman does not look for prospects 
with such searching imaginat~on, then our mem- 
bership will remain segregated, and we will fall 
locally to support the contacts gained for us this 
last year. 
Another point that should be brought out is 
that nearly all the Institutional and Active mem- 
berships added this year have come through the 
efforts of the Secretary. Local membership chair- 
men are adding Associate members generously 
but we should set for ourselves a goal to convert 
all possible Associate memberships into Actives. 
This should be done as much from professional 
pride as from financial necessity, as the dollar 
memberships were designed primarily for junior 
assistants and non-professional members - not 
for such a body of professional workers as our 
Association 
This brings me to the punt of repeating what 
I a i d  last year - that  whether or not we approve 
individually of our present forms of Metnbersh~p, 
we must admit that  they have formed the basis 
of a good financial experiment. All nus t  support 
it as the best working basis that could be devised 
and have faith in it. That is what our Secrc- 
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Committee .on Publications 
EVEN publications have been Issued by the Association during the year, and another is on the S press, 
The  first three of these were reprints from the maga~ine: 
"Trade Directories," a first purchase list compiled by a committee of the Commerc~al-Technical 
Group and ~ssued originally as a supplement to the May-June number of SPECIAL IDRARIES. 
"The Museum Library," two addresses a t  the Cleveland meeting which appeared first in Srecr. i~ 
LIDRARIES for July-August and September. This reprmt was for publicity use by the Museum 
Group. 
"Trade and Technical Associations and the Library," a paper given a t  the Cleveland meeting Re- 
printed from the October issue of the magazine for use in contact and publicity work of the 
Comm~ltee on Ccdperation with Trade and Professional Assoc~ations. 
"The Creation and Development of an Insurance Librarp," prepared by a committee of the Insur- 
ance Group, for which Mr Handy wrote the text 
"LVhy Join the Spec~al Librarics Association," pr~nted for the u r  of the Membership Committee 
"First Supplement. Handbook oI Commerc~al and Financial Serv~ces," compiled by a special com- 
mittee. 
"Basic List of Current Municipal Docunients," comp~lcd by a special committee of the Civic-Social 
Group and printed at the expense of the Carnegie Corporation Fund. 
A membership ltst of the Boston Chapter is now going through the press. 
All publications issued for sale have carried publicity about the Association on the covers, and 500 
reprints of the cover of one publication were made for general publicity use by the Headquarters Office. 
Thcre are also several publications In process, of which the list of specialized reference tools is nearly 
ready lor publication. 
Financial Statement 
Expenditures (includ~ng outstanding bills): 
Printing. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $414 34 
AdverLismg . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  307.23 
Mailing of publications. . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  9544 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Copyright fee. . . . . . .  2 00 
Petty cash. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  27.49 
- 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $846. 50 
Receipts: 
Advertis~ng (in publications) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $185.00 
. . . . . . . . . . .  Sales (1252 items). . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,530 64 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,715 64 
Net profit for year . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  $869.14 
These figures cover all Items of expense In connection with publications. 
Of the publications issued during the past three years there are only four that do not show a net 
profit Two of these (the Insurance pamphlet and the Supplement to the Handbook) were published 
within the past three months a;ld wlll undoubtedly show a profit eventually. The Electrical Bibhog- 
raphy lacks only $20 of covering its cost and will even~ually do so. Therefore the Membership List 
published in 1930 is the only one which will be a loss to the Associat~on. 
Dur~ng  t h ~ s  ame period the Service Handbook made a profit of $566; the United States Mmeo- 
graphcd Statements, $312, the Statistical Chart, $141; and others smaller amounts. 
This satisfactory result is largely clue to the consistent publicity carried on for the past two years 
and to the fact that in many cases our publications were the only ones in their respective fields 
Records of costs and recelpts have gradually been built up and policies In use by regular publishers 
have been adopted where appl~cable. Among these IS the policy of allocating 20 percent of rcceipts 
for publ~city purposes which the Executive Board approved at its last meetmg. 
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The Sub-committee on Publicity was headed by hliss Alexander the first part of the year, and 11) 
bliss \\ray the sfcond part. The report on publicity follows: 
Publicity 
The ad\ertising of S. L. A publications during the fiscal year ending June 1, 1932, has followed the 
plan forniulated by your Chairman of using advert~sing and text space in SPECIAL IOWARIES, exchange 
space ~ i t h  interested journals such as Industrial Arts Index, news releases written for use in other 
trade publications and neuspapers, direct mail advertismg to our own list of purchasers of similar 
publicat~ons of the Association and to selected names from suitable mailing lists in prinl. 
In January of this year, approximately 5,000 pieces of copy featurmg the useful nianuals In stock at 
headquarters were m~meographed and mailed to publ~c libraries in the United States, teachersof mar- 
ketmg, engineers, leading trade journals, busmess and professional people, etc. A special and attrac- 
tlve nens release sheet was designed and used in such a way that several publ~cations accompanied by 
order blanks m~gh t  be brought to the attention of prospects. Mimeographing of the copy was done at 
minimum cost by the American Telephone and Telegraph Company through Miss Gertrude Peterkin. 
These Inserts were folded by volunteers from the New York Assoc~ation, so that the only cost aas  
for the paper, mimeographing and postage. Typing of the envelopes for these mail~ngs was furn~shcd 
by hliss Rankm, who secured the help of a stenographer through the New York Unemployment Re- 
lief Comn~ittee a t  no cost to Special L~b ra r~es  A soclation. 
Several hundred of these various sheets of copy remamed after the drive was over and were later 
included with direct mail copy to move the three latest publications - the insurance library manual, 
the Basic L ~ s t  of Munic~pal Documents and the F m t  Supplement: Handbook of Commercial and 
Financial Services- thereby min~mizing the cost of these later mailings 
A second supply of n e w  releases covering publications of general interest in stock was prepared 
to accompany revlens of the First Supplement Handbook of Commercial and Financial Services. 
and it IS proposed to continue t h ~ s  practice of combining reweas of publications in stock w i ~ h  all 
literature advertising new publ~cations. 
The first new publ~cation sponsored in 1932 was the "Creation and Development of an Insurance 
Library," which was released late in March Through the able work of Miss Laura \Voodnard, re- 
views appeared in the leading insurance journals. TWO news releases were dispatched to 148 other 
general trade journals and newspapers and the pres~dents of 900 important insurance companies in the 
United States, Canada and Great Britain. The only expense of this work to the Association was for 
paper and postage. The mimeographing, inserting and typing of the envelopes was volunteered by 
members of the Assoclation. 
The First Supplement: Handbook of Commercial and Financial Services followed close on the 
heels of the insurance manual. Two releases were circulated - one to newspapers and magazines, the 
other to purchasers of the original edition published in 1931. The copy for both featured the original 
ed~tion a t  $2.50 and the supplement a t  75 cents, and offered the two a t  a special combination price 
of $2.00. It is hoped that the balance of the edition of the 1931 Handbook on hand a t  Headquarters 
\\ 111 be sold. 
In May appeared the Basic List of  municipal Documents Through Miss Rankin a description of the 
pamphlet was sent to all on the mailing hst of her Municipal Reference Library Notes and to all ci\ ic 
associations, Municipal Research Bureaus, large publtc hbraries, etc. 
After the Convent~on further ad\ertising will be done on all of these 1932 publications as far as the 
budget of each mdividual work permits. 
Various forms of direct mail advertising are t o  be tried such as postcards and letter-sized sheets 
that can be folded to form an envelope, thus saving on paper cost. The trial and error method has 
demonstrated that better sales result from penodic advert~s~ng rather than a a holesale initial c o w -  
age. A job sheet is being prepared whlch will make it possible to keep continuous and complete records 
of the work and cost of selling each publication. 
Suggestions and samples of attention arresting direct mad copy will be welco~ned by the Publicit} 
Committee. 
Coverage CO.\/ 
( Paper. . . . . . . . . . . . $5 15 Creation and Development of an Insurance Library. . . . . . . 1399 1 Postage, . . , . . .  . . . ST 
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Coverage Cost 
. . . . . . . . .  $ 1 2 0  Basic List of Current hIunicipal Documents . . . . . . . . .  435 { ....... 6.87 
First Supplement Handbook of Commercial and Financial 241 . . . . . . . .  $1.05 
. . . . . . . .  Services . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Postage. 6 03 
The codperation of a group of librar~ans has been obtained by Miss Hayes to watch for re\ i e ~ s  and 
notes of our publlutions, and a publicity clipping file is being assembled by MISS Wray. 
The  members of the Committee have given the most cordial cdperation, and the year's profit is 
due largely to the two chairmen of the Sub-Committee on Publicity. 
h l a ~ u  Loursa ALEXANDER ADELAIDE C. KIGHT, Secretary 
ANKE G. CROSS, Adv~sory Member GERTRUDE D. PETERKIN 
h l . 4 ~ ~  E. FURBECK EDITH M. PAEI.PS 
D N. Hasnu, Advisory Jientbet RUTH SAVORD, er-oflcio 
MIRY HAYES ELIZABETH W R ~ Y ,  P~ib l t c~ ty  Cltalrman 
LIND.~ H MORLRY, CI~airinan 
Editor of SPECIAL IBRARIES 
w HEN Headquarters was transferred to New York In July 1931, we attempted to maintam our printing arrangements with Snow and Farmham of Providence, who had served Mr. Brigham 
long and well. However, this was found difficult, and a very advantageous contract was arranged with 
Rumford Press, which maintains a New York office although its plant is in Concord, N. H. With the 
October issue, which was the first to be printed by the new press, many changes in make-up were 
inaugurated New type faces were selected, a new cover designed, and the main articles \\ere printed 
full-page width, while the departments retained the two-column page. The contents page was rear- 
ranged and each month an attempt was made to announce the contents of fortllcoming issues. 
Contents 
July-August - Proceedmgs of the General Sessions of the Cleveland Convention and Reports of 
Officers and Committees- the first time this has been done since 1925 From thecomments received, 
it is evident that  this number was part~cularly welcome both to those who were privileged to attend 
these st~mulating sessions and to those who were not able to do so. 
Scplernber - Proceedings of Group Sess~ons, together with specla1 membership mater~al ~~iclucling 
a specially-drawn map showing geographical distribution of members. 
Oclober - Proceedings of the Commercial-Technical Group under the editorship of Marlan Ma~lley. 
Nooernber - S. L. A. Publications including a statement of our new publication policy, a historical 
review, 1910-1931, and a complete list of everything published by the Association. 
December - Newspaper number, edited with the cctiperation of Joseph F. Kwapil. 
January - A miscellaneous number 
Febricary to A p r d  - Methods series including ten articles by our members. 
N a y - h n e .  - Founders and Convention number. 
New Departments 
11710's W h o  - Miss Claflin's short biography, which appeared in the July-August issue, brought 
such interested and favorable comment that it was dec~ded to devote one page each nionth to such a 
department. We have published biographical notes on 18 members including all national officers and 
chairmen of groups. 
Gosertr~netrt Afaterzal- In October, we maugurated this department under the editorship of Elma- 
beth 0. Cullen. I t  was mtended t o  bring to the attention of members important documents as soon as 
issued, smce most government document lists are usually late in appearing 
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Group Acl ir~~t ies-  In the same issue, me began the practice of allotting approximately one pape 
to each Group. From 4-6% pages have appeared under this heading each month. 11 is ~nteresting to 
note the uses to ahlch the various Groups have put this space - articles especially written, book 
revieas, notes of Group happenings, descriptions of libraries in the Group, etc. 
Across the Sccrelary's Desk - This department, begun in the January number, aims to keep our 
membership informed of the ac t~v~t ies  a t  Headquarters and to introduce our new members 
S. L. A .  Organteatiotr - In previous years, while some numbers carried the nanies of officers - 
national, group and local - it was not a regular feature. This year we have ~ncluded this complete 
outlme in every issue except November and February. 
Departments Continued 
We h a ~ e  continued all of the following departments: Classification and Indexing, D~gest of Business 
Book Reviens, Events and Publications, Local Associations, Personal Notes, the Editorial and 
President's Pages. Some of these have been greatly enlarged, but in the case of Local Associat~ons ic 
have tried the experiment of merely summarizing the reports of local meetmgs, feelrng that thrs brief 
statement of dates, places, subjects and speakers presented the main facts of mierest to our national 
membership. In  addition, any special activities of the locals have been described. 
Associate Members Bulletin 
In January we began ~ssuing our Assoc~ale Menders BrrNefrn, consistmg of four pages reprinted from 
the current number of SPECIAL LIBRARIES. This was designed to give the Associate Members some cli- 
rect contact with the National Associat~on and to make them cognizant of what the Association IS 
doing. It a a s  an experiment but letters received from local presidents and Associate Members indica~e 
its success. 
Cover Out 
There appeared for the first time on the cover of the March issue a new cut designed to show the far- 
reaching influence of the Special Libraries Association. The local associations, scattered from the 
Atlantic to the Pacific, converge to a central clearing point in our New York Headquarters, while the 
diversified subject grouping of our member-libraries is represented by traditional symbols in the 
border. Thus have we tried to symbolize our method of "putting knowledge t o  work." 
Index to Volume PP 
The Editor has compiled an analytical subject index to Volume 22 wh~ch includes author and sub- 
ject entries not only for all articles but for parts of articles; an alphabetical index to appointments, 
resignations, deaths, etc., noted ~n our columns; a subject index to all book revlervs including those in 
the "Digest of Business Book Reviews" Department, and some brief notes ~ncluded in.the "Events 
and Publicat~ons" Department. This expanded index is a decided experiment, and members arc 
urgently requested to indicate whether or not ~t adds to the usefulness of the magazine sufficiently to 
justify the addit~onal expense ~nvolved In its preparation and printing ovcr the old type of index. 
A Few Statistics 
From July to December we prmted 282 pages; from January to June, 256, making a total for the 
year of -5.38 pages Individual issues have ranged from 36 to 94 paps,  the average being 52. \Ire have 
used cuts on four of our ten covers, have printed two maps - a membership map and a travel map - 
and have included in the text 13 cuts, 8 of which were photographs Mention should be made here of 
the courtesies extended by several members of the Newspaper Group who have so generously provided 
us with cuts without charge. These include the New York Tinres, New York Herald Trrbtttte, Dull)  
News, New York, and Pablic Ledger, Philadelphia. 
Needs 
If SPECIAL ~BRAKIES is to be a real organ of the Association, the n~e~nberslaip as a ~rhole, local 
associations and groups must cdperate to bring to the attention of the Editor: 
Subjects on which articles are needed and desired; 
Names of members who are qualified to contribute helpful articles; 
Suggestions for outside writers who would be w~lling to contribute w~thout re~nuneration: 
Constructive criticism of contents, make-up, etc. 
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The Editor regrets that it is necessary to relinquish t h ~ s  work which has brought such r~ch  retvards 
through contacts s i t h  Oficers, Editorial Board and members To all who have so generously helped 
she extends her slncere thanks. 
Respectfully subm~tted, 
RCTH S ~ V O R D ,  Edilor 
Committee on Subscriptions - 
T H E  inmediate results of the work of the Comm~ttee have been out of all proportlor1 to the tlme and efiort e~pendcd. 
Three nation-w~de efforts have been made: 
Letters were sent to the l~brary schools telling them of the special rate alloaed library school stu- 
dents when SPECIAL IBRARIES was taken by ten or more students. The replies were all of the same 
tenor - the students come w t h  a carefully planned budget and cannot \\ell add to it but that SPI:- 
C I ~ L  IBRARIES uill be recommended next year 
The n'llson Bulletin carried a half page in each of two issues u hich brought a number of ~nquiries. 
The state commissions uerc circular17ed with a request that they call attention at state and rcg~onal 
lneetlngs t o  the list of busmess books In each number of SPECIAL I B R ~ R I E S ,  as being of greater 
usefulness than ever before because of the necessity of spending w ~ h  t e greatest care while book 
budgets are small. 
Three Iocal efforts were made: 
Pennsylvania public libraries were circularized because it is an mdustrial state and also because it 
has so few subscrlbers to SPECIAL IBRARIES MISS Dorrance sent a carefully selected list of libraries 
to which further letters inight be sent 
Miss Fay eent in a list of handpicked libraries In hcr district. The same letter sent to the Pennsyl- 
vania libraries was sent to those. 
All the public libraries within a radius of 40 nl~les of Ch~cago had been c~rcular~zed. In Septe~nber a
follow-up letter was sent to remmd them of SPECIAL IBRARIES a t  the time they were making up their 
periodical 11st for 1932. This all resulted in just one subscription! 
Two good suggestions were made by Miss Prouty which could be acted upon only in part. 
The  first H-as to have representatives a t  state meetings. This idea was incorporated somewhat in 
the letter sent the state commissions. It is worth carrying out The second was that notlces appear 
in the trade and techn~cal journals. This would not reach those whoch~efly concern thiscommittee - 
the publ~c librar~es. The idea was such a good one, it was passed on to the Publicity Comrn~tlec. 
Reginning in January, an expense account of $6.25 a quarter was allowed the Committee. Of this 
sum $8.14 s a s  spent, leaving a surplus of $4.36 to be handed on The only expense was for postage 
as  the stationery used was furnished c~ther by the headquarters office or the libranes sending the 
letters. 
The Committee has  been highly cooperative and has kept its spirit despite the fact thaL each section 
s e e m  to be harder hit by the depression than the others. I t  is to be hoped that the work done now w~ll 
bcarfruit later. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Fw.iscas D o ~ ~ a s c o  JOSEPHISE HOLLINC~I! ORTH 
.\DR.% hf. FAY ANITA F. LEVY 
EDITH GUERRIER EDYTXE .4 PROUTY 
SUSIU HIYMELIYRIGHT CECILE \Y.\~sos 
A c s ~ s  F. P. GREEW, Chairman 
Committee on Classifications 
s EVERAL years ago I estmated that if the work of the Committee wcre thoroughly done, it would require three to four hours a day, each work~ng day in the year The estimate st111 holds 
Add the editing of the Class~fication and Indewnfi department in S P E C I ~ L  LIBR.~RIBS,  the preparation 
of half of its articles, and advance reference nork, and the full dny could be used. A vtewpoint ton 
narrow and one-sided \rould be the result of one person doing all this woi li, but the picttlre may enahle 
you to realize ~ I m t  he Department and the Comm~ttee have real work to do, and an unceasing i l o ~  of 
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it. To  make this nork of the greatest posshle advantage to the Associat~on, and its members, will 
require all the cooperation and assistance which the Groups and local chapters can afford. 
I\ hy is this work advantageous? I t  recommends the Association, to new special I~brar~es, and to  
those who plan them. It should be the means of saving duplication of efforts and much vexation of 
sp i r~ t  o I~brarians. This report must be too brief to outline a program, but work will be found for 
willing spirits. 
hliss Endie  Mueser has always borne the greater part in ed~ting the Classificat~on and Indexing de- 
partment. She has given personal interviews to  inclu~rers in the New York area. Her advice has been 
avadahle for d~fficult questions. Mr. Paul Vanderbilt (a new member) has revised the tentative sub- 
ject headings of our b~bliography, and has begun work on the added entry and subject cards, bes~des 
a~ding  in varlous n a y s  Miss Helen >I. Rankin has saved the Cha~rnian many the-taking trips to  
The Free Library of Philadelphia, by acting as  our reference worker there, and utilising its resources 
for us. 
On the Chairman has fallen the larger share of our correspondence and reference work. I t  is not 
poss~ble to do this a t  all times w t h  business-like dispatch. For the past few months it has been diffi- 
cult to  accompl~sh even a part of the work on hand I t  is at such times one becomes keenly conscious 
of the fact that our ~ o r k  requires practice, and that more persons should be prepared to do it. 
LOUISE KELLER. Chmr~t~a i~  
Committee on Training 
H E  object was to look into the matter of training for special hbraries T It was desimd to 6nd some way to help. 
1 Those doing work satisfactory to their enlployers but not to themselles. 
2 Those doing nork satdactory to  themselves but not to thew employers Their retention 115. 
their employer mdicates that he thinks his librarian is doing as good nork as any librarian 
can do- therefore that librarians are, as a group, inefficient. 'This situation is harmful to 
the entire profess~on. 
Two points immediately arlse: \\'hat techn~cal library training is needed, and where can it be 
obtained? 
Contact has been made with a number of representative librarians In an endeavor to discover I\ hat 
is regarded as  essential The opinions gnen  are as far apart as day and night. According to some, the 
present ltbrary schools meet all the needs, and according t o  others, the hbrary schools would be 
expected to change the curricula so greatly that it would be a pract~cal impossibility. Untd an agree- 
ment can be reached as  to funclarnentals, a t  least, it is useless t o  cons~der the second polnt. 
I t  is recommended that 
1. A cornnuttee be appointed to try to find some \fay to clarify this situation. 
2. There be a representatke 
(a) Conversanl ~ i t h  the administrati\e problems of l~brary schools; 
(b) Of employers of lrbrary serv!ce; 
(c) Of hbrar~es In profit-making institutions; 
(d)  Of libraries in non-profit-making institut~ons 
Respectfully submitted, 
A c w s  F. P. GRLLH. C h a ~ r m ~ ~  
Committee on Nominations 
T H E  Nonl~na t~ng  Committee submits the follo\\ing ticket for oficcrs of Spec~al Librar~es Asso- c~at ion for 1932-33: 
President: Mary Louise Alexander, New York City 
First Vice-Pres~denl. Sophia J. Lammers, Ch~cago, Illinois 
Second Vice-President: Adelme hl  Rlacrum, Pittsburgh, Pen~~sylvania 
Treasurer: Laura A. \\'oodnarcl, Balt~more, Maryland 
D~rector for Term of Three Years: hlr. Herberl 0 Rnphatn, Pro\ iclence. Rhotie Is la~~tl  
'ro coniplele the record, it should be noted that the other nie~nlws of the Ewcuti \e  I3odrtl N I I I  Ilc. 
.inqus Fletrher. Nex York C ~ t y .  ~Tern i  e\plres 1033) 
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Fred A. Robertson, Ontarlo, Canada. (Term explres 1931) 
Aka B. Claflin, Cleveland, Ohio. (Ret~ring president) 
The  Committee announces u ith regret that it uas unable to persuade Miss Claflin to serve a second 
term as president, but is gratified to know that she will be able to give the benefit of her experience 
as a continuing member of the Executive Board. 
The  Presidential cand~date, Mzvs Mary Louise Alesander, holds a responsible position as Research 
Manager and Librarian of the urll-known advertising firm of Batten, Barton, Durstme and Osborn. 
Her executwe abihty and resourceful business methods, uhich have built up the efficient hbpry  
organiaation familiar to her New York associates, will now be a t  the service of S L A. As an active 
member for some years of the Commercial-Technical Group, she may be said to represent their 
interests In the National administration. 
Mzss Sophia J.  Lamtners, Librarian of the Joseph Schaffner Library of Commerce, Northwestern 
University, was chosen for the First Vice-president nomination not only on account of her abhties and 
her activities in the Illinois Chapter, but in order to represent the Chicago l~brarians in honored offi- 
cial capacity on the occasion of the next annual convention to be held in that city. We are pleased 
also to recognize, in this way, the libraries of the university schools of business, which we hope will, in 
increasing numbers, find interest and profit in S. L. A. membership. 
For Second Vice-president, we were fortunate In inducing Mzss Adelme Macrum, Librarian of the 
Tuberculosis League of Pittsburgh, and Pres~dent his year of the Pittsburgh Association, to accept 
the nominat~on. Miss Macrum had charge of the very successful arrangements last October for a 
Special Libraries section in the Pennsylvania State Library Association Conference. A good program 
of speakers and very well-executed entertainment features created a highly favorable ~mpression 
upon those members present as to Miss Macrum's organizing abdities and gift for creating an atmos- 
phere of friendly welcome. In her group affiliations, h11ss Macrum H-111 represent the Civic-Social 
Libraries. 
Miss Laura A .  Woodward, of the Maryland Casualty Company, Baltimore, was destined for an 
important office in the Association, according to the s~multaneous convictions of many visiting spe- 
cial librarians, who enjoyed her hosp~tality over the February 22 week-end. The Committee uas  
gratified to report that Miss Woodward had already been secured for the Treasurership. In securing 
the whole-hearted codperation of her organlzatlon on t h ~ s  occasion, including the personal attendance 
of 11s president, and arranging for elaborately planned entertainment features, MISS Woodward 
demonstrated abilities for accomplishment that we are pleased to have requisitioned on behalf of the 
National Association. Miss M'oodward is affiliated with the Insurance Group, a comparatively new 
but very active section of our Association. 
One new member of the Executive Board must be elected for a three-year term, and ue  have 
part~cular pleasure in submitting the name of Herbert 0. Brzgham, State Librarian of Rhode Island. 
Probably no other one member of the Assoc~atior~ IS better known and liked. His yeare of arduous 
and unselfish work as Editor of SPECIAL IBRARIES and his concern a t  all times for the best interests 
of the Association have won him the esteem of all. Mr. Br~gham represents the large and important 
group of legislat~ve reference libraries. 
While the Nominating Committee has no direct concern with the remaining members of the Execu- 
tive Board, i t  wishes to point out that it was cognizant of the contribution they make, resultmg in a 
particularly well-balanced and representative board. Miss Claflin, retiring President, represents the 
Financial Croup; Mr. Robertson, our Canadian neighbors; and Mr. Fletcher, Britisli library interests, 
as  well as New York Special Libraries h i a t i o n ,  of which he is Past President. 
Respectfully submitted, 
MARGUERITE BURNETT, Chairman 
JESSIE CALLAN 
K .  DOROTHY FERGUSON 
DANIEL N. HANDY 
JOSEPH F. KWAPIL 
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Sub-Committee on Revision of the Constitution 
let June, 1932 
HE Sub-committee's report on Amendments to the Constitution, published in the July-August 
'I' 1931 issue of SPECIAL IBRARIES, was submitted lor adoption to the A~sociatiori a t  the annual 
meeting on June 10, 1931, and was ordered t o  be brought up for disposal a t  the Convention of 1932. 
Since then a number of other amendments have been suggested to the Committee, including the 
following: 
(a) Provision for the mail ballot; 
(b) Provision that the Vice-president shall automatically succeed the Pres~dent; 
(c) Provision for representation by proxy at meetings of the Executive Board; 
(d) Provision for adoption of rules by the Executive Board. 
After due consideration the Sub-committee was unable to recommend amendments to the Consti- 
tution in any of the foregoing respects. 
This Sub-Committee is of the opinion that there should be a provision in the Cons t~ tu t~on provid- 
ing for the temporary appointment of officers by the Executive Board following resignation or death. 
While it might be assumed to be a general power of the Board to take summary action, the Com- 
mittee is of the belief that it should be stated definitely in the Constitution. 
ELIZ,~BETH 0 CULLEN 
HERBERT 0. BRIGHAM 
ANGUS S. FLETCHER, Chairman 
Advertising Manager of SPECIAL LIBRARIES 
u PON the resignation of the former editor last June, he expressed the h o p  that  "with the passing of the depression and the assistance of the local advertising committee . . . the year 1931-32 
will present a better story than the year 1930-31" in m far as advertismg revelrue was conccrned. 
Economic conditions have changed - but not for the better; and there has been a minimum of 
assistance from the local associations. New York, Los Angeles, and Boston locals have offered assist- 
ance; Mr. Joseph F. Kwapil obtained advertising for the December Newspaper issue which 
contributed to its success. Miss M. C. Schneidewind has been of much valuable help in mlic~ting and 
obtaining space forthe May-June issue in the New York Metropolitan area. There has been a number 
of suggestions made during the year as leads for,possible advertising. These have been appreciated 
and have been acted upon, but have not proven very fruitful. 
Paid advertising for the 10 issues ending with May-June has averaged 2Hts, or  nearly 3 pages 
each issue. This year's Convention issue compares favorably with last yedr's, k i n g  off orily i r ~  
amount of advertising space. A number of accounts of long standing have been discontinued through 
lack of adverbsing appropriations, through liquidation, and failure. However, wine new contracts 
have been made during the year. 
Members of the Association can contribute to the financial success of the periodical by remembering 
t o  "patronize our advertisers" and, when so doing, call attenlion to the fact that  their advertising 
was seen in SPECIAL IBRARIES. 
Respectfully submitted, 
M DOR~THY OWARD 
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"Rather Special" 
w RITTEN for and produced by the New York Specla1 Libraries Association last h h y ,  the play, "Rather Special," \\as rcpeated at  Lakc Placd on Thursday c v e n i n ~ ,  June 16. The co-authors 
nere Ama Ebbeson and hlarjor~e Burbank After a hcct~c all-night d r~ve ,  they arrived nt noon on the 
day of the performance to cheer the droopmg spir~ts  of thc cast who claimed early in the day to be 
sulTermg from stage-fright. 
The "1909" sextctte, although not so youthful as the Neu York cast, made a h ~ t  \\ill1 t h e ~ r  song 
and dance, as d ~ d  A h  Buntrng, who a a s  most appcal~ng as "A Weary Little Public " Nellc I3armore 
as "Apllrodite" and Mary Parker as "Lysandra," in costumes "not standard," were forced to give a11 
encore. A shout of laughter greeted Elizabeth litray, when she appeared as V~olettc X-Ray supl~ortcd 
by a spear adorried by a gay, green garter to  match her own 
One of our oficers overheard an arnuslng telephone conversat~on anent the play A guest at the 
Club a a s  reldting the events of the day to her hushand by long distance telephone. "111 the 
cvcnmg," said the lady, "I \rent to a show. l'here 1s a group of pcoplc here, n ho call tlie~nselvcs 
Specla1 Librar~ans. I don't knoir \\hat they do, but they put on J. RIJICLESQUE and it war. .L 
scream " And so thought all the audience. 
- 
T H E  FUTURE STATE 
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Reveries of the Lake Placid Convention 
HE glory of the mountains * * * the furl of T, ~reetlng ' . new arrivals * * ' the friendliness 
of the Club staff * * the first introduct~on to a 
simpl~fietl spelling nicnu * * our ordered minds 
searching for tl~screpancics * * * V~rgrn~a  Sav- 
age's clever send-off package to the t u o  voya- 
geurs froni the \Vest, Ruth N~chuls and Edith 
hIattson * * Edith M.~ttson's struggles to corr1- 
pose a reply in pure reforn~ed spelling with 
the aid of a coniplete set of Club literature * * * 
lovely Mrs Dorn from Detroit * * * the over- 
heard conversations through porous \\ails and 
across the lawns * * * the bodt ride to hloose 
Island * * * the steak picnic under the pines, 
and the unforgettable pancakes * * * startling 
yells of suddenly un~nhbited lhrarians callmg 
for "more" with plenty of syrllp * * * tlic mourn- 
ful sight of h , Ia rp~cr~ te  Burnctt halted ~n line 
nitliin nose length of broiling steak, to  m a i t  the 
second sitting * * Erling Stroni's moving story 
of AIL. McICinley * * * the \\ell-attended meet- 
ings in the mornings, dwindlinp in the afternoons 
* * having to  rccogrii~e anew Eleanor Cava- 
naugli several times daily on account of many 
changes in costunie * * * Gertie Peterkin still in 
a hurry * * * l'lorencc Bradley's penance * * 
those hardy souls who ~ o t  up early ~iiornings to  
play tennls, go swimming or canoeing * * the 
dark quiet of the 11ttle cbapcl * * * Mary Parker 
attendmg meetings * * the rare comfort of 
wanting to s ~ t  before a log fire in June * * * the 
absence of commercial atmosphere * * * the 
cdsily fourd and travclletl l x ~ t l ~ s  in the noods 
* * * the Neir York group blatantly ~ loa t ing  
over tile new president ill its play * * the safety 
pins that Here huac but  not liugc e ~ i ~ u ~ h  t o  hold 
up the sheets of Lysar~tlr.i a ~ i t l  Apl~rodi~c  * * * 
I-IL W a y  gainlug c ~ ~ l i t  pou~icls * * * some of the 
rcst of us tlomg the s;rule, Iiut not being so ple.~sed 
* * ' thc approprintcr~ess of the I I ~ I I ~  of the lake, 
e q w ~ a l l y  just before dark * * * the night clerk 
at South Bend, Indiana * * Alice Uunting's 
snide * * MISS Rath l~o~le ' s  d rnn~~r t ic  arrival 
' * * Florence Grant hunting a quiet corrlcr to 
read Gree~i Alanslons * * * the Neaspaper Group 
meetmg as usu;il * * * Iorie Ely's charm as  ;L 
chairman * * * thc elntlon over A ~ n a  Ebbcson 
and Marjorie U u r b a ~ ~ k ' s  arrival after a day  and 
n~glit on the road * ' * their strenuous return 
trip repor!ed by posicorrl as "The  Log ol 
Hung-(hose" * * * usual hagplings over c h a w -  
ing the constitution and  by-lans * * + the In- 
coming President stretclietl out w ~ t h  a lily in her 
hand for a last bit of rest until next year * * 
the h a u n t m ~  music of C'armcla Ippol~to, I-Ja/el 
Thcodoroa~cd arid Carl Lamson * * the all- 
lavendar b~rt l iday cdke and candles for Presdent 
Alexander * * * Mr. Fel t i t  looking always crisp 
and cool in spite of constant meetings * * * 
shock and astor~ishmer~t  when thc new editor &?id 
she never read S I ~ I . \ L  L ~ n n h a r e s  * * the 
original suggestion tha t  we have a page of \i7altcr 
Wtnchell in our m a g a ~ i n e  * * * !!! 
Digest of Business Book Reviews 
Compiled by the Staff of the Business Branch of the 
Public Library, Newark, N. J. 
Barneit, H. R. Man Management in Chain 
Stores. Harper, 1931. $3.50. 
"A series of p~actical ,111tl workablc sugges- 
tions. . . . Thc proldcms treated in this book 
are qmte the most important i n  the c h , h  store 
business, ,~rcort l~r~g to a vicc-president of a 
clia~n-store organization." Food I ~ ~ d u v l r ~ e ~ ,  
August 1931, 11. 356 80 words. 
"Although 'physic,tl' t ~ n ~ n i n g  in stock loca- 
tmn, stock keeping, and stock ordering has 
been givcn cons~derable attention In most 
( h.~iri olgamzat~oris, 'mental' training for the 
purpose of tlevelop~ng employees to excel in 
salesmanship and ctrstomcr service has been 
nliglectecl " Jonrtial of Relarlrng, April 1931, p. 
26. 250 words 
"The ;il~pe~idi?c rimy well be the   no st helpful 
p d  of the book I t  contains a long s y l l a l ~ ~ ~ s  for 
a school for clerks, outlincs for Icctl~rcs, edito- 
rials for advert~sing cupy, snlcsn~m~ship rn- 
grams, topics for rliscussio~i a t  distrlct mect- 
ings, a d v e r t ~ s i ~ ~ g  Iicatlli~lcs, subjects for house 
organ articles arid n review of wage :ctmil bonus 
systems." R. 11. Pogler. dffl7~a~c?Nt~1/ Kwitw, 
June 1931, 11. 187 287 words. 
Castenholz, W .  B. Solution to t h e  Apprcciat~on 
Problem. LaSalle Extension Univ., 1931. $1.00. 
"The author s e i ~ c s  his pcn t o  battle against 
the 'absurdities' and 'ludicrolrs expressions' 
that lurk in financial statements prepared by 
accountants who 'adhere strictly t o  the ultra- 
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conservative doctrine' of past cost. . . . Only 
as excellent high-handed spoofing can this little 
book be recommended to the author's fellow- 
practitioners." F. E. Kohler. Accounting Re- 
w r o ,  September 1931, p. 244. 850 words. 
"It is a plea for the recognition by the ac- 
countant of changing economic conditions and 
economic nceds. While it is really not hot- 
weather reading, every accountant would 
profit by its study." Certijcd Public Account- 
anl, August 1931, p. 252. 155 words. 
"The problem to which a solution is offered 
wems to be that  of adjusting cost accounts to 
conditions where plant used has been purchased 
a t  prices below (or above) current prices. . . . 
Probably we shall have to consider each case 
on its merits, but  Mr. Castenholz has a t  l a s t  
given us another resource in dealing with the 
question." F. W. Thornton. Jo~rnal  of Ac- 
corcia&ncy, September 1931, p. 227. 900 words. 
"The author denies that the present deplor- 
able situation in real estate financing is due to 
the use of replacement rather than cost values 
as a basis for bond issues He insists that con- 
setvatwe financing on replacement values would 
have avoided the present disastrous situation." 
W. J. Graham. Journal of B~lsiness of the Uni- 
versity of Chrcago, April 1932, p. 198. 660 words. 
Churchill, W .  Z. Pricing for Proat. Macmillm, 
1932. $3.00. 
"While the book deals principally with mnnu- 
facturing and rnerchand~sing, it should be of 
special interest to bankers, for if much of the 
, 
country's production and marketing is con- 
ducted on hit-and-miss methods, as the author 
asserts, no wonder banks are failing " Bankers 
Magazine, May 1932, p. 609. 120 words. 
"Well worth reading, in view of the exten- 
sive shifting of prices ill almost every industry 
which must play an important part in economic 
readjustment." Class and Induslrd Mnrkcf- 
ing, May 1932, p. 51. 410 words. 
"The author believes that there is a defin~te 
ratio between profit and selling effort, and, on 
the basis of many concerns studied, states these 
laws. He gives forlnulas for pricing and, by 
many actual examples, indicates how these 
work out." Faclory and Induslrial Managc- 
mml, April 1932, p. 35. 150 words. 
"Summarizes the findings of ten years of 
search for the correctible causes of inadequate 
earnings of well-managed business enterprises." 
Lwna Kohn. Induslrial Arts Index, April 1932, 
p. iii. 40 words. 
"The observations and conclusions recorded 
in this book have been derived from fifteen 
years' of varied experience at an industrial 
engineer and business consultant." N. A. C. A. 
Bulletin, May 15, 1932, p. 1300. 240 words. 
"Profit is the life blood of business, but, say3 
W. L. Churchill, prices are all too often made 
without due regard to reasonable profit. . . . 
We cannot agree with him in detail, but cer- 
tainly his ~rinciple is worth careful study." 
Nation's Bunncss, April 1932, p. 82.140 words. 
Crobmrgh, C. J. Hnndboak of  Insurance. Pren- 
tice-Hd, 1931.510.00. 
"This is not only an indispensable com- 
pendium to every insurance agent and broker, 
but should also prove an invaluable reference 
book to every property owner and businesa 
man generally." Commerce and finance, July 
15, 1931, p. 1043. 140 words. 
"A combination directory and encyclopedia 
of insurance. I t  contains a full explanation of 
the various terms used in insurance, in simple, 
non-technical language." Life Association 
hr,,, August 1931, p. 999. 125 words. 
"To the buyer of insurance this comes as a 
valuable reference because it also gives the 
legal interpretation of many commonly used 
terms that have come to be used in a special 
restricted sense in the insurance policy." Man- 
agement Rcwieur, October 1931, p. 318.90 words. 
Crowlher, Samuel. Basis for Stability. Little, 
Brown, 1932. $3.00. 
"This hook differs from many others, which 
are seeking a solution for our economic dificul- 
ties, by avoiding theory and recognizing only 
real~sm in the world of business." Leona Kohn. 
Industrial Arts I m h ,  March 1932, p. iv. 75 
words. 
"It's a book that  combihes the best thinking 
of the most distinguished business leaders with 
Mr. Crowther's c leu  analysis and interesting 
presentation." Managemenl Methods, May 
1932, p. 298. 100 words. 
"In collecting the material for his book, 
Samuel Crowther interv,iewed twenty-one lead- 
ers of American industry." Margaret Reynolds. 
Mid-Weslwn Banker, May 1932, p. 34. 450 
words. 
Donham, W. B. Business Looks at the Unfore- 
seen. Whittlasay House, 1932. 52.50. 
"Dean Donham believes that capitalism is 
facing a major breakdown, and it is his aim to 
define certain long-time objectives in mecha- 
nism for the better adjustment of b u s i n a  to 
the society of which it is a part." F&ry and 
Industrial Management, May 1932, p. 29. 300 
words. 
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"Selected topics of current interest and im- 
portance are used as illustrative material, al- 
though the author is concerned not primarily 
with this depression, but rather with prevent- 
ing the next depression from equalling this one 
in magnitude." Lcona Kohn. Induslrial Arts 
Index, April 1932, p. iv. 70 words. 
"The book is an outstanding one that will 
clarify understanding of complex economic 
problems - and what's more, it's optimistic'" 
Matiagetncnl Melhods, May 1932, p. 298. 125 
words. 
Eggleslon, D. C. Department Store Accounting. 
Greenberg, 1931. $7.50. 
"Anyone contemplating doing any account- 
ing work lor a retail business should have this 
lmok for study and reference The Inventory 
methods, allocation of overhead, planning of 
departmentalization and use of mechanical ac- 
counting devices described in various chapters 
are full of suggestion. The large number of 
charts and the con~prehensive index add t o  the 
bmk's ready usefulness." M. E. Pcloubet. 
Journal of Accountancy, April 1932, p. 308. 250 
words. 
"The book will appeal primarily to the 
' general accountant who wishes t o  survey the 
field of retail accounting, rather than to retail 
accountants already acquainted with retail- 
accounting procedure." Journd of Retailtn~, 
July 1931, p. 61. 120 words. 
"The author, from his wide experience in 
public accounting practice, has developed this 
volume to cover the best in accounting prac- 
tice as applied to the department store field. 
. . . The closing chapters on department and 
financial statements and statement analyeis 
are a good summary of the material." N. A. 
C. A .  Bullelin, November 1, 1931, p. 316. 85 
words. 
"Presents complete specialized and stand- 
ardized department store methods. Accounting 
of ind~vidual departments thoroughly covered 
a s  well as mark downs, expense apportionment, 
physical inventories, collection procedure, and 
so on." Syskm, May 1931, p. 387.45 words. 
Gerslcnberg, C. W. Principles of Business. Pren- 
tice-Hall, 1931. 55.00. 
11 1 
~ r i n c i ~ i e s  of Business' appears in a fifth 
edition, thoroughly revised. . . . Changes have 
been made thloughout, with more additions 
than subtractions." Industrial Arls Index, 
November 1931, p. iv. 100 words. 
"The subject matter is treated in an  easy 
reading style. There are two good chapters on 
banking and a good one on financial statements 
which will clarify the  whole subject for the be- 
ginner or for one who has never really under- 
st& the subject." Margaret Reynolds. hfd- 
Wesfern Banker, May 1932, p. 13. 120 words. 
"A practical guide of economic principles 
that should be considered in any business." 
System, December 1931, p. 411. 420 words. 
Land, S. L. Trade Associations -Their Service 
to Education. Heating k Piping Contractorss 
National Association, 1931.52.00. 
"The author reviews the development of 
educational efforts of trade associations; sum- 
marizes the educational activities of national 
trade associatio~~s in the build~ng industry; 
analyzes types of educational services spon- 
sored by trade associations; presents the re- 
spective and joint responsibility of both 
industry and school agencles in the organiza- 
tions and promotion of training programs for 
industry." Cerlified Publrc Accountant, March 
1932, p. 172. 160 words. 
"This little h k  is one of the most construc- 
tive pieces of work yet done in the way of 
defining a definite program for trade associa- 
tions." W. J. Donald. Ma~gemenl Revimu, 
February 1932, p. 60. 315 words. 
"The material presented is new in the field 
of educatio~~ through trade associations and i t  
seen~s that  it should be interesting and instruc- 
tive to anyone concerned generally with the 
organization and promotion of training for in- 
dustry." N. A. C. A .  BuUeLin, February 15, 
1932, p. 848. 375 words. 
"The author is convinced that there is a 
growing interest on the part of tradc associa- 
tions in the training of the personnel employed 
by, or associated with, member-companies." 
Trained Men, Spring 1932, p. 23. 700 words. 
Leacock, Stephen. Back to Prosperity. Mac- 
millan, 1932. 51.25. 
"Professor Leacock declarcs that ou t  of the 
present 'thick economic fog' he sees only two 
ways- that  taken by the Russians, leading . 
into the dark; the other, for which the coming 
Imperial Conference a t  Ottawa is the starting 
point, leading into the sunshine." Anglo- 
Amencan Trade, May 1932, p. 258.450 words. 
"Known as a humorist as well as an econo- 
mist, Mr. Leacock combines the qualities of 
both in this volume, which, while written in an  
essentially serious vein, contains enough 
humor t o  make i t  much more readable than 
the usual volume on a similar subject." Bank- 
ers Magazine, March 1932, p. 378. 260 words. 
"The author states the broad problenis tha t  
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have to be faced by the Conference and sug- 
gests ways of meeting them." Leona Kohn. 
I~tdrtslrial Arts Itrder, March 1932, p, iv. 50 
words. 
"The aothor makes five proposals. He urges 
that  the varlous parts of the Empire should 
join in an embargo on all trade with Russi~,  
advocates n system of quota sales (sales en bloc 
a t  a fixed price), that the gold standard 4c re- 
stored wth  lesser quantity of gold in the 
sovereign and the dollar, and lastly he suggests 
, that  a more extended use be made of a~lver " 
Margaret Reynolds. Mid- Wrstern Hotrker, May 
1932, p 32. 300 words. 
Myers. Harry. Human Engineering. Harper, 
1932, $4.00. 
"Readers may test assured that this book is 
of the highest quality in its subject or it would 
never have passed the censorship of the expert 
editor " R L. Smitley. .Business Briefs. Feb- 
ruary 1932, p. 395. 60 words. 
"Throughout, the ~dea  is exp~essed that the 
things workers wmt arc not so far apart from 
the aims of management. . . . I t  IS a book that 
should be in the hands of everyone who has to 
do  with the management of men." A. H. 
Mogeneen. Factory and Itrdz~drial Matrage- 
men/, March 1932, p. 45 900 words 
"I-low individuals may work together, be 
happy and successful in doing so, and a t  thc 
same time cflcct results beneficial to the or- 
ganization with which they are working, is 
d~scussed in such a practical and personal way 
that  managers will find the suggestions readily 
adaptable." Leona Kohn. Itrdrtstrial Arts In- 
dex, February 1932, p. iii. 75 words. 
"The author suggests that the job of human 
engineering is to change people's attitude to- 
ward work, to teach them how to work, and to 
teach them how to manage their affairs prop. 
erly." R. F. F~eld. Jfa?ragen~enl Rmm, June 
1932, p. 189 280 words. 
Wheeler, John. Treatise of Commerce. New 
York Univ. Press, 1931. $6.00. 
"Professor Hotchkiss has dug up a propa- 
ganda classic, John Wheeler's defense of the 
Merchant Adventurers 11601). Now reprinted 
for the first time, and enlightened a t  some 
length by Hotchkiss, the book is an authentic 
pcture of business in the Elizabethan period." 
Aduertising & Selling, October 14, 1931, p. 80 
-1 0 words 
"Aside from the mechanical excellence of 
Professor Hotchkiss's presentation, the drama 
of this document is priceless. Who can say that 
history does not repeat itself?" Att~ertcan Ac- 
counlant, August 1931, p 250 450 words. 
"The book is a mine of information which is 
now put w~thin the rench of all. . . . It com. 
prises a substantial and interesting introduc- 
tion of over 100 pages, which gives the his- 
torical setting and stresses the significance of 
the book in the history of marketing. a fac- 
sim~le of the original, and a text edited in 
Modern type and spelling." Clive Day. Ameri- 
ran Econotnic Review, March 1932, p 102. 250 
words. 
"'A Treatisc of Commerce' is significant be- 
cause it is one of the first pieces of conimercial 
propaganda. . . The lmok will be very help- 
ful to those interested in early large-scale 
merchandising and foreign trade." N a f i o t ~ ' ~  
Bminess, October 1931, p. 85. 175 words 
Wond. L. A. Union-Management Cdperation on 
the Railroads. Yale Univ. Press, 1931. $4.00. 
"Because of the widespread interest in his 
topic, this volume is assured of numerous 
readers. . . . The reviewer feels that this vol- 
ume will be of value t o  those who arc interested 
in establishing industrial relations 'on a more 
effective and mutually helpful foundation.' " 
C. A. Gulick, Ir. Arnericatr Economic Rmew, 
December 1931, p. 761. 925 words. 
"The book is clearly expressed and puts the 
reader pleasantly in touch with the necessary 
vocabulary and many interesting practices of 
the repair and maintenance of way divisions." 
Francis Goodell. Bullelkr of the Taylor Sociely, 
October 1931, p. 214. 620 words. 
"While primarily of interest to those in the 
field of transportat~on, it is so wrrtten that the 
student of industrial relations will find valu- 
able material in this comprehensive study." 
A. H. Mogensen. Faclory & Industrial Man- 
axetnenl, June 1931, p 1001 140 words. 
"Although nunierous articles have been pub- 
lished concerning union-management cdpcra- 
tion on the railroads this is the first exhaustive 
treatise on the subject. . . . The experiment 
merits study and for this purpose Mr. Wood's 
treatise may be recommended. I t  is a t  once ex- 
haustive and free of preconception and bias " 
R. W. Stone Manage~rient Review, February 
1932, p. 62. 875 words. 
